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O. Introduction 
The present work contains results concerning end-extensions, minimal 
end-extensions, iterated extensions, lattices of elementary submodels, 
groups of automorphisms and semi-groups of endomorphisms, and other 
related subjects - all in the domain of models of Peano's arithmetic. For 
example, as a corollary to Theorems 4. i0 and 4.11, we have: 
For every model, M, of  Peano's arithmetic, for every ordered set (/, <)  
and every partition o f / in to  ~< IMI '~ sets, {t k , k ~ K }, there exists an 
elementary end-extension N of M and an order-preserving embedding, 
b: 1 ~ N, of I into N (where N is ordered by its natural ordering) such 
that, if we let M(J)  be the elementary submodel generated by M u{b(i):  
iE  J},  where J c I, we have: 
(i) The mapping J ~ M(J)  is an isomorphism of the lattice of all sub- 
sets of I onto the lattice of all elementary subrnodels of N which contain 
M. 
(ii) M(J~ ) is an end-e×tension f M(J l ) iff J1 is a proper initial segment 
o f J  2 . 
(iii) Every order-preserving embedding e: J1 ~ J2' such that for all 
i ~ Jr'  '! and e(i) belong to the same Ik , determines a unique elementary 
embedding over M, o: M(J 1 ) ~ M(J  2 ) such that ~(b(i)) = b(e(i)) for all 
i@ J  1 • 
(iv) Every elementary embedding over M (i.e., which is the identity on 
M) o fMJ  1 ) intoM( J  2 ) is of the form ~, for some e, as in (iii). 
This enables one to construct end-extensions of any M whose group 
of automorphisms over M is given in advance, provided that it belongs to 
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a certain class of  groups which is quite extensive. For example, many rigid 
models can be constructed and much more can be said. Similar control is 
achieved for other specifications. Details are given in §4. 
All the results hold for any consistent extension of  Pea:lo's arithmetic 
whose language consists of  the usual arithmetical symbols and, in addi- 
tion, possibly countably many predicates and function symbols (tile in- 
duction schema ranging over all formulas of  the language) mad any num- 
ber of  individual constants (no bound on cardinaliO,). We shall later re- 
mark on the case of uncountably many predicates. 
The types (over models) which are used (namely, definable, end-exten- 
sional and minimal) and the process of iterations on which Theorems 4. i 0 
and 4.11 rely, are all of a uniform character - they are constructed by 
applying fixed schemata to models. The schemata can be applied to any 
models, producing types over these models or extensions (which can then 
be iterated), as the case may be, and they act like func~ors. Thus, a type 
t(o) over a model M is def inable iL tbr every formula ~(u I ..... u k , o). there 
exists a formula o~(u I . . . .  , u k ) such that, for all a I ..... a~. ~ M, 
¢(a 1 . . . . .  a k, o) ~ t(o) ~* M ~ o ~ (a t . . . . .  a k ) .  
The type is completely determined by tile mapping which associates a o 0 
to every ¢,. This corr,~lation is called a dej in ing schema, and it call be 
applied to any model which is elementarily e~luivalent to M, Furthermore, 
in the defining schema we can disregard ally individual constants in the 
language (except he numerals 0 and i), for the type is completely deter- 
mined by tile values o ,  for those $'~ in which no other individual constant 
appears. 
This is true for all the constructions of this work, and it automatically 
guarantees that the results will hold uniformly for uncountable as well as 
countable models. 
A theore ~ in a different direction is~ f2r example, Theorem 4.1, which 
states that if V is an elementary extension of ~.~I which is generated by 
M o (a}, the~ every member of N which is different from a has over M a 
type which is different from the type ofa.  
Paris [81 proved that for any countable M and any complete compactly 
~-generated d~stributive lattice La (see §5 for explanations) there is an 
elementary extension N, ~uch that the lattice of the elementary submodels 
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of  N which include M is isomorphic to La. in § 5 we generalize part of his 
restllt to uncountable M's, as follows: 
The result is true lbr all modets if La is the lattice of all initial segments 
of  a countable ordered set or, more generally, if it is obtained from such a 
lattice by replacing finitely many of its members by finite Boolean algebras. 
(lfa~ is either in the Boolean algebra which replaces ai or is equal to a i, 
# # 
i = !, 2, and a I 4~ a 2, then, by definiliol~., aI < a 2 i f fa I < a 2 .) 
This generalization is effected by the use of uniform constructions, as 
described before. In particular, the elementary extensions are obtained 
by adjoining elements which realize end-extension, and hence - definable, 
types over the given model. It seems that, in this domain, that is the only 
way of dealing with models of arbitrary cardinalities, Paris's proof relies 
heavily on the denumerability of the given model M. Getting uniform con- 
structions which will yield the full generalized result is very difficult, a.s 
can be seen from the fact that the proofs of those partial generalizations 
are lengthy and imolved (they take almost the whole of §5), whereas the 
countable cases are relatively easy. On the other hand, the proof of Paris's 
fuU result is very complicated. 
Instead of the "'uniformization" of the full result we offer as conjectures 
two partial generalizations which seem to be more accessible. One is that 
the claim is true if La is finite ?.nd distributive, and, moreover, N can be 
obtained by adjoining to M an element which realizes over it a definable 
type, t, with a defining schema which depends only on the lattice La (and 
not on M). The second ~tatcs that this t is end-extensional iff La has a 
minimal element over 0 (i.e., a member 0' svch that x > 0 i f fx  = 0 or 
x> 0'). 
End-extension types are a basic tool in this work. Here we mean types 
of the given theory, i.e., maximal sets of formulas, t(o), with v free, con- 
sistent with the theory. (We conceive also t(o) as a type over the minimal 
model of the complete theory (4): t(v) I--- ¢, ~b is a sentence }. Sucl" a model 
exists because Skolem fur~ctions are definable, its members ~re the values 
of all constant erms,) t(o) is end-extensional if (c < o) ~ t(v) for every 
const~mt term c li.e., t(o) is unbounded) and if whenever N is an elemen- 
tary extension of M generated by M c.J (a}, where x < a for all x ~ M and 
a realizes t(v), then N is an end-extension. If in such a situation N is always 
a minimal extension, t(o) is defined to be a minimal type (see 0.1). (Note, 
however, that there are examples where N, which is generated by M t.J {a ) 
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with M < a, is a minimal extension, but a does not realize a minimal type, 
By Remark 4.15 such extensions exist whenever M has a proper elementary 
submodel. It is an open question for the case where M is minimal, in par- 
ticular if it is the standard model.) 
In § 1 we introduce the concept of a definable type. Some properties 
are investigated, assuming any theory in which Skolem functions are de- 
finable (not necessarily Peano's arithmetic; the concept itself is meaning- 
ful for arbitrary theories). The process of iterated extensions i defined, 
and some basic results are proved. 
In §2 end-extension types are introduced and their basic properties are 
proved. The main theorem in this direction is Theorem 2, I 0 in which it: is 
shown that end-extension types form a natural subclass of  the definable 
types (as shown later, this is a proper subclass). Thus, t(v) is end-exten- 
sional iff it is unbounded and for every M eve~ unbounded type t'(v) 
overM (i.e., (a < o) ~ t'(o) for all a E M) which extends t(v) is definable. 
Another equivalent condition is that for every' #1, t(v~ has at most one 
unbounded extension over M. 
It is easily seen that t(v) is definable iff for every formula ~u,  o), where 
u = (u 1 ..... u k ), there exists a formula ~k(u, o) such that for every k-tuple, 
¢, of constant terms ~k(c, v) ~ t(v) and t(o) implies: 
(Vo) (~(u, v) -* ~(u, o)) v (Vo) (~k(u, v) -~ n~(u, v)).  
As we shall show, t(o) is end-extensional iff it is unbounded and, for 
every 9(u, v), there exists a formula ~¢(v) ~ t(v) such that t(v) implies: 
(Vu) (300) [(Vo> %) (¢' ,(o) -* ~o(u. v)) 
v (Vo > %) (~, (v)-* - l~u ,  o))1 . 
0.1. Remark. As observed by Shelah, our end-extension types are analo- 
gous to those Harnik and Ressayre defined as minimal types [6, p. 1821. 
?~y their c :f~nition (which applies to ~ bitrary theories) t is minimal if 
for any mGJel and any set D of its members, t has at most one extension 
to a complete non-algebraic type over D. (A type is algebraic if it can be 
realized only by finitely many elements.) Inside models of arithmetic 
"finite" means bounded, and if we replace "algebraic" by "bounded" 
we get the definition of an end-extension type. qqle Harnik-- Ressayre 
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definition can be equivalently stated as follows: For every ~u, o) there 
exists ~¢(t~) ~ t(o) such that, for every model M over which t has an ex- 
tension, and every a E M, the set {x: M ~ ff~(x)} is included, modulo 
the ideal of finite sets, either in (x: M b= ~p(a, x)} or in -Ix: M ~ -l¢(a,x)} 
End~xtension types are obtained if we replace the ideal, of finite sets by 
the ideal of  all subsets of bounded sets. Since the family of bounded sets 
can be parametrized and deft, led by the formula o < u, we can state the 
condition in a purely syntactical form. (In general, one can perhaps con- 
sider any non-principal ideal g~nerated by a fiunily ((x: M ~ ~(a, x)}, 
a ~ M, ~o ~ ~),) Our minimal types shouM not be confused with the 
minimal types of  [6]. 
The mapping which associates ff~ with ¢ determines t(o) uniquely and 
can be taken as its defining schenaa. Again, ~ has to be defined only for 
those ¢'s in which only the numerals 0, t occur as individual constants. 
The existence of end-extension types is proved by constructing such 
defining schemata. 
This construction is based on formalizing inside Peano's arithmetic a 
certain second-order inductive definition. The formalization is possible 
because of a certain "local" property of the ~nductive definition. This 
concept of local property is defined in general in § 2. Whenever a second- 
order operation has such a property, it can be formalized in Peano's arith- 
metic. This useful fact is applied later several times for various construc- 
tions. 
Other characterizations of end-extension types are given in Theorem 
2~21. 
Minimal types are a proper subclass of  end-extension types. They are 
introduced and investigated in §3. Theorem 3.6 is the analogue of Theo- 
rem 2. i 0. Again, we get uniform defining schem;;ta whose existence is
proved. 
In §4 various relations between types are investigaled, and the results 
mentioned before are proved, using the machinery of minimal types and 
iterated extensions. 
§5 deals with mfitbrmizing parts of Paris's results. 
Some of the statements of this work hold, obviously, for languages 
with uncounta y many predicates. Such are all the results of § 1, Theo- 
rems 2.10, 2.15, 4. 1, and others. But all the results which claim, or rely 
on, the existence of definable types, end-extension type~, etc. are based 
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on constructions which involve a countable numeration of  the predi- 
cates. If there ~re uneountably many predicates, the situs:lion is unclear. 
Thus, let L be the language which includes, in addition to the usual sym- 
bols of  arithmetic, the predicates Pi(o), i ~ 1 (since tuples can be encoded 
in Peano's arithmetic, it suffices to treat unary predicates). Let T be a 
theory containing the usual axioms of  Peano, where the induction axiem 
ranges over all formulas of L. The following questions have positive ans- 
wers i f l  is countable, but are open for uncountable/ 's:  
(i) Does every model of  Thave an elementary end-extension? 
(ii) Does every model of  T have an elementary minimal end-extension? 
(iii) Are there definable non-trivial types of  T? 
(iv) Are there end-extension types of  T? 
(v) Are there minimal types of T? 
(The implications between positive ar.swers are: (v) =, (iv) =~ (iii) =~ (i), 
(v)  ~ ( i i )  ~ ( i ) . )  
Similar questions can be asked concerning §5. 
As an example, let T be the complete theory o fM 0 where M 0 = (co, +, 
• , O, X i ) i~ l and {Xi:  i ~ 1} is the power set of  ¢o (i 4= ] =~ X i +~ X/). In this 
case M 0 is the minimal model of T, and it is easily seen that every type 
over M 0 is definable. Hence every type of T is definable, and we get posi- 
tive answers to (iii) and (i) (concerning (iii) =~ (i), see Corollary 2.4). Using 
Theorem 2.10 it can be shown that in this case the answer to (iv) is posi- 
tive iff there exists a non-principal ultrafilter, F, over co, such that 
(*) For every partition (A n }nEw, of  co into disjoint non-~empty sets 
either, for some k, A t E F or there exists A ~ Fsuch that A n A n is finite 
for all n. 
CH (the Continuum Hypothesis) implies (*). The status of  (*) in ZFC 
without CH is. I am told, an open problem. 
It can also be shown that M 0 has minimal elemenlary extensions 
(which, of course, are end-extensions) iff there exists a non-principal 
ultrafilter F over M 0 having the property: 
(**) l-~r every partition, {A n )n~,~, of co into disjoint non-empty sets, 
either A k -: F for some k, or there exists a choice function f such  that 
f (n )  E A n and (f(n): n E co} E/7. 
Obviously ( ** )~ [*). Again, CH implies (**). The status of  (**) in 
ZFC without CH, as well as o f ( , )  =~ (**), is so far unknown. 
Using the implication (**) =, ( , )  and Theorem 3.6. one can show that 
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an elementary existence of M 0 which is generated by M 0 u {a} is mini- 
mat iff a realizes a minimal type (the "'it"' direction is, of course, trivial). 
Thus, the existence of a non-principal F satisfying (**) is, in this example, 
equivalent to a positive answer to (v). 
Since the results of this article apply to languages having any number 
of individual constants, one can try to encode the predicates Pi, i ~ I, by 
introducing an additional relation R(u, o) and additional constants c i, 
i ~ 1, and adding to T the set S of all the sentences (Vo) [P/(o) ~ R(civ)]. 
Let L* be the expanded language and let L' be obtained by omittit~g from 
L* the predicates ~], i ~ 1. Then, the Pi's c,~m be recovered from R and the 
ci's. The trouble is that it is not enough to take as the theory in L' all the 
consequences of T u S. We must include the induction sche~aa for L', and 
this in general will not follow from T u S. Obviously, the induction 
schema for L', together with S, imply the schema for L*. So let T* be 
obtained from T u S by adding the induction schema for L*, and let T' 
be the consequences of T* in L'. Then, every model M of T has an ele- 
mentary extension 1~ which can be expanded to a model of T* by inter- 
preting in it R and the constants c i (if IMI > III, then ~ can also be chosen 
as a cofinal extension). Hence, 7"* has no new consequences in L. If, in 
addition, M itself can be expanded to a model, M*, of T* then M has an 
elementary end-extension; this can be derived from the corresponding 
result for the reduct of M* to L'. (No other positive answers to our ques- 
tions can be derived, for they do not carry over from L' to L.) However, 
there ai'e examples in which I is countable, and there are models of T of 
arbitrary large cardinalities which cannot be expanded to models of T*. 
This paper epresents he author's attempt~ made on and off in this 
field over a long period. The main implications of Theorems 4. I0 and 
4.11 were stated in [31 but the proofs were never published. The con- 
cept of a definable type (which has later been rediscovered, and used in- 
dependently by Shelah I 15 ] ) and the essential parts of Theorems 2.22, 
2.21, 3.6 and 3.13 belong to the period 1966-69. The results of §5 
were proved at the beginning of 1974. Some special cases of Ttieorem 5.2 
(e.g., if the ordering is to*) were known to the author before. 
The whole development s arted with a result of McDowel! and Specker 
[7] as.~erting that every model of Peano's arithmetic= has an elementary 
end-extension. This was preceded by an observation of Abraham Robin- 
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son that models with elementary end-extensions exist. End~xtenfion 
types and minimal types have been introduced by the aufl~or. 
The author wishes to thank Saharon Shelah for checking the manuscript 
and for his useful observations. 
0.2. General Terminology. a,/L 7, ~, ¢, ~ are used for |bm~ulas: r, p, ~r 
are used for terms as are also f g. h, p, q from § 2 on. u, v. w are used for 
variables. 
A constant erm is a term without free variables. 
By writing ~u,  v) it i. ~citly assumed, unless otherwise stated, that 
the free variables of ~o are u, v w~ere u = u t ..... u , ,  say. A similar con- 
vention is adopted for terms. 
M and V are used for mo~tels. By ~,stematic ambiguiW the same nota- 
tion is used also for the model's universe. Tla~s, IMi = c~rdinality of  M 
and a ~ M means that a is an element of the model M. I fa  = a I ..... a,, 
then a ~ M means that each a i ~ M. ~ = 1, .... n. The elements of  M are 
also used as names for themselves when they occur in formulas and terms. 
I~'(a)l M = the value of  the term r(v) in M for the substitution of a for p. 
- and -< are used for elementary equivalence and elementary inclusion. 
An n-type of a theory T is a set, i, of lbrmulas, all with the same n free 
variables, v0 .... , v,,_ l say, which is consistent with T and maximal. The 
type, t, is realized by a in the model 31, or, equivalently, the type of'~'in 
M is r ifM ~ ~p(a), for all ¢(v) ~ t. 
A type over 31 is a type of T, where T = complete diagram of M. From 
now on, "type", unless otherwise stated, will refer to i-types, The com- 
mon free variable of the formulas of the type will, in general, be v. We 
shall use t and s for types, writing t(v) or s(o) if we wish to call attention 
to the common flee variable, v. 
S(M) = set of types (i.e., 1-types) over M. 
In § 1 we assume a theory T in whic!', Skolem functions can be 
defined (i.e., for each ¢(u, v) there exists ~b(u, v)such that TI -  (3!v)¢v(u,v) 
and T I-- (:1~-, ¢(u, v) --~ (:lo) (~(u, v) ^  ~(u, v)). Without loss of  generality 
we assume that all definable functions in T are named by terms. (This can 
be achieved either by introducing function symbols, or by employing the 
t operator, where t... = the unique v such that .... ) For every model 31 of  
T if X c M then there i~ a mini,nal elementary submodel containing X. It 
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consists of all lr(x)l M where x ~ X and r(v) ranges over all terms. This 
model is said to be generated (in M) by A: l fX= 0 we get the minimal 
elementary submodel of M; in this model every element is the value of  
some constant enn. l fM - N their minimal submodels are isomorphic 
and we shall identify them. Thus, every complete theory T' 3 T deter- 
mines a unique minimal model, We shall therefore speak about the mini- 
real model of  T' and we sllall regard T' as the complete diagram of that 
model, 
If t is ~ type then (¢: t I~ ¢ and ~ !s a sentence) is a complete theory 
having a minimal model, M 0 say. We regard t as a type over this model. 
The type ; .~) is said to be trivial if (v = 7r) E t, for some constant erm ~r. 
N = M(b) means that M-< N and that N is generated by M u (b }. M(X) 
denotes the model generated in some 3I* by M o X, where M < M* and 
X c M*; the M* in question will be clear from the context. 
If t ~ S(M) then (M~) is any N such that N = M(b) and b realizes t in 
M. (This N is determined uniquely up to an isomorphismo ver M.) M(t) 
denotes ambiguously any model obtained by adjoining to M an element 
which realizes t. 
I. Definable types 
I. !. Definition. A type t E S(M) is definable if for every formula ~0(u, v) 
of L there exists a formula o(u) of L such that, for all a ~ M, 
~a,  v) ~ t =, m ~ % (a). 
If o~(u) is allowed to have names of members of  M we say that t is 
defit~able from parameters, 
A type t is definable if it is definable as a type over M 0 , where M 0 is 
the minimal model over which t is a type. 
Roughly speaking, definability means that each particular first-order 
property of the element which realizes the given type over the model 
can be characterized within the model. Note that the definition makes 
sense for more general types, which need not be consistent with the com- 
plete diagram of M; only consistency with tlle diagram is needed. Thus, 
even" algebraic element b over a field F realizes a definable from param- 
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eters type, becal:se it can be shown that for every- firs~ order formula 
~0(u, o) there exists a o¢(u), with parameters from F, such that 
F(b) ~ ~o(a, b) ¢~ F ~ o,(a).  
In general, this is no longer true if b is transcendental over F. For then, 
assuming also that F is real closed, a result of  Malcev (see [ ! 21 for a dis- 
cussion and references) tates that the natural numbers are definable in 
F(b). By Tarski's quantifier elimination for real closed fields, the nattmd 
numbers are not definable in F from parameter.  Where:is if b realizes in 
F(b) a type (over F) definable from parameters, X n F is definable in F 
from parameters whenever X c F(b) is definable. 
l'he type of a generic b over a model M of ZF is not definable from 
parameters (otherwise {x E M: M(b) ~ x ~ b} would be definable in M 
from parameters) but satisfies an analogous weaker condition: 
M(b) ~ ~o(a, b) ~ (Sx ~ b) [M ~ 'x forces ¢(a, b)'] . 
Here b is a set of forcing conditions and 'x forces ~p(a, b)" is a formula 
o~(x, a) of set theory. 
All these suggest hat investigating variants of Definition 1. i might be 
worthwhile. 
Obviously, the definable type t ~ S(M) is completely determined by 
the mapping o which associates with every ¢(u,o) the formula o~,(u). We 
shall call such a mapping adeft,ling schema. Without loss of generality 
one can assume that a-~¢ = "qo~, for otherwise, if o defines ome type 
over some model, it is easy to construct a defining schema o' having this 
property, such that I-- o¢ ~ o¢ for all ~0. 
1.2. Proposition. (1)A mapping o: w"(u, o) -~ o¢(u) satisfying 07~ -- 7o 
defines a type over M iff all the sentences of the following ]brm hoM in M 
k k 
(~/I/1 . . . . .  Vbl k ) (  i5  I O¢i(U i} "* (30)  [ I~ ~Oi(Igi, O))]  . 
i=1 
(2) I f  M "< N then ever)" definable t ~ S(M) has a unique extension in 
S(N) which is definabh,; if o de Ones t then o defines this unique exten- 
sion. 
Proof. (1) Follows by easy checking. 
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(2) Let o define t. Then by (1), all sentences o f (1)  hold inM and con- 
sequently in N, Hence o defines a type over N which obviously extends t. 
¢ 
If o' also defines over M an extension of t then M t= (Vu)[%(u)  ~ %(u)]  
and the same sentence must hold in N, implying that u and o' define the 
same type over N. [] 
1.3. Notation. If t is a definable type and the complete diagram of M is 
consistent with t, then M(t )  =of i l l ( f )  where t' is the unique definable type 
t * over M which extends t. Simiklrly, M(~ ) is defined as M(t, )" 
lf h: M ! -~ M 2 is an elementary embedding, t i c S(~¢ 2 ) are such ":hat, 
for all ~a,  o) E t I . ~c(ha, v) E t 2 (where ha = ha l . . . . .  hi~ n ), then there is 
a unique elementary embedding )t,l~ ([~) ~ ~I~ ([~ .~ which coincides with 
h on M~ and sends b I to b~. Now, i f  g is definable and t i E S(Mi )  , i = 1,2,  
are the unique definable types which extend t, then for every elementary 
embedding h: M 1 ~ M 2 we have: 
~"(a, o) ~ t I *~ M l ~ o~(a) 
"-~ M 2 ~ o v (ha)  ~ qg(ha, u) ~ t 2 
(where 0 is the defining schema). Hence every elementary embedding 
h: M l ~ 312 induces an elementary embedding h: M 1 (bt) ~ M2 (t~t2) 
which sends b t to b 2 such that the following diagram is commutative 
b| 
# # 
M I -~ M~ 
h 
(where tile upward arrows are the inclusion maps). 
1.4. Proposition. Usiug the notat ion  o f  the diagram, 
xEMI (b l ) -  M ! i f f  i i xEM2(b2) -M 2 • 
Proof. l f x  ~ Ml(b 1) then for some term r(u, o) and some a~ M 1, 
Ml(b I ) ~ x = r(a, b 1 ). Let q~(u, u*, t)  be the formula u* = r(u, o). Then, 
for every a*~ M z , 
x = a* ~ M 1 (b I ) D ¢(a, a*, b I ) ~' M 1 D o~(a, a*) .  
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Hence 
x ~M 1 ** M l ~ (3u*) [tr (a, u*)l . 
Now, 
M z (b 2 ) ~ f/x = r(ha, b 2 ) 
and, by a similar argumenL 
hx E M z '~ M 2 ~ (-qu*) [o¢(ha, u*)l . 
The claim now follows from the l:act that h is elementzlry. U
Proposition 1.4 implies that if t is definable and non-trivial then M(/~ ) 
is always a proper extension of M (put M~ = M 0 = the minimal model, 
M E = M). 
1.5. Remark, The concept of definability is equally r, leaningful for n+ l- 
ary types, t(u o ..... o n). All the properties which have been noted here 
hold for these types. (In Peano's arithmetic this concept for n+ l-ary 
types can be reduced to that of definable l-types by using pairing func- 
tions. Here, however, we assmne an arbitrary theory, with definable 
Skolem functions.) 
Let t o . . . . .  t n be definable types cf  the same complete theory (and, 
therefore, over the same minim~d model). Let hl be a model of this theory 
M(/~) (i n) is, by definition, the model obtained by adjoining first b 
"'" u n 0 ' 
which realizes the unique definable type in S(M)  which extends t o , then 
b 1 , which realizes the unique definable type in S(M(b  o))  which extends 
t 1 , and so on. (When using this notation then, by defitlition, the b i are 
so chosen that. unless ti is trivial, b i ~ M(~o ) . . .  (~)-t).) 
1.6. Proposition. I f  N = M( [  o ) ,.. ( tn ). where t i is de f ined  by o i. then 
O0 O n ~ . 
(b o , .... ~ ~ ) realizes o~,er M a def inab,e n + l-ao' O'pe, w/zose def in ing 
schema ca,~ be obta ined effect ively f rom o o . . . .  , o n. 
Proof. By induction on n. l fa  E M then 
N ~ ~0(a, b0 ..... b, ) 
M(b0, "", bn-  1 ) ~ (on)~ (a, b o . . . . .  bn-  1 ) ~ M ~ (o)(an) (a) .  
where o is the defining schema of the type of (b o . . . . .  bn -  1 )" E3 
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! .7, Notation. If t o ..... t n are definable types of tile same complete 
theory, we let (t o ..... t, ) be the n + l,-ary definable type which is realized 
in :'tl(t~oo)... (~)by  (b 0 ..... bn). We put 
and we let M(ti)i~,n, or Mlt 0 ..... t, ) denote ambiguously any model of 
tile form A/(~I)i.~,. 
1.8. Note. There are definable n + 1-ary types which are not of the form 
(t o ..... t,).  One can construct a definable type t(v o , el, ) of arithmetic 
which is neither of tile form (t o (v 0), t t (v 1 )) nor of the form (t~ (v I ), t o (u 0)). 
1.9. Proposit ion. / f0 ~< io < .., < i k ~ n and if N = M(~)i< n, then 
(bio ..... bik ) realizes in A' the type (tio ..... tik ), and consequently, putting 
J = {i0 .... , ik ), 
Proof, Follows directly by the definitions, r-I 
Let I = (1. <l) be any ordered set (or even a class). Assume that, for each 
i ~ J. t i is a definable type and all the ti's are types of the same complete 
theory. For each finite J c I. put M(~i)i~ J = M(~I~"" tt~'i',~), where J=  {i0 
t;, } and i o </. . .  < / i  n. By Proposition 1.9 the system M(~)i~ J, where J
varies over tile finite subsets of I, is directed by elementary inclusion. 
We define 
(1.10) M(~i)iel =dr Ll{M(bii)ieJ: J c  I, J finite} . 
(To be sure, the b, s must be chosen in such a way that, if t, is n o n -  
" ~ t '  ! trivial and J c I is a finite set of members < j, then bj q~ M(~i)i~.j. This 
can be easily do]le, for the members of M(~!)i~ J are simply the repre- 
sentatives of the equivalence classes of the ~ormal expressions r(a, bio, ..., 
bin ). where r(u, v) ranges over the terms of our language. Choose distinct 
b~'s and then pick representatives of the equivalence classes uch that, for 
every non-trivial t i, b i represents the class to which it belongs.) 
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1.11. Definition. A definable type, t, has the intersection properO' if 
wheneverM 0 -< M i -4 M, } = 1, 2, and t is a type o f  the theory of  M. we have: 
M o =M l nM 2*M o(t) =M l(t)  nM 2(t) 
t # (or, more precisely, M 0 = M 1 n M~, where M~ is the image of  Mi(t) under 
the canonical embedding Mi(t) -~ M(t) which is induced by the inclusion 
<M). 
1.12. Proposition. Ever" definable type o f  Peano ~ arithmetic ht~ the 
intersection property. This is tree o f  any theoo, T whiclt has the property: 
f fM  ~ T, u = u I . . . . .  u n, u' = u' l , ..., u n amt ~u,  u ) defim,s in M ,m 
equivalence relation between -tuph, s. then there is a tuph, o f  terms, 
t = r I (u) .... , r n (u), such that in M the following holds: 
(Vu, u') [¢J(u, u ' )~  T(u) = t(u')  A qJ(u, t (u))] 
(where t (u) = t (u') stands .t'orlg~_- 1 (r i (u)= ri{u ' ))). 
The condit ions mean that by using terms we can chose representatives 
of the equivalence classes. 
Proof. Let N = M(t~). We have to show that i fN  ~ Pl (al, b) = o2(a 2 , b), 
where P l '  P2 are terms, a i = aiA ..... ark i and a i ~ Afi then there are 
a 0 ~ M 1 n M2, and P0 such that N~ Ol (al" b) = o0(a0, b). Since t is 
definable we get a ff(u I , u 2 ) such that, for all z I , z 2 ~ M, 
Now (:lu I ) [~b(u I . a 2 )] holds in M and consequently also in M 2 . This 
P implies that for some a I ~ M 2 we have N ~ Pl (a~, b) = Pl (a'l" b). 
Again, by the definabil ity of  t, there exists a ~u,  u') (where u and u' 
are of  length k I each) such that for all z, z' ~ M we have: 
N ~ Pl ($' b) = Pl (z', b) ~ o~'f ]=: ~O(Z. $') .  
Obviously, ,~ defines in M an equivalence relation between k I -tuples. By 
this relation', the tuple a ! o f  M 1 is equivalent to a 2 of  M 2 . Hence the 
representatives I~(a ! )l M and i~(a] )l M are equal. Since the first is in M 1 
and the second in M 2 , we have IT(a I )1M 6 31~ c~/112 . We can therefore 
put PO = Pl" ao = i~(al )IM" 
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Peano's arithmetic satisfies the condition, lkw, working inside the 
model, we can choose as representatives of  the equivalence classes their 
smallest members in the lexicographic ordering which is induced by the 
natural < of  the model. (Actually, here, tuples can be replaced by single 
elements, via pairing functions.) D 
1 do not know of  an example of a definable type (of  a theory in which 
the Skolem flmctions are definable) which does not have the intersection 
property, 
I. 13. Theorem. Let N = :1I~{ 5i~:t where I is an ordered set. 
| . . . . . . .  ~ ti ti 
( 15 I! J t ~ an t nt ttal seo~men t o t t tit en A. = M(b.Si~ J (b.)iE l J" 
(2) i f  ev ,ry t i has the, intcrsectio, property, then for every x ~ N, there 
is a unique thtitc J c I such that. for all I' c I we have: 
x ~ M(bi)i~ I. ~ "Iv c 1' . 
Without assun~ing the inte~wection property, the fol lowing weaker claim 
is true. 
(2"5 For cveo~ x 6 N-  M there is a unique ix ~ I such that x q~ M(bi ) i<]x 
and. for  eveo' ,L ( f  x E 3t(bi)ic~j then ]x E J and x =-- M(b i ) i~ J , i< jx .  
(3) / f  N' = M(/~! )i¢~ I' then every order preserving embedding e: I -~ I' 
such that t i = t',u~), i ~ L induces an elementary embedding t~ over M of  
N into 2V, such that i~(b i) = b~.ci ).
Proof. (15 follows by direct verification, first for the case where I is 
finite and then for the general case, using the defiJfition. 
Similarly, (35 is also proved by direct verification. 
The main points arc the proolX of (2) and (2*5. We start by proving 
(2*7. Let x E N-M and assume that x E M(b i ) i~  J. There is a finite J ' c  J 
such that x ~ M(bi)i~ J, and J' is minimal (i.e., no proper subset o f f  has 
this propertyk Since x ~ M, J' 4: 0. Let ] = max J' and let J" = {i E J': 
i < ] }, Then J"C (i: i < j ) ,  M(biSi~g,, -< M(bi)i~ J and 
X E M(biSi~j, ,(b~ ) -- M(b i ) i~ j , ,  . 
Using Proposition 1.4, with M 1 = M(bi)i~],,, M 2 = M(bi)i< i, t = t i and 
h = the inclusio_l! map M 1 -< 712 . it follows that x q~ M(bi)i< i. Thus, for 
every J such that x ~ M(bi)iE ] there is a] E J such that x E M(bi)i~],i<<. ] 
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and x ~ M(bi)i<:. l f J  1 , ~ are two subsets uch that x ~ Mtbi) ie]  ~ . 
k = 1,2, and ] l '  ix are their respective members having the above men- 
tioned property, then/ l  < ]2 implies {b~: i E Jl" i < ]i ) c {bi: i < ]2 } 
and, since x q~ M(bi)i< h , this is impossible. Similarly ]2 < ]I is impossible. 
Hence ]! =]2" Thus, the member]  E J having the above mentioned 
property is the same for all J 's such that x ~ M(b i )~ ]. This member is 
/x. 
(2) It is enough to show that l l~(bi) i~,t  ! N M(biJic~] ~ = M(b~)ic;l~ ,~h" 
We have ~o show that M(bi)i~]~ ~A D M(b~)~]~ n M(bi)~A,  for the 
other inclusion is trivial. Since every x ~ M(b i )~ ] is in some M(bi.)iE],, 
where J' c J and J' is finite, it suffices to prove the claim lbr finite sets. 
This we do by induction on I J~l + I J 2 I, where IJl = cardinality of./. Let 
X ~ M(bi)i~jt n M(bi)i~d2. if3: ~ M then x ~ M(bi)i~d ~ od~ (M = hl(biJi~_j, 
where J = 0). Hence, assume x ~ M, By (2"~ there exists / E J l  (3 J2 such 
that x ~ M(bi) i~] ~, k = 1, 2, where J~ = {i E J t  : i < ]}. Put J~ = {i ~ Jx- : 
i < ] }, then 
t~ x E M(bi)iE]i, (~) n M(bi)i~]~, (~'i) " 
By the induction hypothesis 
M(bi)i~ji, n M(bi)i~.j ~ = M(bi)~j i ,  n J~' " 
"/ince we assume that t i has the intersection property we get: 
X E M(bi)i~ji, n j  ~, (b~) = M(b i )~ j in j  ~ . [] 
If o is a defining schema let C o be the category consisting of  all models 
over which o defines a type and all elementary emLeddings of  such mod- 
els. Given M E C o, the operator which carries M to M(t). where t is the 
type ever ,~ defined by o, is a very special case of what in 15] has beep 
called ana ural extension operator. (To be sure, one has to agree on a 
procedure by which the members of M(t) are to be specified. This is easy: 
for example, let us agree that if t is non-trivial then M(t) = M(~) where 
b = {M), and the members of M(t) are representatives ot" the eauivalence 
classes of the formal expressions r(a, b), where a E 3~' and r(u, v) is a term 
of L, chosen in some standard way, so that each a E M represe:~ts the 
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equivalence class to which it belongs. Any other agreement will serve as 
well,) Put M(t) = 0 o (M). 
As described before, each embedding It: M I ~ M 2 in C~ induces an em- 
bedding Iz: OeM 1 -* 0o312 . Call this induced embedding Oah. Let 
fo,m : M -~ O M be the inclusion. Then O o acts as a functor (Oo0"og) = 
OoU) ~ O a (g)). This and the commutativity el the diagram which pre- 
cedes Proposition 1,4 are the conditions which define the pair (O a, fo) 
to be a n:mmd extension opewtor, in general, J'o,m need not be an inclu- 
sion and the embeddings need not be elementary. Operators atisfying 
Pr position 1.4 are said to be u¢dform, Definition 1.11 of the intersection 
property is also meaningfld for any natural extension operator. The con- 
struction of M( ti ) becomes a special case of iterations of natural exten- " o i t~  ~ t 
sion operators, whose definition is quite general and does not mention 
the concept of types (see [5] ). Theorem 1.13 (with clause (3) modified 
in the obvious way) becomes ageneral theorem for such iterations. 
2. End-extensions 
General apparatus fi~r the rest o f  the work 
L is any language containing the usual arithmetical symbols (+, ,, O, 1, 
with ~< and < defined in terms of + as usual) and, in addition, possibly 
individual constants whose number can be any cardinal, and countably 
many predicates or function symbols. 
L o is the countable sublanguage of k obtained by omitting all the 
individual constants, except 0 and 1 (but containing all the predicates 
and function symbols of L). 
P is Peano's arithmetic formulated in L - i.e., the induction scl-.ema 
ranges over all the formulas of L. (Note that it is enough to let the induc- 
tion schema range over the formulas of L 0, for the other instances can be 
obtained from these by universal instantiation.) For the sake of clarity 
and convenience we use auxiliary tools in writing down the formulas. 
They make no difference, as the formulas can be translated into equiv- 
alent ones in L. Thus, we use the ta-operator to form terms 
the smallest v such that if there such o's, ~0, are 
Vo~o = [0 ,  otherwise. 
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(The axiom which expresses this is added to P.) We u~ also expressions 
of the form (0 "~o} to be read: the class of zdl t~'s uch that sg, and. in 
general, {( i t  I . . . . .  O n ) " ~o), which are referred to as n-ary class terms: 
'class term; unless otherwise indicated, stands for '  1-ary class term'. ~: ~'I" 
.... If, Z~, ... are used tbr class-terms, l f ,r  is av.y term and ," is a class term 
then rr ~ _X is a formula and similarly for n-a~-y class terms. ( l fX  = {o: q~(u)) 
then 7r ~X is translated as ~t~Or).) l fu  1 ..... occur tree in ~" (i.e.. i fX  = 
{o: ¢(v, u 1 .... )}) we sometimes put X = X(u ! .... ). Similarly. a class term 
I" may occur in a class term X (i.e., if _~i occurs in ~, v is not free in If and 
~" = {v" ~o)) and this is sometimes indicated by writing X[)'), I fM is a 
model, X = _X(u 1 . . . . .  un) ,  and a~ . . . . .  a n E M, lhen tXta I . . . . .  a n )i,~ I is the 
value of X(a I ..... a n) in .hi, i.e., {a: 31 ~ a E ¢~'(a I . . . . .  a ,  ))~ 
Class ~erms can, of course, be eliminated in the obvious way. Other 
self-explanatory expressions are used freely throughout this article, such 
as: X c Y, X = Y. max X (to stand for ~uv[ v E ~" A (Vu) (u ~ $" -~ u << v) l ). 
'_X is infinite" (to stand for (Vu)  (3v)  Iv ~ e~" ^  u < v] ), {v < u: ~0(o)). 
(Vu < o) (~0), (Vu ~ ~') (~), {f(v): ¢(v)} where f i s  a term, and others. 
We define inside P encoding fimctions which encode all finite sequences 
of numbers into numbers, lk(u) is a term which is to be read: "the length 
of the sequence ncoded by o', and (v)** is to be read 'the uth member of  
the sequence ncoded by u '. For every standard natural number, m. we 
have an m + 1-place term (% . . . . .  o m ) which defines an encoding of  all 
m+ 1-tuples ((v 0 ..... v n) = gu[lh(u) = m + 1 ~ ~i<m (u)~. = 0/] k 
It is convenient to use an encoding by which a number which e~codes 
an initial segment of a sequence is always ~< a number which encodes the 
sequence (implying also theft the encoding is 1 ~- 1 ). qhis can be easily 
done. Thus, P implies that 
lh(u 1 ) ~ lh(u 2 ) A (Vz, < lh(v i ) (I~o I )u = ~°2 ]u I -* v~ ~; v 2 }. 
We use, ambiguously, < both for the us~le! formula which defines the 
smaller-than tel ~,fion for m~mbers, and tbr the natural ordering which is 
defined by this f¢~:mula in some n~odel which is under discussion. ~ is 
similarly used. ~,~'aere this might lead to confusion additional specifica- 
tions are provided. 
'u I v' stands for '  3 u I (u.  '~t - u)', 
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E, ld ~\x'tcnsio~s 
By an initial segment o f  a mode l  M we mean a subset X c M which is 
an initial segment of  M with respect o the natural ordering, <,  of  M. 
I fx  ~ M. X c M then 'X < x '  means that y < x for all y E X. 
2.1. Definitio:~. N is an end-extet~itm ofM i fM  c N and M is a proper 
iniital segment of  N. ffl'his concept appeared first in [7] and later in [2] .) 
N is a co tinal extension of  M if M c N and, for every x ~ N, there 
exists y (~ M such that x < y. (This concept appeared first in [ 11 ] .) 
2.2. Proposition. l f  M -< N and (f M' is the submode l  o f  N such that 
x c M '~ (3y ~M)  Ix ~< yl thcn M'-< N 
Proof. Let x I . . . . .  x n E M', Get y ~ M such that x I . . . . .  x n ~ y. If 
.f(v i . . . . .  v,, ) is an n-ary term put g(v) = max {f (v  I . . . . .  o n ): 01 . . . . .  V n < V}; 
then N N .flx 1 ..... x n ) < g(y). But, since M -< N, Ig(y)l N = IgO,)i M ~ M. 
Hence l f i x  ~ . . . . .  x ,  )[N ~ M'. This shows that M' is closed under a set of  
Skolem functions of  N. E1 
2.3. Proposition. I f  N is a proper e lementary extension o f  M then it is an 
end-extensRm (f.f fi~r every X c N which is definable in N J~om param- 
eters and for  every a E 31. X c3 (x e M: x < a) is definable in M f rom 
paranwtcrs. 
Proof. t =,) Assume that N is an end-extension. Let X = !X_(a I . . . . .  an) IN,  
where X(v I , ..., v, ) = (t*: ~(v, o I . . . . .  v n )) and a I . . . . .  a n ~ N. Put 
)'(u, v I . . . . .  o n) =,¥(o 1 .. . . .  o,7 (3 (o: o< u) and le t f (x )  = max(y :  y en- 
codes a subset of (z: z < x )) (where some standard way of encoding 
finite sets into numbers is used). I ra  ~ M then If(a)l N = tf(a)I M E M. 
Now, 
N ~ (:lv ~< f(u))  Iu encodes )"( l, a I ..... an)l , 
itence lk)r some b c N. b < If(a)i N and 1\ ~ 'b encodes Y(a, a I . . . . .  an)'. 
By our assumption, b E M. The set X c~ (v ~ M: x < a) can therefore be 
decoded from b inside M. 
(,=) Let b < a, where a ~ M. P,~t X = (:~ ~ N: x < b }, then X a {x ~M: 
x < a} can be defined in M from parameters. Inside M this is a finite set, 
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hence it has a mazJmai element a'. I fa'  < b then la'÷ li~ < b hence 
la'+ 11~,. ~ X n {x E M: x < a}, contradicting the maximality o ra l  Hence 
a' = b, implying b q M. Q 
2.4. Corollary. f f  t is a non-trivial defitmble O'pe consistent with the 
theory o f  M !hen M(t) is an end-extension o f  M. (Recall thalt M(t) is by 
definition M(t') where t' is the unique definable type in S(M) such that 
t c t'. It is, however, conceivable that t has another extension t" ~ S(M~ 
for which M(t") is not an end-extension of M,) 
et r t Proof. L ~ = M(b), Each member of N is of  the form if(a, b)l, v wl~ere 
a ~ M and f(u, o) is a term. It follows in an obvious way that every Xc  N 
which is definable in N from parameters has the form (x" N ~ ~(x, a, b)), 
where a ~- M. Since t is definable there is a fonuula a~(w, u) such thaL l~r 
all x ~ M, N N ~o(.x', a, b) i f fM ~ o(.v,  a). Hence X n M is definable in M 
from parameters, and this is also true for X n (x ~ M: x < a}, where 
a~M.  [] 
2.5. Note. There are examples where M(t) is an elementary end-extension 
of M but t E S(M) is not definable from parameters. Such an extension 
exists for every countable M. Let X = set of primes in M: then for every 
Yc  X the set {a I o: a~ Y) u {a~v: a~ X-  Y) can be exlended to a 
type t ~ S(M) such that M(t) is a~ end-extensiop ofM. ( I fM is the stan- 
dard model this is trivial.) We get 2 '~ such types of which only w are 
definable from parameters. The problem is open for urcountable M's. 
2.6. Definition. A type t(o) ~ S(M) ~., unbounded if (a < o) ~ t(v) for 
every a ~ M. A type t(v) of P is unbounded if it is unbounded as a type 
over the minimal model over which it is a type (i.e., if(~t < o) c t(v) for 
every constant erm ~r). 
2.7. Proposi ,iop. f f  M -< N then eveo" unbounded O'pe over M can be ex- 
tc~ded to an unbounded O'pe over N, 
ProoL Let tOO ~ S(M) be unbounded, it is enoqgh to show that t(v) w 
{o > c: e E N} is consistent with the complete diagram of N. In order 
to do this it is enough to show that, for all formulas ~(u, v), ~k(w) and 
for every c ~ N~ i fa  E M, b E N ,  ~o(a, o) ~ t(u) and N 1= ~,(b) then 
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so(a, o) A ~k(b) s v > c is consistent. Let b = b 1 .. . . .  b k, bk+ 1 .. . . .  b t where 
b I .. . . .  b k E M, Ok÷ t . . . . .  b z ~ N-M.  Then 
M 1 = (=iv~.+ 1 -'" t't) [ ~(bl ..... be, vx.+l ..... vz)] 
so let bk+ 1 b I ~ M be such that M ~ ~b(b I b k, b' ' . . . . . . . . . .  ~-+1 . . . . .  bl).  If 
c ~ M let c' = c, if c = bt+ t let e' = bk+ i and, in any other case, let e' be 
any arbitrary member of hi. Then 
¢(a, o) A ~b(b I b~., b' b~) ^  o > c' 
. . . . .  k+ l  ' . . . .  
is consistent, implying that ,¢(a, v) ^  if(b) A V > c is consistent. El 
2.8. Definition. t is an emt-extension O,pe if it is unbounded and, for 
every M, if t' E S(M) is unbounded and t c t' then M(t ' )  is an end-exteu- 
sion of  M. We shall say that t is end-extensional if it is an end-exten~;ion 
type. 
It is obvious that if t is end-extensional nd if t I is any unbounded 
type extending t in a richer language, L 1 , obtained by adding individual 
constants to L, then t I is end-extensional. 
2.9. Definition. if k = k(u, v) is a formula and X a class term then 6x(X) 
is the formula: 
X is infinite ^  (Vu) (qv o) [(Vv ~ _X) Iv> v o ~ ~.(u, v)] 
v (Vv~ X) iv> v 0 -* qX(u, v)l i • 
(If >, = 3,(v) then omit Vu.) 
(To be precise, we should write 6~, o(X), but since only v is to be u;ed 
for this role we do not refer to it in the subscript.) 
Ex'planation. 6~,(X) asserts that X is a diagonal for a family of sets, 
)?{u) say, in which for every u, !"(u) is either (v: Mu, v)) or its comple- 
ment. This concept is connected with definable types as follows: 
If t ~ S{M) is definable there is, given ~,(u, v), a class-term Y(u) such 
that in M we have 
(Vu) (Y_(u) = {v: X(u, v)} v Y(u) = {v: -IX(u, v)}) 
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and, for every a ~ M, (o ~ Y(a)) ~ t: namely, if },(a, v) ~ t *~ M ~ o x (at 
for all a ~ M, th~'n put _Y(u) = {o: ~.(u, o) ~ ox(u)}. Conversely, if such 
a Y(u) can be associated with every X(u, o), then t is definable, for we 
can put ox(u) = (o ~ Y(u)). If t is also non-trivial then, by 2.4, it is un- 
bounded and this easily implies that the following holds in M: Erery 
finite intersection o f  Y_(u) 's is infinite. Consequently, one can define 
inside P a diagonal for this family, i.e., construct a term ,_g such that 
M ~ YA" is infinite (Vu) (300 ) [ {v ~ _X: v > o 0 } c Y(u)] . 
In particular, M ~ 5x (_X). It is, however, not true in general rah,a t (o E ,~)6 t. 
The requirement that for every },(u, o) such a diagonal can be defined by 
a term X for which (o ~ X) E t is, as we shall see, equivalent to t being 
end-extensional. (As later shown, this is stronger than definability.) More 
precisely, if t is an unbounded type of P then it is end-extensional iff for 
every k(u, v) a class te rm,  exists such that (o ~ X) ~ t and ~}(X) holds 
in the minimal model over which t is a type. The easy direction of this 
implication is proved as follows: 
Assume the condition for t and let t' E S(M) be an unbounded exten- 
sion of  t. Given ~,(u, o), get _X satisfying the above mentioned conditions. 
Put 
f (u)  = vo o [(Vo e X) (v > o 0 -~ ~,(u, o)) 
Then 
v (Vv ~ X)  (v > v o ~, "qX(u, o))1.  
M ~ (Vu) l(Vv ~ _X) (v > l'(u) -," X(u. v)) 
v (Vv ~ X) (v > f (u)  -~ nX(~, v))] . 
Since t c t', we have (v E X) E t', and, since t' is unbounded, we have 
(v > f(a)) E t', for all a E M. Hence, k(a, v) E t' ¢* M ~ ok(u), where 
ox(u) = (Vu ~ X) (v 7> r(u) -~ X(u, v)), This shows that t' is definable, 
implying that ~i(t') is an end-extension orM. 
Note that this shows that if t satisfies ti~e above mentioned condition 
then for every M every unbounded t"c~ S(M) which extends t is definable. 
Since t itself is definable over the minimal model M 0 , an)' two definable 
extensions of it in S(M) must, by i.2, coincide. Thus, t has at most one 
unbounded extension over M. 
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2,10. Theorem, f'or an unbounded type t, ~t" P, the foUowing conditions 
are equivalent: 
( I )  t is e~d-extensional. 
(2) For ew'o' ;k(u, o) there is X such that (v ~ X) ~ t and t t- 6x(_X). 
(3) For every M, every unbounded t' ~ S(M) which extends t is 
definable. 
(4) For every M, there is at most one unbounded t' ~ SOJ) which 
extends t. 
b),rthermore (2) is equivalen: to the apparently stronger (2*) which 
is obtaim,d from it by replacing "t ~- fix(X)" by "P I-  8x(X_)". 
Proof. Given ~(u, o) encode u into a single variable and let h'(u, o) = 
~((u) 0 ..... (u) k , o). Apply (2) and take X such that (o ~ X) E t and 
t l- 6x,(~), It is easily seen that t I-- 6h(,_$'). Thus, (2) implies the same 
claim for all ),(u, o). The implications (2) ~ (3) =~ (1) and (2) =~ (3) ~ (4) 
have already been proved. Except for the last claim, which shall later be 
proved, it remains to show fl~at ,1) ~ (4) =~ (2). Of  these (1) =~ (4) is the 
more difficult. We prove it by contradiction. Assuming that t 1, t 2 E S(M) 
are two different unbounded extensions of  t, we prove the existence of  
some M' and some unbounded t' ~ S(M') such that t c t' but  M'(t') is 
not an end-extension of  M'. 
Let M t = M(~t ), let t~ be any unbounded extension of  t~ to S(M 1 ) 
and put M,  = M ( t! ~ Let M 0 be the minimal elementary st'lbmodel of  1 b~ ~" 
M~ Now M < b~, M(b, ) = M l < b 2 and each o f  b l, b 2 realizes t. I f  either 
M(b I ) is not an end-extension of  M or M(b~, b 2 ) is not an end-extension 
of  M(b~ ) we are done. Hence, assume both to be end-extensions. For the 
same reason we can assume that Mo(b l, b 2) is an end-extension o fMo(b  I ). 
Since t I 4: t 2 there exists a ~u,  v) and a tuple a ~ M such that ~o(a,v) ~t  l, 
-qc(a, v) E t 2 . Encoding u into a single variable we can assume that u = u 1 
and a = a I . We have: 3,t 2 ~ (~P(al, b i ) ,', -I~p(al, b2) ). Put f (v l ,  02) = 
/au(~u. v I ) ^ -I~o(u, 02 )) and let a = [f(b I , b 2 )lMa" Then a <~ a I anJ,  since 
a 1 ~ M, we have: a ~ 3t. Obviously, a = I f(b I , b2JiMo(bbba). Since 
a ~ 3I < b I , a < b I . Hence a ~ Mo(b ~ ). Therefore there exists a term g(v) 
such that a = Ig(b~ )l~o(Ot ). Note, however, that a q~ M 0 because overM 0, 
b~ and b 2 have the same type, namely t. Consequently,  M 0 < a. 
Consider now the set, S, of  all the following formulas, where a* and b 
are additional individual constants. 
( i )  9(b),  where ¢(0) ~ t; 
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(ii) h(a_*) < b, where h(o) is any term: 
(iii) g(b) < a*; 
(iv) g(b_) ¢ h(a*), where h(o) is any term. 
If S is satisfied in some model N, with a* interpreted as a* and b as b, then 
because of  (i), b realizes t; because of (ii), Mo (a*) < b; because of  (iii), 
Ig(b)lMo(a*,b) < a*; and, because of  (iv), lg(b)lMota*,l,) ~ Mo(a*). }' race, 
Mo(a*, b) is not an end-extension of  Mo(a*) and we are done, 
It suffices to zhow that S is consistent. Now, M 1 satisfies all the for- 
mulas in (i), (ii), (iii) if we interpret/2_ as b I and a* as any a* ~ M such 
that a < a*. It is enough if we show that for ~my finite set of  lerms 
{h~ (o) ..... hm(o)} there exists a* ~ M sucl{ thala < a* and M ~ A ~ la  
hi(a* ). Assume, for the sake of  obtaining a contradiction, that this is not 
the case. Then, hi ~ @(a), where ~,(u) is the tbrmula (Vv > u) lW~ hi(v) = ul 
Let ~r t = #u~0(u), then rq is a constant erm and M ~ rq ~< a A ~b0r I ). 
Since lr I is a constant erm 17r I I M = Irq iM0 ~ M0. Consequently M I = lr I < a, 
implying M P (:1 u) [ ~ (u) ^  lrl < u 1. Let ~r 2 = pu [ rr t < u ^ ff (u)  1, then, by 
the same reasoning, M P rr 2 < a ^ ff(lr 2 ). Continuing in this way m times 
we get constant erms ~r 1 ..... ~r m such that 
m- l m 
M ~ lt~ Or i < ~r i + l ) A Tr m < a ^ t~ ~ ( !r i ) . 
i=1 i=! 
It is not difficult to see that this implies that 
M I = (Vo> 'n" m) [{h i (o )  ... . .  hm(v)} = {lr 1 . . . . .  ~'m}l 
and consequently 1t1 p (Vo > a) {/~i~l hi(v) < a). This contradicts M ~ ~(a). 
(1) =~ (4) is therefore proved. 
To show (4) =, (2), add a new individual constant a to the language. 
Given ?,(u, v), put, for every X, 
~(X) = (Vv 0) (3v I , 02 ~ .X.) [v t , 02 > Vo A X(q,v t ) ^ 7X(a_,o 2)1 . 
Consider ¢ $(X): (v ~. X) ~ t }. If this set is inconsistent with t, then for 
some X i's. ~= 1 ..... n, such that (v~ X i )~ t, we have t k- 7/~7= ! ~(_Xi). 
Put X = n 'i.; t A'/. Then, to ~ X) 6 t and it is easy to verify that P V~ ~(;() -* 
¢(_Xi). Hence, t [-- 7 $(X), implying 
t I-- (3v0)[(Vo ¢ _X) (o > o 0 -~ ,',.(a, v) 
v (Vv ~ X)  (v > v 0 ~ 71(¢  v))t . 
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We can replace a by a new variable u and quantify universally over it. 
Since t is unbounded, t t- "X is infinite'. Hence t I- 6x(X), 
A~,mme, therefore, for the sake of obtaining a contradiction, that this 
set is consistent with t. Let M be a model satisfying this set, where a inter- 
prets g such that the complete diagram is consistent with t. For every X 
such that (o ~ A') E t there are arbitrary large x's in 3 / fo r  which 
M ~ x ~ X ^ k(a.x) and arbitrary large x's for which M ~ x ~ _X ^ "lk(a,x). 
Consequently each of  tl~e two sets is consistent with the complete diagram 
of M: 
t(o) u (o > x: x ~ M) u ~X(a, v)) , 
t(O) U {0 > x: x E M)  L~ {-Ik(t~. o)} , 
Therefore t(u) has two different extensions in S(M) wilich are unbounded, 
contradicting (4). 
Finally. to show (2) =~ (2*), assume that (v ~ X) E t and t t-- 6~,(X). 
For some ,(v) ~ t we have ~v)  1- 6~,(X) (t is closed tinder conjunctions). 
Put XI = {v: ~¢(v)}. Then 
vEX I = (Vu) (3v o) [ (Vv~ X) W> v 0 -" X(u, v)) 
v (Vv e X) (v > v o -~ q),(~, v))] . 
If wc put g2 = ~ c~ A'I" then it is not difficult to verify that P implies 
the same formula with ~ replaced by ~2" Obviously (v E ~2 ) e t. We do 
not know, however, that P b '_X 2 is infinite' (only t implies it). To take 
care of this point we use the forthcoming 2.12, whose proof does not 
rely on 2.10, to get Y such that P I-- 8×(_Y). Define in P X 3 by cases so 
that P implies 
(_X 2 is infinite -~ X 3 = X 2 ) ^ (X 2 i,~ finite ~ _X 3 = X:~ u _Y), 
then (oc  ,3 )E  t and P I- 6x(_X.3L El 
One implication of Theorem 2. I 0 is that end-extension types are 
characterized by tile following property: Whenever b realizes an end- 
extension type, t, in M(b) and M < b, then the type of b over M is com- 
pletely determined by t and the fact that the position of b in the order- 
ing of M(b) is such that M < b. The following theorem shows that such 
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a state of  affail, cannot hold for arbitrary positions in the ordering of  
m(b). 
2.1 I. Theorem. Assume that L is countable. I f  t is ato" non-trivial type 
then there is a model  M and O,pes t 1 , t 2 ~ S(M) sttt'h that t c t i. i = I, 2, 
and, for  all a ~ M, (a < v) ~ t I ** (a < v) ~ t 2. but  t I .~ t2. 
Outline of the proof. Let M o be the minimal model over which t is a type 
PutA={aEM 0 : (a<v)~t} ,B  =M 0--A. Leta  0 ..... a n . . . .  be anin~ 
creasing sequence of  members of A which is cofinal in A (with respect 
to the natural ordering of M o ) and, if B 4: 0, let b 0 ..... b~ . . . .  be a de- 
creasing sequence of  members of B which is coinitial in B (i.e., 
(Vx E B)  (3n)  (b n <~ x)).  Let t = {~o0(v) ..... ~0n(v) .... ) and let X,, = 
{xEM 0 :M 0 ~//kn .... " , such that i=o 9i(x).}. Get a sequence x 0, .x n ,,. 
x n E X n, a n <~ x n and, in the case that B ~ O. x n < b n • Put X = {x o, 
x 1 .. . . .  x n .... } and split X into two disjoint infinite subsets Y1' Y2" Let 
Pv be the v th prime. Let M = Mo(c)  be such that M D Px 1 c i f fx  ~ Yi" 
Put A' = {x E M: (3a E A) [x  < a] }. Each of  the sets 
t(u) u {a< v: a~A'}  o {v< a: aEM-A '}  u {Pt, 1 c} , 
t(u) u {a< u: aE  A'} u {u< a: a~. M-A '}  u (Pv Y c} 
is consistent with the complete diagram of M. (Tile reason is that every 
finite subset of the first can be satisfied in M by substituting tbr u a 
suitable member of YI and every finite subset of the second can be 
likewise satisfied by a suitable member of 1" 2 .) Hence t(v) has at least 
two different extensions as required. 
2.12. Theorem. For every formula A(u, v) and erery class-term X there 
exists Y such that P k- X is i~ffhtite -~ Y c ~" ^  6a (y ) .  
Proof. Con,.ider the following construction which, at first, we describe 
informally in 2 n° order arithmetic. We shall then show that it can be 
formalized inside P. We replace X, Y, .., etc. by A: }~ .... etc,. but we 
continue to use the formulas of P as names for the respective properties 
which they express. 
Given any set, X, of natural numbers define a sequence Y(a), with a 
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a natural number, as follows: 
Y(O) = X, 
1 {x ~ Y(a): ;~(a, x)}, if this set is infinite, Y(a + 1) 
{x ~ Y(a):-lX(a,x)}, otherwise, 
Obviousiy, Y(a) ~ Y(a+ 1 ) and, for every a, either for all x ~ Y(a+ 1 ), 
;k(a, x), or, for all x ~ Y(a + 11, -IX(a, x). A simple inductive argument 
shows that if X is infinite then every Y(a) is infinite. Now construct 
Y c X such that, for every a there exists b such that {x ~ Y: x > b} c 
Y(a), and, if the Y(a)'s are i~afinite, Y is infinite. For example, put 
h(a) = ~x[x ~ Y(a) ^  x > a] and let Y = {h(a): a a natural number}. 
Obviously, X is infinite ~ Y c X ^ 8x (Y). 
The main point is to formalize in P the definition of the Y(a)'s, that 
is to say, to construct a formula ~u,  v) such that, putting ~'(u) = 
{v: ¢(u, o)), the recursive conditions which determine the Y(a)'s are 
theorems of P. (~u.  o) will have as additional free variables any free 
variables of X.) Once this is done, the formalization of the rest is obvious. 
To formalize the construction of Y(a), we giv~ an alternative definition. 
Put 
{x ~ Z: X(a,x)}, if y = O, 
H(a,y,Z)= {xEZ:"q?~(a,x)}, ifyv~O. 
Let 7r(x) = the number encoding the sequence obtained from the sequence 
encoded by x by omitting its last member. (By ot~r assumptions tr(x) < x 
for all x > 03 Define H*(z, ]0 as foilows: 
H*(O,X) = X ,  
tt*(z, X) = H(lh(z) - 1, (Z)th~z)_ 1' H*(lr(z), X)) for z > 0 
(i.e,, H*( (z  0 . . . . .  za), X )  = tl(a, z a, H(a ~ I, za_ I' H( .... H(0, z 0, X) ...))). 
It is easy to verify that 
H*(z.H) = {X E X: (Va< l h (z ) ) [ ( z )~=O (-* ;~(a,x)l ). 
If we use the last equality to define, inside P, H*(z, X) then the recur- 
sive condition for H*(z. X) is provable in P. 
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Now define h(x) by induction 
h(0) = 0, 
Ih(x)"(O) , if H*(h(x)~'(O), X) is infinite, 
h(x+ 1) -7.  / 
[h(x)"'(  1 ), otherwise. 
(where x'-Xy) = lar [lh(z) = lh(x) + 1 ^  (Va < lh(xS) ((x) a = (~-5 a ) ^ (-~lh(x = 1,1 
Then Y(a) = H*(h(a), X) and if we use this equality to define Y(a) inside 
P the recur~ion condition:~ for Y(a) are provable. 12 
The formalization in P of  an apparently 2 na order construction ol~ 
which the proof of Theorem 2. 12 rests is a special case of a general prin- 
ciple which is described in [4]. Since we use this principle in other con- 
structions of this work we quote here the relevant definitions and rest:Its. 
2.13. Definition. (i) Let T be any extension of P. Say that a class term _X 
is a class parameter in T if for every class term ~" and every formula ~(_X) 
(which might include additional class terms and free variables) T 1- ~p(X) =, 
T ~ ~o(__Y), where ¢(_Y) is obtained by substituting y for X in ~. (Assuming, 
of course, that the substitution is legitimate - i.e., :1o free variables of Y 
are captured by the quantifiers of ~.) 
For example, if T = P and Q(v) is any predicate of L, then since in P 
nothing is assumed concerning Q(u) (except hat the induction schema 
includes formulas in which ~o occurs), it follow~: that (u, Q(v) ) is a class 
parameter. 
Let XI' o =dr (v' ~ _X: o' < v}. 
(ii) Let X be a class parameter in T: a formula ¢(,.. X ,..5 is local in 
(with respect o /3  if there are formulas ~o 1 , ¢~ in which X does not occur, 
such that T implies 
~p(... ~" ...~ ~- (3o) ~l (... ~t  o ...). 
~ ~(... _X . . . )~  Or )  ~.(... X t v ...5. 
(Note that a formula of the form ~k(X t v) can be replaced by a formula 
of the form (3u') lu' encodes XI' v ^  ff'(o')] ,) 
This is generalized in the obvious way to the concept of  local in~', 
where X = X 1 .... , X n . (In the definition, replace X by_X, (3o5 by (3v) 
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and X t v by S t v, where X ~ v = X~ [' t)~ ..... X. r v,). 
A class-term H(... X -3  is a local operation in X if the formula 
v ~ H(... 3__" ...) is local in X. 
Local operations can be iter~ted, the iteration being also a local oper- 
ation. By this we mean claims such as: 
2.14. Theorem. t f  I!(u, ~') is local i~ A" (with respect o 73 then there is 
a class term H*(u X) which is local i~ ~Y such that 
7'i  o~ 0" (0 ,  ~') = X A !!*(u+ 1, X)  = L l (u , /d* (u ,X) ) .  
There are many o)her variants of this principle, for example: If 
H(u,.XI,X 2 ") is local in X I , ~'2 there is O"qu, ~Y) which is local in X such 
that T implies 
!t*(0. X~ = ql (X) A H*( 1. X) = _(_G 2(X~ A _H*(u÷ 2, _X) 
=/d(u. O*(u+ 1, .~'). H*(u, _X)), 
where (~,  fi~ are given. 
Using theorems uch as these and employing the idea which was used 
in the proof of 2, 1 2 to define the Y(a)'s from the operation H*(z, X), 
one deduces theorems of the following sort 
2.15. Theorem, i f  tt(u 1 , u 2 , ~') is local in X (with respect o T)and if 
h(u, X) is any term, there is a term H'(u, X)~uch that T implies; 
~(o,  x_) = x_, 
I f (u+ i, X) = Lt(u, h(u, ~(u,  X)~, .H'(u,X)) . 
This, again, has many variants. 
2.16. Corollary. U" e(u. "~¥1' X. ) is a formula for which there exists an 
l!(u, v, X) such that t!(u, u, X) is local in X (with respect o T) and 
T 1- (W,) (3v) [~(u. X, H(u, v, X'))] 
then. there is a class term }~(u) such that 
TI -  }~(0)= S ^ (¥u~ [a(u, i~'(u), Y(u+ I))1 . 
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Proof. Put h(u, X~ = gvo~(u, X,//(u. v, ~')). Let I/' be as in 2.15 and put 
Y(,)  = _H~(u. _X). [] 
Again there are many variants. Note also that these concepts can be 
generalized to the case of  n-ary class terms, in the obvious way. The 
results continue to hold (they can be deduced from the special case by 
encoding n-ary classes into l-ary ones). 
Note that using the H which has been used in the proof of 2.12, we 
get 2.12 immediately from 2.16 by letting (~(tt, ~(1' 2¢~ ~ be the l~)rmula 
_X 1 D ~-Y-2 a (X 1 is infinite ~ ~-~'2 is infinite) A 
A ((VO ~ _X_, ) 3`(u. v) v (Vv ~ X_, ~ "qk(u. v)). 
2.1 7. Remark. The class-term ]~ who, e existence is clamled in ~ 1 ~ is 
schematically definable from 3`(u, v) and X. By this we mean that letting 
Ql (v) and Q2 (tl, v) be new predicates there exists a fixed formula 
@(v, QI' Q2 ) such that if X = (v: 9(v)} then Y. = ~v: @(v. ~o, X)). where 
@(v, ~0, 3,) is obtained by substituting in the obvious way ~o for Q~ and X 
for Q2" This follows directly from the proof. The same situation takes 
place whenever a construction is based on 2.15 or 2.16, for it is enough 
to define H' for the case where all the class terms which are involved are 
class panmleters: then, substitute for these any given class terms, 
2.18. Theorem. For eveo, class term X_ there ~;vists a sequence _X o, ~l  ..... 
X .... o f  class terms with X o = X_ such that 
( 1 ) P ~- ,_~ is i,ttini;e ~ X n is infinite ^  ~" D X,,+ t '  n = 0, 1.2 . . . . .  
(2) l f  t is art3' ttnbounded O'pe such that (v ~ ~¥~ ) c t .tbr aR ~t, thett t 
is end-extensionaL 
(3) I f  T is any complete theoo' extending P and T 1- "X is infinite', then 
lhere is e.,actO' one ltttbottttded type t o f  Tsuch that. jbr all n, (v ~ A_" )~ r 
(4) I f  tt. e predicates attd futwtiolt o 'mbols o f  L are eft~'ctiveO' listed 
thett X" n is primitive recursivc i~ ~y and u a~d {Xn: ~t 6 w7 is recursive 
Proof, Enumerate all formulas of L 0 having 2 free varitlbles: 3`0(u. o) ..... 
k,~ (u, v) . . . . .  If the predicates and function symbols of L are effectively 
listed take ,~ primitive recursive numeration. Put _X 0 = X and using 
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Theorem 2.1 2 let ~¥,+1 be such tlmt 
P t -Xn  is infinite X.  DA_'+ l a x ,¢S .+t ) ,  n=0,1 .  "~ 
Since by 2. i 7 ~ '÷t  is obtained by inserting .~" and X in certain places 
in a fixed schemm (4) is obvious. 
l f¢ (u  0 . . . . .  u m, u) is any formula of L o . then putting ~J(tt, O) = ~O((tt) 0 . 
.... Ill) m , U) it t\~llows that there is X,  such that P t-- ;.~" is infinite -~ 8(_X n) 
lbecause P 1 ~- 6 .  ~ Y'~ -.~ 8¢( )i')~. Now any formula, ~,(u. v) of L is of the 
ik~rm ~-¢.:0 ..... C~m- I ' u, v) where ,p = ¢(lt o ..... tim-I ' ll, U) iS .:1 formula of 
I. O, It is obvious that P I- 6 (.)"'~  f ix(y), l lence for every ~,(u, v) o f  L 
there is ~g•n such lhat P ~-- X .... is infinite -~ 6x(.y , ). if t(v) is unbounded 
and (u ¢: ,g~ ~ t then t t -,- X is infinite: hence for every X(u, u) there is X 
such that t 1- 6ziOn).  (2) follows from the implication (2) ~ (1) of  
Theorem 2.10. if T I- X is infinite then 
T t-" ~ .  is infinite A ~" D A'.+I ' J~ = 0, 1 .... : 
hence 
{u ¢ A', : n ¢ ~} u {v > rr: 7r a constant term) 
is consistent with Y and can be extended to an unbounded type, t(v), of  
~¢: Given any fornlula g~(vJ, put k(ll, v) = ~(v)  A it = it and get _X such 
that T }- 5x(X , ). Using the completeness of T it is not difficult to show: 
~(t,) e t~" Tt -  (3v0~ I{Vve  X,,) I v> v 0 --, ¢(u)l l  • 
l lence t is uniquely determined. [] 
One can play se ~eral variations on the basic construction of  the proof  
of 2.18. At the,~h step, instead of  applying 2.12 to X_~, replace X by 
any ~'* such that 
P b- ~;; is infinite--* ~g, D X,* A ,"(* is infinite 
and then apply 2,1 2 to ,g~*. In pz~rticular one can, so to speak, split, inside 
P, X to many di~ioint infinite sets and apply 2.12 to each of  them. In 
this way one can construct a tree in which every infinite branch deter- 
mines a different end-extension type. Using such a method one can prove: 
2.19. Proposit ion. Let C be a set o f  constant  terms such that T 'r-- tr 4: 7r' 
whenerer  rr, rr' ~ Care  d(l~ferent, where  T is any extens ion  o f  P. Then, 
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for every ~v)  such that ([v: ~v)}  is infinite) o T is consiste,,It, there are 
at least It"]to end-extension O:pes o fT  containbtg ~o(v). 
A stronger esult, Theorem 4.13, 5s proved in detail in §4. 
2.20. Corollary. I f  T D P and T is complete and if  M o is the minimal 
model o f  T then there are exactly IMol" end-extension O'pes of  T and 
IM o I to definable types of  T. 
Proof. Every end-extension type is definable. Every definable type t is 
determined by the mapping o, which associates with every ¢(u. v) in L 
a formula O¢(U) SO flint, for every tup!e n of  constant erms 
~0(n, v) ~ t "~ T t-- a (~) .  
Since every ~o(u, o) ~ L is of the form ~(£~ ..... e'., u, v) where c 1 ..... c k 
are individual constants and if(w, u, v) ~ L 0, it is enough to define o 
where ~p(u, v) ranges over the formulas of L o . For every a ~ M 0 let a_ be 
a constant erm such that laJMo = a. Then for every constant erm 7r there 
is a ~ M o such that T I-- ~r = a. Hence we can assume that all constant 
terms occurring in o are Jr. (a: a ~ M o }. Hence for every ~p 6 L 0 there 
are IM01 possibilities of choosing 0¢. Altogether, the number of definable 
types is ~< IM01to. Putting C = (a: a ~ M 0 }, 2.19 implies that there are at 
least IM olto end-extension types. Since every end-extension type is defin- 
able the claim follows. [] 
We shall later see that not every definable type is end-extensional: in 
fact, under the assumptions of  2.20 there are IM01'~ definable and non- 
end-extensional types. 
Tile following is a useful characterization of,:nd-extension types. 
2.21. Theorem For an unbounded O'pe t(v] the following are equivalent 
( 1 ) t(v) is end-exteJ,sional. 
(2) For every term f(u. v) there are terms f(u), /~(u), .t**(u')., uch that 
the following formula is in t(v): 
(Vu) Iv > .~(u) ~ [f(u. v) = ;*(u) v f**(/(u, v)) -~ vl I • 
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(3 /For  every M, i f  N= M(b), M < b and b realizes t then, jbr every 
x ~ N-M there is a term g(o) such that N ~ g(x) >i b. 
,ProoL (2) ~" t~3) Let x ~ N. For some term f(u, o) and some a ~ M, 
2 = If(a, b)l N . Since b realizes t we have 
N ~ b > .f'(a) --, I.f(a, b) = f*(a) v f**q'(a, b)) ~ b] • 
Since l.f(a)l x --- tf(a)tMEM and M < b, N t= b > .f(a). Hence either 
? -~ 1 f*(a)l x or i f '*(x) l  N ~ b. In the first case x ~ 3t. Hence x E N-M 
ialplies N 1 = f**(x)  ;~ b. 
. (3)=~ (!)  Let t' ~ S(M) be an unbounded extension o f t  and let 
sb = M(~ ~. Then M < b and b realizes t. If x ~ N-3,1 then for some g(o), 
A ~ g(x~ ,,> b, implying M < x (for, i fx ~ M' = ~3~ • ~ N: (~.a E M)[y<.a] } 
then M' -< M and lg(x)t N E M', implying N ,~ g(x) < b). Hence N is an 
end-extension of M. 
( 1 ) =" (2) Given f(u, v), put X(u, u', v) = (f(u. v) = u') and X'(u, o) = 
X((u'~ 0, (u) t , v). Using Theorem 2.10, we obtain X such that ( re  X) ~ t 
and P t-- 8a,IX}, Then, P I- 5x(~'), that is to say 
P~ "~" is infinite' (Vu. u') (3%)  [(Vv ~ X_) (v > v o --> f(u, v) = u') 
Put f*(u)  = 
j 2 ( . ) -  
?(u.. ') = 
f**(u' )  = 
.f(,l~ ) = 
Claim: P ~- 
v (We X) (v> v 0 -, y(u, v) e u')] 
pu'i (3v o ) (Vv c ,y) (v > % -~ f (u ,  v) = u')] ,  
pv 0 [(Vv ~ X') tv > v o - ,  j'(u, v) = f * (u) l ,  
uv o [(Vv e X)  (v > v o -~ f(u, v) >i u ) l ,  
max {v e X: f(u, v) < u' }, 
max{y(u,u'): u <~ u' }, 
(Vv s 1") [v > j (u )  --~ f(u, v) = f*{u) v f**(f(u,  v)) >~ o]. 
Proof. Argue inside P as tbllows. Given u, either for some u' f(u, u) = u' 
holds for infinitely many v's in X. or for each u' from a certain point on 
in .~_', flU, v) 4: u'. In the first case, because of 6x(X.), for some u ~, 
f(u. v) = u" from a certain point on in _X, This u' is then.f *(u) and we 
h ave 
v e X ^ v >/ ' l  (u) -~ YO,, v) = f * (u ) .  
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h: the second case, for each u', .f(u, v) = u' holds for only finitely many 
o's in _X. Hence {u ~ X: f (u,  o) ~ u' } is finite and its maxinmm is f (u,  u'). 
Ip that case 
f (u,  v) <~ u' ~ o <~ f(u,  u ' ) .  
Putting u' = f (u,  o) we get f (u . f (u ,  o)) 1> v. Since f~u. tO can be made arbit- 
rarily large by choosing large enough t~ ~ X, f (u .  v) > u for all v e ~" which 
are >fz (u ) .  But 
,f(lt. V) ~"~ tt ~ f**{ j '{ l t ,  V)) ~ J'lH. f{tt ,  V)) , 
Hence, in the second case 
o e X t, v > ,l~ (u)  -* .f**(,t ' lu. o))  > v .  
This implies the claim. 
Since {u 6 X) ~ t, (2) follows. [] 
2.22. Definition. I f  t (% . . . . .  o,,) is an m+ l-ary type let {t(u 0 .. . . .  v,,/) be 
the 1-ary type t'(v) which is determined by: 
~o)  ~ t' "=, ~o((v o . . . . .  v,,, }) e t (v  o . . . . .  v m ) .  
Obviously. b realizes, in M. (t(o o ... . .  or~ )) ill'. in )1t. b encodes an 
m+ 1-ary tupte b o ... . .  b., {b i = l(b~il:l ! 1 ar, d (b 0 ..... b,,,} reali?.es t(v o ..... t%~ 
If t(o 0 ..... v,n) is definable then it is easy to check that (t(o o . . . . .  o,.)) is 
also definable. Recall 1.6. by which from definable m+ 1 types t o .. . . .  t m 
we get a definable m+ 1-ary type (t o ... . .  tin). 
2.23. Proposition. I f  t o (%)  ..... tm(t~ m) arc definable tym's in the same 
complete theoo" T. where T z~ P. then ((to(v o) ..... t,,~(Vm))) is not end- 
extens'ional. 
Proof. Asst, ne for tile sake of simplicity m = I. Let M ~ T. Put 3I I = M{ t, ot° t, 
)1t2 = Ml (tj,,). L~t b = I<b 0. b I )lMa. Then ;lI~ = 31ff~), b realizes <~t 0, t I )). 
and b > M. b o 6 M 2 o~ M, but since b o 6 M~ ,rod .~1! 2 is an end-extension 
o fM I, then 3I 2 I = gtb o) < b for all termsg(v). By 2.22 ((t o, t l ) )  is not end- 
extensional. El 
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A more direct argtmlenl which proves _._3 is the following: Consider 
"*~fo II /'2 
N = 31tbo bt ~,~, )" where t o (%),  t~ (u 1 ). t 2 (v 2 ) are definable types of  the 
same complete theory. I f  b = V b 0` b_~)t N then N = M(b I ) (b), M(b 1 ) < b 
and b realizes {(t o, t, )). but M(b 1 ) (b) is not an end-extension ofM(b~ ) 
because bo E N-M(b  t ) and b o < b I . 
The concept of  unbounded types can be generalized to mary typ,~'s: A 
type t(u o ..... t~m) overM is unbounded if t t =- t~ < u i for all a ~ M and all 
i <~ m. Then one can generalize the concept of  end-extension types to 
tt-;lry lypCS. All the theorems remain true. (Replace u by v everywhere. 
Gw~n ~.~(u, v) define 6~A')  in the obvious way, where v ~ X is to be read 
as: .... t~,~i=o vi ~ _.X and v > u as/~ i=oVi > u.) It then turns out that if (9' ""' tm 
are end-extension types of  the same complete theory so is the m+ 1-ary 
lype (t~3 ..... t m ), but not the 1-ary type ((t 0 ..... tin)). 
3. Minimal extensions 
3.1. Definition. N is :~ mimmal  extension o fM i fM  -< N, M ~ N and for 
all M', if M -'4 M' -< N, then M = M' or N = M'. 
3.2. Proposition. A minimal extension NofM is either cofinal or an end- 
cx telL~ioll. 
Proof, Put M ~ = (x C N" (~a E 31) (x < a)) : then by 2.2 M -< M' -K J\( If 
3I = M', N is an end-extension, otherwise it is a cofinal one. [] 
3,3. Proposition. A proper elementary extension N = M(b) is minimal ([f 
j?," every term f(u,  o) and every a ~ M there exists a term. giu, o) and a 
member  a' ~ M such that either lj'(a, b)t N G 3I or I g(a'(J(a, b))) l¥ = b. 
Proof.  
N = (t f(a. b)iN: a E M. f(u. u) a term } 
and, for every x E N, 
Mix)  ={l f ta ,  x )I, v : a E N, .tiu. v) a term} . 
Itence, the condit ion simpt:' means that tk~r all x ~ N either x ~ M or 
b ~ M(x).  [] 
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3.4. Definition. A mini,hal type is an unbounded type, t, such that for 
all M if t' ~ S(M) is unbounded and t c t' then M(t ' )  is a minimal exten- 
s~:on of M. 
Note. The definition implies th~.t if t is a minimal type and t* is any 
unbounded extension of  t in a language obtained by adding individual 
constants to L, then t* is minimal. 
3.5. Remark,  Definition 3.4 is the strongest possible in this direction~ 
There is no unbounded type t such that tk)r all M if t' ~ S(31) is non- 
trivial (i.e., (v 4= a) ~ t for till a ~ M) and t c t'. then M(t ' )  is a minimal 
extension of  M. 
Sketch of  the proof. Let M 0 be tile minimal model over which t is a type 
Construct arc, odel M = M o (a, b, c) such that 
( i )M o < a ~md M0(a) < b, 
(ii) b realizes t; 
(iii) M M (c) b = a; 
(iv) for every term f (u,  v), If(a, c)l M ~ b; 
(v) for every term g(v), Ig(c)l~t 4= a. 
Then M o (c) < M 0 (a, c) -< ~t 0 (b, c) and M o (c) -~ M 0 (a, c) ~ M o (b. c), 
implying that M 0 (b, c) is not a minimal extension of  Mo(C). 
To carry out the construction it suffices to show that eveD~ set of  the 
following form is consistent, where ~o(v) ~ t; a, b, c are new constants: 
h(v), Ji(u, v), i = i . . . . .  m,  gi(o), i = !, .,., n, are terms: and rc is a constant 
term. 7r < a, h(a) < b, ~o(b), (c) b a, . i=l f i(a. c) q: b.t& ni=t gi (c )  ~ a. 
This is done by findings in M o interpretations for a, b, c which satisfy 
these formulas. Argue in M 0 as follows: {v: ~v)}  is infinite. Let 
x 1 .... .  x,,+l ~ {v: ~o(v)) be such that rr< x I . . . . .  xn÷ 1 andx  i ~ x i for 
i--/:j. P ickyi ,  i~  (o: ¢(v)}, i = 1 .. . . .  n+l , j=  !, .,., m+l  such that h(xi) < 
Yi, 1 . . . .  ' Yi, m anu Yi.j ~ YC.i ° for (i. j) ~ C ,  j'). Pick z such that (z)~,/,j = x i 
for all 1 < i<  n- I, 1 ~< j< m+ 1, There is an i  o such that 
Xio q~ {gi(z): i = 1 .. . . .  tl} 
and a ]0 such that 
Yio,Jo ~ (])(Xio' z): j = 1 ... . .  m}. 
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Interpret a as xto, b as Yio,io and c :is z. 
Are there non-trivial bounded types t such that M(t') is a minimal ex- 
tension of M whenever t' ~ S(M) is non-trivial and t c t'? If (e < o) ~ t 
for every constant erm of  L o then the answer is negative (by a modifi- 
cation of  the proof  just given), l do not know the answer if (o < c) ~ t 
lk~r some constant erm of k 0 . Note that this last case means that if 
T 0 = {a: e~ is a sentence of k 0 and t I- a} 
then the minimal model of  T o is non-standard and t determines a cut in 
this model. 
By 3.2 it follows immediately that every minimal type is end-exten- 
sional. The converse, as we shall see, is not true. 
3.6. Theorem. For an unbounded O'pe t the following are equivalent: 
x (t~ t is minimal. 
12~ For every term f(u, t)) there is an X such that (o ~. X) ~ t arm t impl'es 
that 
"~'is infinite',~ (Vu) (300 )[ {(v,f(u, o)): v E X A t~ > o 0 } 
is either a I - i  or a constant function] 
(2*) Like (2), but the formula is implied by P. 
13) For eveo' term flu, v) there are terms f(u), f*(u)  and f**(u, u') such 
that 
(VU) 10 :> ]'(u) -~ y'(u, v) = f* (u)  v f ** (u , f (u ,  v)) = vl 
Proof. We start with the easy implications. 
13) ~, ¢ i ~ Let N = Mlb) where hi < b and b realizes t. Let x E N. Get 
f(u, t~) and a ~ M such that x = If(a, b)lv. Since If(a)l,v ~ M, b > If(a)lAr. 
Hence either x = If*(a)ljv or lf**(a,x)l N = b. In the first case x E M, it, 
the second b ~ M(x~, Hence N is a minimal extension of  ]11. 
(2) ~ (3) Given f(u, v) take X as in (2). t'ut 
f(u~ -- UOo{ {(o . f / , .  o)): o ~,  A o > v 0 } 
is either 1-  1 or a constant funct ion] ,  
A 
f * (u)  = min{f(u,  o): o ~ X ^ o > f (u)},  
f * * (u ,  u ' )  = tw io  ~ _X A o > f (u )  ^ f (u .  o) = " ' t  • 
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Obviously P implies that 
{(v,  f(t~, v)):  o E ~_" ~ o > f (~t )}  is l - ! -~- 
-~ (Vv ~ _X)[v > f (u )  ~ f * * (u . f (v ,  v ) )  = z~l , 
{(u,f(u, v)): v E X A O >j' lu)} is a constam lhmction --* 
-~ (Vv e~ _X) Iv > ,?(u) -'. f (u .  v)  = f * (u ) i  . 
Hence t implies that 
(Vu) (Vo e 2_') Iv > fun  -* . f ( . .  v)  = . f * (u)  v ]'**(u.,f(u, t,) = vl .  
Since (v e X)~ t tile formula o f (3)  is in t. 
(2*) =~ (2) trivially, and the converse implication i2} -~ (2*) is proved 
in an analogous way to the proof of  (2)=~ (2"} of Theorem 2.10, relying 
on the forthcoming Theorem 3.7. 
(1) =~ (3) This is the main implication which we shall now prove. 
Let a be a new individual constant. Let S(o) be the set of  all the fol- 
lowing formulas: 
(i) g(a_) < v, got) any term. 
(ii) f(a_, v) ¢ g(a), gOD any term. 
(iii) h(a, f(a, v)) ¢ v, h(u, v) any term. 
If S(v) u t(v) is consistent then therc is a model N in which q is inter- 
preted by a and the set is satisfied by giving v the value b. Let M o bc tile 
minimal elementary submodel of M and let M = Mo(a). Since 
h/= {1 g(a)lN: g(u) a term} 
we have M < b. Put x = If(a, b)l~v. Then x ~ M(b) and by (ii} x ~ M. Thus 
M < M(x) -< Mfb) and M(x) 4= M. Since 
M(x) = {Ih(a,x)l¥" h(u.v) a term}, 
we get by (iii b ¢~ M(x), hence M(x) ¢ M(b). Consequently, M(b) is not 
a minimal ex;e~sion ofM. But b realizes t, which gives a contradiction. 
Hence 
t(v) ~- -I ~ (¢(v): ~p~_ S'), 
for some finite S' c S, Now, ~//i=ln gi ~- -  "a) < v call be rcptaccd by g(q) < v 
where gOD = max(g I (u) ..... gn(u)). Replacing a_ by u and ~uantil)qng 
universally we get a formula of the following form which is implied by 
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t and, hence, contained in t 
17l 17 
(Vu) lv  > got )  " ~ f (u ,  o)  = g i (u )  v ~ hi(u,f(u, o)) = v] . 
i=1 ]=1 
Let 310 be the minimal model over which t is a type. Put 
¢i( l t ,  0") = (0 ~> g( l t )  -~ f [H.  O) = g i ( l t ) )  i '= 1 . . . . .  ?71, 
~¢(u, t~) = (u > g,(u) -~ ~i~u, f (u ,  t~)) = v)  .i = 1 . . . . .  n.  
Since t is minima! it is end-extensional nd, a fo r t io r i ,  definable. Hence, 
there are ~(u) ,  i = I . . . . .  m, and ff~(uL i = I . . . . .  n, such that for every 
a E M o , 
~i~a. t,) ~ t ,=. m o ~ ~)*~a~. 
Since ~,Vu)[ wJi.~ 1 s0i(u, v) v ~'~ ff/(u, v)l is in t(t l) ,  1=1 
/=I 
for every ,, G. :1i o. Consequently t if- (Vu)IW~/~I so*(t:') v ~=l  i f?0 ' ) ]  • 
Applying a definition by cases inside P we get termsf* (u) ,  f**(u,  t [ )  
such tha! P implies 
k 
~¢]~(ll) -~" .['*(t~) = gl (k)  . . . . .  ~ " ]~?( l t )  A ~.,_1(11) ~ ,f '*(l l) = gk+l ( l l )  . . . . .  
i--I 
k = I . . . . .  m .... 1" 
~( l t~ -,  f**(u, ."~ = h( . .  u'~ . . . . .  
k 
j= l  " ' 
k = I ..... n 1. 
Let a G Mo; then cilhcr M~) ~ W":i:~.l ~o~:(a) or M 0 ~ ~i ='~ i ~(a) .  In the 
first case, let k be tile smallest i such that M o t= ~o*(a). Then M o ~ f * (a )  = 
gk (a~ and ,gk (a, o) ~ t. Hence, 
{v > g(a)  ~ f (a ,  t,) = ¢'*(a)) ~ t . 
Similarly, in tl~e second case wc ge~ a k such that M o ~ (Vu ' ) f ** (a ,  u ' )  = 
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h k (a, u') anti *k (a, u) E t, implying (v > g(a) ~, f*'~fa, f(a, v))~ = o) ~ t. Put 
~u, o) = (o > g(u) -~ f tu ,  o) = f * (u )  v y**(u, . t ' (u,  o ) )  = v)  . 
Then, for all a ~ M o, ~a,  v) ~ t. If (Vu)C(u, v) ~ t, put f (u)  = g(u) and we 
are done. Otherwise, let p(o) = pu-I¢(u, o) and let N = Mo(b)  where b 
realizes t. Then M < I p(b)l N . By Theorem 2.21. since t is end-extensional 
there is a term q(v) such that N ~ q(p(b)) ~ b. implying (q~(v))  ;~ v) ~ t. 
Without loss of generality we can assume that 
P t-- v I > 02 -* q(v l ) > q(v 2 ) 
(for we can replace q(v) by max{q(v'): o' ~< v} + 1). Then, 
P t-- q(p(v)) > q(u) ~ p(v) >, .  
Since t(v) f-- q(p(v)) >t v it follows that 
~'(o) ~ v > q(u) + q(p(o)) > q(u) 
hence t ~ v > q(u) -* p(v) > u. But P t-- p(v) >/1 + 9(u, v). Hence 
t(v) ~ o > q(u) --* 9(lt, o). Consequently the formula of 13) is in t(v) if 
we put f (u)  = max (g(u), q(u)}. 
(1) + (2) Assuming (1), take )~(u), f * (u )  and f**(u, u') as in (3). Put 
h I (u, v) = (o > f (u)  -*, f (u,  v) =f*(u) )  , 
;~2 (u, v) = (v > f(u) -* f~*(u, f lu ,  v)) = v).  
Use the fact that t is end-extensio~al and apply Theorem 2.10 to get 
X i, i = 1, 2, such that (o ~ X i) ~ t and t t-- 8,xi(_Xi), i = 1~ 2. Put X 3 = _X l c~X 2 
Then (v ~ ,X 3) ~ t and, since t is tmbounded, t I-- '_X 3 is infinite'. It is easily 
seen that t I-- 5hi(_~.3), i = l,  2. Put 
y = (v: (~'u) ('~l (u, v) v )'2 (zt. v))}, 
X=X3c~ ) ' .  
Then (v ~ X_) ~ t and t I-- 6~,i(_X), i = 1, 2. It is easily seen that t implies 
(Vu) (~Oo)[(Vo ~ X) [v > % a o > ~(u) -~- f(u, o) =,f*(u)l v 
v (Vv E X) iv > v 0 a V > ,~(u) --, f ** (u , f (u ,  V)) = v] 1. 
From this (2) follows. [] 
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The lbllowing t:heorenl is the analogue of  2.12. 
3.7. Theorem. For any term f(u, o) and any class term X_ there exists a Y_ 
such that P u {'X is bttTnite') ¢,mplies 
}" ts i~Lt~nite a ~" C ~" A (Yu) (=1%) [ ((o. f(u, o)): v ~ _Y ~ v > o o } 
is either a 1-1 or a constar t function ]. 
l" is schematically defim~bh, )'~om f(u, v) and X, in the cerise o f  2.17. 
Proof. Consider the following construction which we describe, i~ff~rmally, 
in second-order a ithmetic. Given a function f(a. x) of 2 argumer~ts define, 
for every Z. H(a. z, Z) by 
., {x ~ Z a f(a.x) = z -  l, i f z> 0, 
x ~ H(a. z, io) ~, 
x E X A (Vx' ~ Z) (x '< x -* f(a,x') 4= f(a,x)) ,  
if z=0.  
Obviously. if z >0,  {(x, f(a.x)): x ~ H(a, z, Z)} is a constant function. 
(having the value z - 1 ), and if z = 0 it is a 1-1 flmction. 
If Z is infinite and for every z > 0 H(a, z, Z) is finite, then f(a,x) as- 
sumes every value only finitely many times, as x ranges over Z; hence it 
becomes arbitrarily large for large enough x's in Z. This implies that 
tt(a,O, Z) is infinite. Thus, if Z is infinite then, for some z, H(a, z, Z) is 
infinite, Now given X put Y(0) = X and Y(a+ 1) = H(a,z, Y(a)), where z 
is the smallest integer such that H(a, z, Y(a)) is infinite. If X is infinite, 
then, for alia, Y(a) is infinite. Put h(a) = lax[x~ Y(a) ^  x > a] and let 
Y = (h(a): a ~ N}. If X is infinite, then for every a there exists b such 
that {x ~ Y: x > b} c Y(a), implying that {x,f(a,x)): x ~ Y ^ x > b) 
is either 1-1  or a constant function. 
Observe that H(a, z, Z), or more precisely its natural formalization i  
P (where we add Z as a new class parameter) is local in Z. Using Theo- 
rem 2.15 it follows that the definition of the sequence of  classes Y(a), 
a = O, 1 ..... can be formalized in P. Hence, the definition of Y can be 
formalized. The fact that }" is schematically defined in _X and f follows 
from the observation 2.17. D 
3.8. Theorem. For every class icrm X_ there is a sequence X_ o, X~ ..... X n 
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of  class to'ms, wire ~-'-o = X such that 
(!) P ~- X is" #zfinite -* X is infinite A X_ n ~ ~n+ 1' n = O, 1 . . . . .  
(2) I f  t is any unbounded type sltch that (v E ~n ) ~ t jbr all n then t 
is minimal. 
(3) I f  T is any complete theory extending P and T F- X is injbtite, tho~ 
there is exactly one unbounded t)'pe to f T such that (o ~ X n ) E t for 
all n. 
(4) I f  the predicates and function symbols o f  L are effectively listed 
then X n is primitive recursive in ~" aod n am! (~ : t tc  w) is recto'sire, 
Proof. The proof of  ( i ), (2) and (4) is completely analogous to the proof 
of (1), (2) and (4) of Theorem 2.18. We enumerate all binary terms of 
Lo : fo (u, v) ..... fk (u, o), .. and we use Theorem 3.7 to get X,~+ | such that 
P U (X n is infinite) implies Xn+ t c X,, ^ "~-',,+1 is infinite" and 
(*) (Vu) (SOo) I{ (v , ] ; , ( , . v ) ) :  o~ X_,,+l A v> %)  
is either 1-1 or constant] .
Ifg(u,o) is a term in L 0 , where u = u o ..... u m , put g'(u, v) = g((st) o..... 
(u) m , v); then (*), for f~ = g'. implies the same formula with t'~ (u, v) 
replaced by g(u,v) and u by u. Every term g(tt. V5 of L has the ILmn 
f ( c  o .. . . .  c m. u, v) where f(st 0 . . . . .  'Jm' st, p) is a lernl of  [0 and the c i are 
individual constants, ttence, tk~r every g(tt~ v) in L there is X sucil that 
P u {'_X is infinite'} implies (*) with J)~ (u. o) replaced by got. v). '[he 
implication (2) =~ (15 of Theorem 3.6 implies (25. 
To prove (3)~ put for a given ~.(u. o), 
f(u,v) :/av'[(;k(,t. v) ^  v' = 0) v C-l~(u, v) A v' = I~1. 
Then (*), with ]~, replaced by f. implies in P that 
(~ .n  (300 ) [~Vv e _X,,+ 15 (v > v 0 ~/(s~. v} = O) 
v (¥v  e ~,+15 (v > v o ~ ./'~u. v) = 1 ~1 • 
Hence P I--'X is infinite'~ 6x( , , . l  ), Now. employ the same argument as 
that which proves (3) of Theorem 2.18. [] 
Using the same kind of construction as that which proves 2.19 and the 
same arguments as those which prove 2.20 we get 
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3.9. Theorem. / f  T ~ P and T is comph'te atzd ~t'310 is its minimal model, 
the,  there are, exactly IMol ~ minimal O'pes o fT .  
The following theorem will be used later. 
3. ! 0. Theorem. Assume that M ~< iX( a. b ~ N, aud jbr some term f(v),  
M < a ~ b <. I,t'la)lv. Then there existsx sttch that 3 I< x andx  ~ Mo(a) n 
~ll o (h L where M o is th e mh~imal e/ementarv submodel o f  ill. Consequen t(v, 
(fM' "< ill, the,. (f M'~b) is a mi~tima/ extension o f  M'. b ~- M'(a), and (f 
M'(a) is a minimal extenshm of  M', a ~ M'(b). 
Proof. Without loss of generality assume that P t- 7'is strictly increasing 
and monotonic' (for otherwise replace t(u) by maxU(o'): v' <<, v} + u). 
Let .f(w~(v) be a binary term describing tile w th iteration o f f .  i.e., 
P V J'~m(v) = u A (Vw) ~t''~* l~(v) =/'(.t'(u'~(V))). 
Let g(v) =/aw[)""~(0) ) vl. It is easily seen that 
P ~°- ~t < v~ < .f(v l t ~ g(v 2) = g(v l ) v g(o 2) = g(v l )+ 1 . 
(Argue in P as lbllows. If v I = 0 and o 2 > 0 then g(v2 ) = g(v I ) + 1. Other- 
wise. let w o be the m:~ximal w such that f(w)(0) < u~ : then, either 
.f°"*l~(O) o~ or/" '~*2) ' ,0))  v2 . In the l'i~t case g(o 2 ) = g(v~ ): in the 
second case g(0 2 ) = j; lo 1 ) + 1, ) 
Put x = tg(a)i x. Then N N f (x )10)  > a. Since M < a and M < N this 
implies M < x. Obviously, x ~ Mo(a}. Since either x = Ig(b)l N or 
x = !,clb) 1t x,  x ~ Mo(bL If M'(b) is a minimal extension of M', then 
since x E M'lb) M' wc have M'(x) = M'(b). llence b ~. M'(x) c M'(a). 
The other conclusion is similarly proved. [] 
3.1 I, Corolktry. l.f M ~ a < ,, <..t'[a), theu, i f  b realizes a minimal Owe, 
there is a term g(o) such that M ~ b = gla). a~d ira realizes a minimal 
type there ts a term g(v) such ttlat M ~ a = g(b). 
Proof. Let M 0 be tile minimal elementary submodel of M. Substituting 
M for N and M o for M in 3.10 and putting M' = M o, the conclusion fol- 
lows from tile obsen'ation that for all y E 3!, M0(Y) = {tgO,)lm: g(o) a 
term }. 
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3.12. Remark. Let X be an initial segment of  M. Say that a type, t, can 
be inserted in (_X, M-X)  if there exists t' ~ S(M) such that t C t' and 
(a < o) ~. t' for all a ~ x, (o < a) E t' for all a E M-X .  If t is any unbounded 
type in Th(M) and X "< M, then it can be shown thfit t can be inserted in 
(X ,M~X) .  If t is minim~q, then t can be inserted in (X, M-X)  only if 
X -< M, for otherwise we have a member a ~ X and a term f (v)  such that 
tf(a)l M ~ M-X;  if b realizes t in M(b) and a < b < a' for all a E X, 
a' ~ M-X ,  then M(b) ~ a < b < f(a) and, by 3.11, for some term g(v), 
M(b) ~ b = g(a), implyipg b E M, which gives a contradiction. 
3.13. Theorem. An unbounded type t(v) is minimal ((f .lbr every term 
f(u, v) there are terms f ' (u),  f*(u),-l'l (u'), .~ (u') such that 
(Vt4) [V ?> f ' (u )  "* .f(tt, V) = f * (u )  V ~I12=i " "' .tic t( . ,  v)} = v] 
is in t(v). 
Note. The difference between this formula and that of Theorem 3.8(3) 
2 is that instead of f**(u , f (u ,  v)) = v we have here Wi=]li([(u, v)) = v. Here 
we are not guaranteed that a single term can take us back from f(u, v) to 
v. On the other hand, the terms ~/, i = 1, 2, of  which one is guaranteed to 
take us from f(u, v) to u, are unary: u does not occur in them as a free 
variable, which is somewhat surprising. 
Problem. Can we replace the two tern s) ' l , .2  ~' by one unary, term in 
3.13? 
Proof of Theolem. That the condition is sufficient follows by the same 
argument as that which proves (3) =, (1) of Theorem 3.8. 
Assume that t(v) is minimal. Since it is end-extensional there tire, by 
Theorem 2.21, terms f(u), f*(u) , . f**(u ' )such that 
(Vu) Iv >f (u )  -~ f(u, v) = f*(u)  v f**(f(u,  v)) >I v] 
is in t(o). Put 
h(v)= max~'**(f(u I, u2)): u l, u z < v} + v. 
Then P ~ v >t u -+ h(v) ~ f**(f(u,  v)). Put f (u )  = max{f(uL u}. Then 
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t(U) implies that 
O ~> f (U)  ~ f(u, V) = f * (u )  V V <~ f**(f(u,  V)) ~ h(v) .  
Now use the same idea as in the proof of 3,10. Construct h(W)(v), i.e., 
P b h(°)(u) - u ^ (Vw) (ht"~l)(v) = h(ht" ) (v ) ) ) .  
Put g(u) =/aw(h(W)(0) ~ v). Then 
P b v ~< u' ~< h(v)-* g(u') = g(v)v  g(v') = g(v)+ 1. 
Since P t-- (Vv I ) (::lv 2 )[(Vu .~ v 2 ) (g(v) ~ v I )], Theorem 3.6 implies that 
there is a tenn g**(u ' )  such that (g**(g(u)) = v) ~ t. (Add a dummy 
variable, u, to get a take q(u. v) such that F t-- (Vu) (q(u, v) = g(v)). Take 
gt(u), q*(u),  q**(u, u) such that the formula in 3.6(3) is in t(v). Then, 
t I- v > ~(0) ~ g(v) = q*(0) v q**(0, g(v)) = v. 
Put g**(u'} =q**(O,u').  Since t is unbounded, (g**(g(u)) = v) ~ t). Put 
,71 (u ' )  = (u ' )  = g** (g(u ' )  - 1). a 
4. Relations between types; iterated extensions 
4,1. Theorem, I ra  E M and f (v} is a term then either If(a)l M = a or 
If(a)t M a~ld a realize different types in M. 
Proof. Assume !t(a)t M ¢ a. There are 2 cases. 
(bse 1: If(a)t M < a. Let f ° ' ) (v}  be the u u~ iteration of f ( i .e . ,  
P I- f(°)(v) = v ^  (Vu) U'("*l)(v) = f(f(u)(u)).) Put 
g(u) = yu [f~"+ 1)(v) ~ f<u)(v)] . 
It is not difficult to deduce that P k- f (v )  < v ~ g(v) = g(f(u)) + 1. 
Hence, M ~ g(a) = g(f (a l )  + i. Consequently, inside 31, one of the ele- 
ments [g(a}I M , IgO"(a))l M is odd and the other is even, implying that a 
and lf(a)l~¢ realize different ypes in M. 
Case 2. a < If(a)l M . Put 
h(o) =/au(3w) [f(w}(u) = v ^  (Vx < w) (]'{X)(u) < f(x+l)(u))] . 
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It is not difficult to deduce that 
P ~- hO0 < o A Iv < f(v) -~ h(!~o)) < h(o) l  . 
Case 2,1. Ih(a)l g > Ih(f(,O)[ M . Put 
Pl (v) = rain {h(f(u)(o)): u a natural number~- , 
p(o) = uu[h(fU')(v))  = Pl (o)1.  
Then, 
P ~- h(v) > h(f(v)) -~ p(v) = p(f(o}} + I. 
Hence, M ~ p(a) = p(f(a))  + 1 and we argue as in Case 1. 
Case 2.2. Ih(a)l g = h(f(a))l M . It is easily seen that 
P k- v > h(v) ~ (~hv > 0) [./~W)(hv} =v A 
^ (V.x" < w) [¢~X)(hv) </~x+l)(hv))]. 
Put q(v) = #wq'(W)(hv) = v). Then, M ~ h(a) = a implies 
M ~ (q(a) = O) A q(f(a)) = 1 , 
and M ~ h(a) < a implies 
M ~ q(f(a)) = q(a) + 1. 
Hence, either way, M ~ q(f(a)) = q(a)+ 1 and we argue as in Case i. [3 
By an endomorphism of M we mean an elementary embedding e of  M 
into itself, e is over X, where X c hi, if e(x) = x for all x ~ X. 
4.2. Corollary. l f  N = M(b) then the only endomorphism o f  N over M is 
the identiO' mapping. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 4.1 to the case where the language L has a name 
for ~very a ~, M. If T is the complete diagram of  M then S(M) is the set 
of  types of ~" and every member of  :ff(b) has the form I f(b)l~l(by where 
f(v) is a term of L. Corsequently,  lbr every x • M(b) i fx  ~ b then x and 
b have different ypes over M. Therefore, every endomorphism of  M(b) 
over M sends b to itself and, since M u {b) generates the model, it is the 
identity mapping. [ ]  
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4,3. Definition. If t(t~t is a type and f(v) is a term then f(t) = {~v):  
¢,t'(t,)) ~ t }, 
Obviously, f ( t )  is a type in the same complete theory as t, and, when- 
ever b realizes t in hL t f (b) t~ reat izesf(t )  in M. Theorem 4.1 can be re- 
slated as: For every type t(v), either i,f(t~) = o) ~ t or f ( t )  ~ t. 
Say that t i depemts  on t~ and denote it t 1 -4 t~. if, for some .t(v), 
t 1 =. f i t s ) ,  If t/, i = I, 2, are types over M then t t depends  on t 2 if this 
holds where the types are considered as types of the complete diagram 
of 3;, Put t 1 ~= t 2 if t 1 -< t 2 and  t 2 -< t I , 
4.4, Theorem. Let  t2 = .f(t 11, 
( i ) l ] ' t  I is de tbtabh, so is t 2, 
(2) l f  t 1 is end-extens ional  then t 2 is either tJqvial (i.e., (v = ~r)E t 2 
for  some COIIStaHf term n)or  end-e.x:ensional. 
(3) l f ' t  1 is minimal ,  then t 2 is either trivial or minimal,  and  (f  t 2 is 
minimal,  then ]'or some g(o), (gCf'(o)) = e) ~ t 1 , imply ing  t I = g(t  2 ) and 
hdIICC l I ~- t 2 , 
Proof, ( 1 ) This follows in a straightforward way from the definitions. 
(2) Let M 0 be the minimal model over which t I is a type and let 
N = ,~t0( ~ 1. If t f (b)t  x ,~ ,M 0, then, for some constant term 7r, N ~ f (b )  = 7r. 
Since f (b l  realizes 12 in A~ (v = 7r) ~. t 2 . If If(b)16, ~ M 0, then M 0 < 
I,f(b)t N, implying (Tr < o) ~ t 2 for every constant term ft. Thus, if t 2 is 
non-trivial it is unbounded,  
To show that t 2 is end-extensional we use the characterization of  
Theorem 2. I0. (;iven k(u, v), put X'(u, o) = X(u, f (v))  and take X such 
that (u ~ A'~ ~ t I and t I H 6x.(~). Then t I implies: 
(Vu'~3%~l(Vu ~ X) lu > % -" X(u.f(v))l v 
Obviously. 
P t- tVv) i f (v )  > max{f( f f ) :  u' ~< %} -+ v> %]  . 
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Hence, if we put __Y = {f(o): o ~ X}, then t I implies: 
(Vu) (3o o) [ (vv  E Y)[v > o o -* X(u. v)] v 
v (Vv ~ _Y) Iv > % ~ -1X(u, v)] ] . 
SiBce t 2 belongs to the same complete theory a~ t I , it also implies that 
sentence. Obviously (o ~ Y) ~ t 2 and, since t 2 is unbounded, t 2 t- '_Y is 
infinite'. Hence, t 2 I- 5x(_Y). 
"(3) Let N = M 0 (~,~) be as in the proof of (2). Then N is a minimal ex- 
tension o fM o. Put b' = If(b)l N. Assuming that t 2 is non-trivial, b '~  M o. 
Hence Mo(b) = Mo(b'), implying the existence of  a g(o) such that 
Ig(b')l~v = b. This implies that M 0 < b' and thus t 2 is unbounded. It also 
implies (g(f(v)) = o) E t 1 . Similarly, (f(g(v)) = o) E t 2 . Now, i fN  = M(b), 
where M < b and b realizes t2, then Iftg(b))lA: = b. implying that 
M < Ig(b)ljv and that M(Ig(b)l~v) = M(b). Since Ig(b)t N realizes the 
minimal type t I , M(b) is a minimal extension o fM rn 
4.5. Definition. If x, y E M put x ~ y if for some terror(o), 31 ~ x < f (y)  A 
y < f (x) .  Put B(x,M) = {y  E M: y ~ x} ,  
Note that i fM ~ x < fl  (Y) A y < f2(x), then by putt ingf(o) = 
max {f l  (o), f2(o)} we get the condition for x ~ y. Hence the existence 
of such f l '  f2 is an equivalent condition. Also, if M ~ x < f (y )  ^  y < J~x), 
then by putting h(o) =f(o)  + o we get x,y  < Ih(x)! M , th(y)l M . Hence the 
existence of an h(o) satisfying these inequalities is an equivalent condi- 
tion. 
4.6. Proposition. ( 1 ) ~ is an equivalence relation. 
(2) B(x,M) is a segment o f  M. 
(3) y E B(x, M) if( there are terms f l  (o), .f2 (o) such that 
M ~ ]1 (x) < x, y < f2 {./1 (x)) .  
Proof. ( i )  Assume x ~ y and y ~ z. Let M ~ x ~; fl (Y) A y ~; f |  (X) and 
M ~ y < f2(z)  ^  z < f2 (y). Put 
f~(v) = maxLfl(u): u ~< v} , 
f~(u) = maxO"2(u): u < u} . 
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Then 
M ~ x ~ f~U~*(z)) ^ z < ,r/*cf~*(x)). 
By the remark above> x ~ z. 
(2) Let y i  'Y2 ~ B(x,M) and let )'i ~ Y ~ Y2" Take-fl (o), such that 
i ~ x ~< I l (-)'!)" and ,f2(o) such that M ~ Y2 ~< -f2 (x), Put f~(o) = 
max{/1 (u): u ~ u}. Then 
M V: x < .f~O') ^  y < f ,  (x ) .  
(3) Assume ), e B(x,M) and let M ~ x ~ f (y )  A y <~ f (x) .  Put 
f*(v) = max(f (u) :  u ~< v} ÷ v, 
:fl (o) = vu l f * (u )  > vl , 
]~ (o) = f* ( f * (o ) )  , 
Th e n 
P ~- f l  (v) < v ^ (f*(u) > v -~ J'1 (o) < u) .  
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Hence M N fl  (x) ~< x,j'. Also, P b- f*( f l  (o)) > v, implying P t-- f2(fl  (o)) >t 
f*(o). Hence 
M ~ x ,y  < f*(x)<~ f2(f l  (x)).  E3 
Thus, (B(x,M): x ~ M} is a family of disjoint segments of M whose 
union is M. 
4.7. Proposition. I rA  is an initial segment o f  M then A < M i f f  ]or all 
x ~ A, B(x ,M)  C A. 
Proof. If A < M, then x ~ A ~, t][x)t M ~ A, and since A is an initial seg- 
ment, we getx E A and )' < If(x)l M --" y ~ A. Hence x ~ A ~ B(x ,M)c  A. 
Conversely, i fB (x ,M)  c A for all x ~ A, then i fx ~ A and I f (X) lM~ x, 
If(X)IM E A because A is an initial segment, and i fx  ~< If(x)l M then 
I/'(x)l~ E B(x,M)  c A. Given any term g(v I . . . . .  o n ) and any x I ..... x n ~ A, 
put 
[(o) = max {g(o I . . . .  , %):  o! ... .  , on < o) . 
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Then 
Ig(x ! . . . . .  X~r)I M < lf(x*)l M ~ A ,  
where x* = max{x I ..... x,~ }. Since A is an initial segment, ~g{xi ..... xn) lg~A. 
Hence A -< M. [] 
I f  (B(x, M): x ~ M} = {B(xi,M): i E I} , where / is such that i f i  4: ] 
then B(x i ,M)  4: B(.~ ,M), and if we define <~ by i <x i iff x i  < X], then 
4.7 implies that the mapping which associates with every initial segment 
J o f / the  set Ui~jB(xi, M) is a I -1 mapping of  {J: J is an initial segment 
of  J} onto {M': M' -< M and 31' is an initial segment of  M).  
4.8. Proposition. I f  N = M(~ ), where t is end-(xtensionaL then B(b, A~ = 
N-M.  
Proof. I f x  ~ N-M,  then for some f(u, v) and some a ~ M, x = lf(a, b)l,~t < 
[ f '(b)l M, where f ' (v)  = max{.f(u, o): u-<< v}. On the other hand, by Theo- 
rem 2.21, there exists g(v) such that b -<< ig(x)i N. Hence x ~ BCb, ,\r~. The 
converse inclusion 'B(b, N) c N-  M" is immediate. [] 
4.9. Theorem. I f  x ~ M and x realizes a minimal O'pe t #, :IL then 
( 1 ) For every y ~ B(x, M) there exists a term f(v)  such that x = tf(y)l x . 
(2) Ira minimal type t' is realized (in M) by a member orB(x, M), 
then t' ~- t. 
(3) Eveo, O'pe t' such that t' ~- t is realized by ex'actly one member o f  
B(x,M). 
Proof. ( 1 ) Let y ~ B(x,M). I f ) ,  < x, then for some :erm f(v), M ~- y <~ 
x < fO~). and i fx  < y,  then for some term f(v),  M ~ x < y < ,t(~ ), In 
either case, 3. l l implies that for somc g(v), 3I N x = g(y). 
(2) f l y  E B(x,M) and v realizes t'. then by ( l ) ,  for some f(o),  
X = [f(l')] N, i iaplying t =] i t ' ) .  By Theorem 4.4, t'  ~- t. 
(3) If t' ~ J. then by Theorem 4.4, t' is minimal. Say t' = f(t). Then, 
by Theorem 4.4, (g(f(v)) = o) ~ t tot some g. Put y = Illx)l m . Then 
x = Ig(y)l~l. From this it follows that y E B(x, M). Obviously y realizes 
t'. l f z  E B(x,M), z ¢ y, and z realizes t" where t" ~ t, then since 
B(x,M) = B(z,M), it follows by (1) that for some term h(t:,), M ~ hO'} = z. 
Theorem 4.1 now implies that t' ¢ t". 1:3 
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The two main results which are based on iterated extensions are the 
following two theorems. 
Let 1 = (L <)  be any ordered set. Let M be any model. For each i ~ L 
let t i be a definable non-trivial type of  Th(M). (We shall use < to denote 
both the natural ordering of  the models to be constructed and the order- 
ti ing of 1. No confusion will arise.) Let N= M(bi)i~ t (see 1. I0). Recall that 
by 1.13 we have: for every x ~ N- -M there is a unique finite I x c I such 
that x E M(bi)i~: J i ff/x (.2 J. 
4.10. Theorem. 
( I ) ff'10 c J! c I amt Jo is a (proper) initial segment of J  1 , then 
M(bi)i~jo i¢ a (pro, per) initial segment o f  3f(bi)i~jl, 
1,2) l f  t i is ,',,d-extensional then M(b/)j< i - M(bj)j< i = B(bi,,N~. 
(3~ Oeveo" t i is minimal, then fi)r ereo' M' satisfvbTg M ~< M' < N 
there is a tolique J such that M' = M(bi)i~ J. Hence, the lattice 
({M': 51 -< M' -< N). c)  is isomoq)hic to the Boolearz algebra o f  all sub- 
sets o f  L 
Proof. ( I ) Put ;V x. = M(bi)i~ tk, k = 0, 1. Then, by 1.13, N 1 = No(tbl)i~j,_jo. 
I1J  c J l  "-d0 and J is finitel ~-ay J = {0 ..... m} where 0 < 1 < ... < m in 
the ordering of i, then by 2.4, No(tt,~)i~j is an end-extension of N(tbl)i<j, 
j 1, m. Hence l 'O(bi)i~j iS an end-extensiou o fN  0. Since No(bi)i~J_jo 
is the union of the N o (bi)ie s, as J varies over the finite subsets of  J -do ,  
( I ) follows. 
(2) Since. by ~1 ), M(b/)i,<i is an initial segment and an elementary sub- 
model of N, then B(b i, ~r) c M(bj)j,~i. implying B(b i, 2~3 -: B(b i, M(b/)]<.i). 
Since M(b;)~,., = M(b~),~< At(), (2) follows from 4.8. 
(3) Given M' such that M -< ell' -< N, let I" = (i: b i ~ M' ). Then 
M(bi)i~ I, .< M'. The equality M(bi)i~ I, = M' is obviously implied by the 
following claim: If x ~ N-  M and I x is the unique finite set such that 
X E M(b i ) i~ d ill" I x C J ,  thcl~ M(x) = 5[(bi)ic~l x. 
The proof is by induction on llxt. If I x =~0 the claim is trivial. To 
simplit), the notation, assume that I,: = {0 ..... m),  where 0 < 1 ... < m 
in the ordering of I. Then M(bi)i< m = M(bi)i< m (tin bm )" Now t m is minimal, 
and hence end-extensional, nd by 4.8 
B(bm' M(bi)i,; ,n ) = 51(b~)i~ ,, - M(bi)i< m" 
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The minimality of  I x implies that x ~ M(bi) i< m. Consequently, 
x E B(b m , M(bi ) igm).  Now apply Theorem 4.9 and get a term f (o )  such 
that M(bi)i,~r n ~ brn = f (x) .  There exists a term g(u,o)  and a member 
a ~ M(bi) i< m such that M(bi) i¢  m ~ x = g(a. b m ). Put h(o) = #u [o =g(u,f(o))], 
Ih(x)l~v = a'. Then a' < a and a' E M(x) .  Hence a' ~ M(bi) i< m . Obviously, 
N~ x =g(a',  bin). Now, !a' c {0, .... m-  1 } and x ~ M(bi)iEla, u{,n }. Con- 
sequently, I x c 1 a u {m}, implying/e, = {0, ..., m-  1 ). By the induction 
hypothesis M(a') = M(bi) i< m . Since a', b m E M(x), M(x) = M(bt)i~n, ' [] 
Now, let J = (2, <) also be an ordered set and for each / ~ J let sj be a 
definable type of the same complete theory as that o f  the t i's. Let 
N'  s" 
4.1 1. Theorem. 
( 1 ) f ie :  i -~ J is an order preserving embedding such that. tbr  all i ~ L 
t i depends on Se(1), then there is an elementary embedding over M, 
e*: N -+ IV, such ti~at, for  all i E L 
(2) I f  all the t i and si are minimal, then ibr  eveo" e as in ( 1 ), there is 
exactly one e* satisfying the above mentioned condition. Moreover, 
every elementary embedding over M, ~: N -~ N', is o f  the form e*, where 
e: I -~ J is order preserving and, for  all i, t i ~- s e(i). e is uniquely deter- 
mined by 71. 
Proof. (1) Let t i =t)(Seti)), i ~ Z Put b~ = l.t)(ce~))ilv,. Then, b~ realizes ti 
in N'. Given any formula ~(u,o), put X'(u,v) = ~(u,j i(v)). Since c,(i~ 
realizes over  M(cj)j<e(i) a definable type, there is a formula ,p(u) such 
that for all a ~ M(ci)i<e(i) we have 
N' '- X'(a, c,,~) ,~ N ~ ~ ¢(a).  
Hence, for all ,, ~ m(c/)/<e(i) , 
N ~ X(a, b~) ** N' ~ ~o(a). 
Th~s, b~ realizes a definable type over  M(ci)i<e(i). which must be tile 
unique definable type extending t r If we define an ordering <'  on the 
set I by i <'  ] iff e(i) < eQ) (where < on the fight-hand side is ih the 
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ordering of J )  and put / '  = (I, <'1, then we have shown that M(bi) ie 1 
, l(bi)iet,, But ¢ Is order preserving; hence < = < (= the gwen ordenng 
of  1); hence M(b~)ie z = M(~)~e,.~, If we put e*(bi) = b~, then e* can be 
uniquely extended to an isomorphism over 5 /o f  M(~)ie I onto M(t~ ) el. 
Obviously, 
"c  
b' i e M(ce~ n) - M(ci)i<e(,) 
(the t i were assumed to be non-trivial), 
(2) By Theorem 4.10(2), 
By Theorem 4.q, every minimal type is realized by at most one member 
of B(Ce(i), .~),  Hence, for all i ~ I, e*(b i) must be the unique member of 
B(Ce(i), N') which realizes tr Conversely, given an elementary embedding 
r/: N-~ N' over M, let 
e(i) = the unique j such that ~?(bi)~ B(e / ,N) .  
Since for all x ~ B(ee(i), Nt and all y ~ B(Ce(r),N), x < y iff e(i) < e(i') 
and since 
i < i' ~ b i < bi. ~* ~?(b i) < B(bi ,) ,  
we get i < i' iff e(i) < e(i'). By Theorem 4.9, since rl(bi) E B(ee(i) , N) and 
realizes the minimal type t i, t i depends on Se(i). Since Se(i) is minimal, 
t t = Se( D. [] 
Tile relation = divides the set of all minimal types into equivalence 
classes. If we put T = complete diagram of M, then the forthcoming 
Theorem 4.13 implies that there are IMI ~ pairwise independent minimal 
types of T. Hence, by 2.20, there are exactly IMI ` ~ equivalence classes. 
Let S be a set of representatives for these classes. 
4,12. Corollary. ISI = IMt w , and i f  t e s~ ~ S, for  all i E L / E J, where I 
and J are ordered sets, then every order preserving embedding e: I ~ J 
such that t i = S eu ) induces a unique elementary embedding 
e*: q -~ M(~,') M(bi)iel c 7 i'e] ' 
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over M such that e*(b i) = C e{i). Conversely. ever)' elementary embedding 
1 
over M is of the form e*. 
The cardinality ofM(ti)i~ I is 1MI + I/]. Hence, by using two indepen- 
dent minimal types and letting I range over the ordin~ds it is easy to ob- 
tain, for every cardinal ~: ~ IMI, 2 ~ elementary end-exlensious of M which 
are non-isomorphic arid rigid over M, (This, essentially, has been announced 
in [2] .) Furthermore, using 2 K subsets of ~: such that none is included in 
another (the existence of  which is well known) we can, in addition, guar- 
antee that none of  these 2 K end-extensions is elementarily embeddable 
over M into any ether. If also 12t/I <~ K <~ IMI ' ,  we can use t¢ independent 
types and obtain these 2 ~ extensions o that, in addition, none has non- 
trivial endomorphisms over M. 
Recent constrt~ctio,~.s by Shelah (combining the proofs of  [ ! 3, Theo- 
rems 1.1 and 1.3) show that for every regular K there are 2 ~ dense order- 
ings none of which is embeddable inio any other or non-trivially embed- 
dable into itself. Consequently, by means of  4.12, we can also get, for 
every regular t¢ 1> IMI, 2 ~ elementary end-extensions of M of  cardinality 
t~ having the above-mentioned properties, Thus, the existence of such ~t 
family of end-extensions is proved except for the case of a singular 
K ~> IMI t° . It seems likely to be true for such a K as well. In tt,As connec- 
tion Shelah's general results [ 13, 141 should be mentioned, from which 
the existence of 2 K elementary extensions of M, none of  which is elemen- 
tarily embeddable '~nto any other, follows for every regular K > IMI, 
where M is a model of any t~nsuperstable theory. In the case of Peano's 
arithmetic, 4 .10-4.12 give us much more information, which is. of course, 
to be expected. Roughly speaking, properties can be carried over from 
o~dered sets ~and even partitioned ordered sets with ~< IMt" parts) to 
endrextensio~ ~s of M. 
Other results concerning the possible order types of models of P are 
indicated in [3], including also a negative result. 
Problem. Assuming that M(b) is an elementary end-extension of  M, 
how does the order-type o fM(b) -  M (ordered by the natural ordering 
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of M(b)) depend on the type of b? In p:vrticular, is it the same for every 
two minimal (or end-extension or definz.blc) types? (The answer is of 
course trivial if M is countable. ) 
4.13, Theorem. Let M o be the minimal mo&' l  o f  the complete theory T. 
I f  T k- "~7 is m]zmt~: . thett  there are IM 0 l t° mbtimal types o f  T containing 
o E X as a member, ,vhfch arc imlependent bt pairs (i.e., t ¢~ t' ~t  ~ t'). 
Proof, The construction of lhe types is based on the following claim. 
Claim: Le! .t~U, o) be a term and ~'(w~ a class term (i.e., S(~,') = {o: X(w,o)}, 
for some formula X). One can construct X*(w) such that P implies that 
(Vu,~ iX(w)  is infinite ~ X*(u') is infinite ^  _X*(w) c _X(w)] ^ 
^ (Vu. wl.u' 2} Iw 1:~ w 2 ~({f(u.v): v~ _X*(w2)} 
n X*(w 1)) is finkel . 
X*(u} is schematically definable from N and f 
Assuming the claim we construct a sequence _X,~t.w) as follows. Enu- 
merate the termsfl.u, v} of Lo ' Ji} ..... .  t;~ ..... so that each term occurs in 
the sequence infinitely many times. Put ~'0(w} = _X o. After n -  l steps 
we get a class term X_,,.(.w~ and using Theorem 3.7 we get __Y,z (w) such 
that P implies 
~',, (u') is infinile -~ ~" (u') is infinite ^  Y,,(w) c Xn(w) ^  
,x {V ,  l t3Vo) l{(v . / (u ,  v)): v ~ !~',, (.w) ^  v > v o } 
is either 1-1 or a constant function]. 
Then construct .!L'iz(w)so that in P we have (Vu)lY',~(w"<u)) = -Yn iw)] 
(where x-'()') encodes the sequence ((x} 0 ..... (x)t(x)_l, 3')). 
Now use the claim and construct _X,,+I (w) so that P implies the a~ove 
mentioned formula for f=  f;:, X = ):;,, and X* = X,~+ 1" 
Given any sequence  c = (c 0 . . . . .  c n . . . .  )n~w of constant erms consider 
the sequence Xo((C0)) ..... ~t, I(c0 ..... c,~_ t'~) . . . . .  The construction implies 
that this sequence has the same properties as the sequence X 0 ..... X,,, ... 
of Theorem 3.8. Hence, there is exactly one unbounded type t c of T such 
that o E ~" ((% ..... c,~_t }) is in t c for all n, and this type is minimal. Let 
c' = (el, 1,~,~ be another sequence such that, for some m, T b c,~, ,/= el, n . 
Given any term f ( I t ,  I)) of  L 0,  since f occurs infinitely many times in the 
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enumeration there exists n so that T implies that 
(Vu) [X n (tel)i< n) n {f(u, u): u E X n ((c i )t< n ). is finitel 
Putting X_n, c = X_ n ((ci~t< n), let 
g(u) = max X~.c n {f(u, u): u ~ _X,. c, ) .  
Then, 
T ]- (Vv E X n, c)[o,f(u, v) > g(u) -~ f(u,  v) f~ X n. c, ] . 
Hence, if rr is any constant term of L and we put h(,0 = for ,  o), rf' = got), 
then 
T F" v ~ X n, c A v,h(v) > rr' -* h(v) f~ X.,c' • 
Since t c and t c. are unbounded, v > ,-r' belongs to each of them; hence 
h(te) =~ to,. For every term h(v) of L there is a term f(u, v) of  L o and a 
constant term rr so that 
P ~ (VV) (h(v) = for ,  u)). 
Hence h(t e) ~: tc, for every h(v) of L. For every a ~ M o let a be a con- 
stant term denoting it. Then, if a 4= b, T l- a 4: b. Hence, using all 
sequences whose members are from {a: a ~ M 0 ) we get IM0 I'° pairwise 
independent minimal types. By 2.20 that is also the number of  all end- 
extension types of T. 
Proof  o f  the claim: For any class term "Z let E(u*, Z) be such that P 
implies that 
F(0, Z) = (u ~ Z: Clu)[o is the 2u t~ member of  Z_] } , 
u* > 0 -* Eo~*, Z_) = Z-  F(0,_Z). 
F is obtained by ai~plying a definition by cases inside P. Obviously we 
have 
P ~ (F_(O, Z)  u F(u*+ 1, Z)= Z ^ (PP_'(O, Z) n F(u*+ 1,Z) = O) ^  
^ Z_ is infinite ~ F(u*, Z) is infinite. 
Note also f iat  we have, for every term f (v)  (which might have addi- 
tional free variables) and any class terms .~'. ~i '  Z-2, 
P 1- .Y_ is infinite ^  Z t n Z 2 = 0 ~ 
-~ [ {o c: Y: f (o)  q~ Z l } is infinite v 
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v (v ~ _I:: .f(v) ~ Z 2 ) is infinite]. 
- -  , " - "  ~ Z t Given f(u, u) and a binary class term _Z', put Z(w) (u: u,w) E _ )) 
and define _H(u, u*, w, Z_') schematically f rom/and _Z' so that the follow- 
ing holds in P (regard Z_' as a binary class parameter, ((v,w): Q(u,w)), 
where 0 is an additional predicate: see 2.15, 2.17): 
(u) l ~ (u)., ~ l_ttu, u*, (u) 1 , .Z'.) = E(u*, _Z(tu) 1 )) ^  
,', H(u, u*, ('+)2' Z)  = (u ~ _Zi(u) 2 ): 
.t'((u) o, u) ~ Eiu*, Zi(u) t)) ,  
[(u) 1 = 002 v w ~ (u)l ,  (u2)l ~ H(u, u*, w, Z') = Z_(w). 
tt is best understood if we regard it as describing an operation H on a 
family of  sets Z' -- {Z(z)} z, whose value is a family of  sets (Z+(Z)}z, 
where Z*(z) = HO:, y*. z, Z'). Here y and y* are two additional param- 
eters. Put (Y)o = Yo' ly)~ = z 1 , 0')2 = z2. IfZl = z2 or i fz ~ z 1, z2; then 
Z ÷ (z) = Z(z). If z I #: z 2 , then Z + (z I ) consists of those members of Z(z 1 ) 
whose index in the natural enumeration ofZ(z  I ) is even if y* = 0, and of  
these members whose index ~s odd if),* > 0. Z + (z 2 ) consists of those 
x ~ Z(z,  ) such that f(Yo' x) ~t Z + (z 1 ). Obviously, if Z(z 2 ) is infinite then 
either Hi.v, 0, z 2 , Z') or H(y, I, z 2 , Z') is infinite, and for every z ~ z 2 , if 
Z(z) is infinite so is HO', y*, z, Z). If z I s~ z2, then Z + (z I ) a (,r(yct, x): 
x ~ Z÷(z2)) = 0. Hence, i~" we start with a family (X(z)} z and we keep 
iterating H as y runs thro :gh all numbers and y* is always chosen so that 
i fZ(z 2 ) is infinite then Hty, y*, z 2, Z') is infinite, we get a doubly 
indexed family (Y(z,.v)}z,y iwhere (Y(z,y)) z is the result of they  th 
iteration) such that 
(i) X(z) ~ Y(z, O) ~ .,. ~ Y(z,y) ~ Yiz, y+ 1) ~ .... for every z. 
(ii) If Xiz)  is infinite, then Y(z, y) is infinite, for all y. 
(iii) For every Yo and every z 1 , z 2 such that z I ~ z 2 there exists y 
such that Y(zl, y) c~ (f0,o.X): x ~ Y(z 2, y)} = 0. 
Now ~et 
X*iz) = [x" (3y) ix is the yth member of Y(z, y)) .  
Then, X*(z) c X(z) and if X(z) is infinite so is X*(z). For every y, from 
a certain point on, X*(z) c Y(r, y), hence t6r all Y0 and for all z~, z 2 , 
ifz I ~ z 2 then X*(zl)  n u~. o,x): x ~ X*(z2)) is finite. 
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The claim will therefore be proved if a definition of such Y(z,y)'s (in 
terms of the g ivenfand X(z))  satisfying (i), OiL (iii) can be formalized 
inside P. Tha~ this is possible follows from the observation that _H is local 
in _Z' (with respect o P). More precisely, put H'(u. u*, ~)  = {(v. w): 
v~ _H(u, u*, w, Z')}; then it is not difficult to see that _H' is local in Z' 
(either meaning the natural generalization of this concept o binary class- 
terms, or the one obtained by replacing each binary class term ~__" by the 
unary {<o,w): (v, w) ~ Y )" both amount o the same). Now use 2.16. 
where _X i , X 2 range over binary class ter'ns, and the formula c~(t,, g~, ~(2 )
is. 
((¥w)[ {v: (v, w) ~ X 1 } is infinite -* 
{v: (v, w) ~ X 2 ) is an infinite subset ot {v: (t,, w) E _X 1 }] ) ,'~ 
A [(tt)l ~ (/t)2 ~ {O: ( i) ,( lt) ! )E  X2 } N 
n ~l~(u) 0. v): {v, (u~ z ) ~ X~ "~ 1 = O. [] 
¢, 4.14. Remark. I. t i, i = 1, ,., " are independent minimal types (of the same 
complete theory T) and if t~ are their unbounded extensions in SO1), 
? 
where M ~ T, then t i, i = 1 ,~," are independent as types over M (i.e., of 
the complete diagram of M). This is so because, ~y 4.8 and 4.9, no mem- 
ber ofM(t] ) - M realizes in M(t] ) the type t',. (onsequently, if two 
minimal types are independent and we extend ttie language by adding 
new individual constants and take the unbounded extensions of  the 
types in the new language they remain independent. 
Question: Are there independent end-extension (definable) types whose 
unbounded (definable) extensions over some model M are depe~ldent? 
4.15. Remark. If t is minimal. N =/1,1(~ ) and M is not the minimal model, 
M 0, of Th(M), then letting a E M-M 0` we have Ib + al m ~ Mo(b). (Other- 
wise a ~ M 0 (b) implying that for some f(v), lf(a)lv .>- b, which is im- 
possible becaus~ a E M < b.) Consequently tile type of  lb +af x is not 
minimal, for if ii were, then by 4.9 we should have lb +al N ~ Mtl(b). On 
the other hand tile t3 pe of Ib + a[ N over 31 (considered as a type of the 
complete diagram of M) is minimal, for it depends ov the type of  b over 
M. It can be shown that the type of Ib +al m is not even end-extensional. 
This follows from the following proposition. 
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4,1 6, Proposition. I f  t is end-extensional and t' is its unbounded extension 
over some model hi, then ~t" t' (considered as a type (~f the complete dia- 
gram) is minimal, so is t. 
We leave the proof as an exercise, 
Question: ls the type (in the original language) of lb ÷ al N , where b and a 
are as in 4,15, definable? 
4.1 7, Remark, Theorem 4,10 l\~r the case where all the ti's are minimal 
implies that, for every ] ~/ ,  M(bi)i~ 1 is a minimal extension of M(bi)i~l_ {]). 
Hence, there are minimal extensions which are not end-extensions. In 
gener:d, the following can be shown, Assume that N= M(b), where b 
realizes ~ minimal type in N and let M' = (x ~ M: x < b). (By 3.12 
M' -< M,) Then, i fN  is an end-extension ofM'(b), N is a minimal exten- 
sion of M. 
5. Lattices of elementary submodels 
5.1, Terminology, Li(M) = tile lattice of all elementary submodels of M 
(with c as the partial ordering), 
Lt('V/M) = tile lattice of all M', such that M -< ,1I' -4 N. 
Lt (ht) = the partially ordered set of all elementary submodels of M 
I 
which are generated by finitely many members. Lt (N/M) is similarly 
1 
defined. 
Since finite sets can be encoded into single elements, we have 
M' E L t (N/M)~ (].\" E N)[M' = M(x)] .  
1 
if M 0 is the minimal model of Th(M), then Lt(M) = Lt(M/M o) and 
Lt (M) = Lt (M/M o). Conversely, if we add a name for every member 
1 I 
of M, then M becomes M 0 and Lt(N/M)= Lt(N). 
Lt~ (N/hl) is an upper semi-lattice (i.e., the join of every two members 
exists). If an ideal is defined as a subset X closed under finite joins, such 
that i fy  ~< x ~ X, then 3' E X, then, as is well-known, the ideals of a semi 
upper-lattice, partially ordered by inclusion, form a lattice. It is easily 
seen that Lt(N/M) is naturally isemorphic to the lattice of all ideals of 
L t  (N/M). (Associate with every M' ~ Lt(N/M) the ideal of all M" ~ Lt~ (N/M).) 
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A member, x, of a lattice is compact if whenever x < VX, there is a 
finite X' a X such that x < VX'. A lattice is compactly-generated if ever}, 
member isa join of compact members. It is easily seen that the lattice of 
all subalgebras of a given universal algebra is complete and compactly 
generated (the compact members are the finitely generated subalgebras). 
A result of Birkhoff and Frink [ 1, p. 187 ! states that this is also a suffi- 
cient condition for a lattice to be isomorphic to the lattice of subalgebras 
of some universal algebra. Since our models can be regarded as universal 
algetcas, every Lt(N/M) is complete and compactly generated. 
A .lattice is compactly t~-generated if there is a set X of compact ele- 
ments uch that IXI = ~o and every member is a join of members of X. 
Paris [8] has shown that if TD P and the language is countable, then 
every distributive complete and compactly w-generated lattice is isomor- 
phic to Lt(~'), for some model M of T, Since we can take T as the com- 
plete diagram of a given countable model, his result can be rephrased as: 
If La is distributive, complete and completely ~-generated, and ifM is 
countable, then for some N, La = Lt(N/M). In order to get this result for 
arbitrary M's the original statement should be proved for languages with 
arbitrarily many individual constants. Paris' proof, however, relies heavily 
on the fact that the language iscountable. 
In this section we generalize some special cases of Paris ~ result to the 
uncountable situation. In additio,1, the desired extensions N of M are end- 
extensions achieved in a uniform way by the use of end-extension types. 
A result of this type is stated in 4.10: Given any set/, there exists a 
natural extension operator which can operate on any M, yielding an ele- 
mentary end-extension N, such that Lt(N/M) is isomorphic to the Boolean 
algebra of all subsets of I. (This has been stated in [ 3] without proof. 
Later, Paris [8] proved the result independently for ct, untabie M's with- 
out the end-extension a d natural operator parts. He has also shown [8] 
that for every .ountable M there exists N such that Lt(N/M)-~ (co I . <) 
and mistakenl~ ' attributed this result to the author: the credit for this 
last result belollgs to him.) 
5.2. Theorem. Let I = (L <1) be any countable ordered set. 
(D I'br any tl'eoo, T D P there are an end-extension O'pe t o f  T and 
terms l~. (o), i E L such that for every M. i f  N = M(~ ) and b i = [f#(b)] N then 
(i) For all i, / ~- I, 
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i <~ j =, M < M(b~) < MiD s) -< M(b) 
and all the inclusions are proper 
(ii) For ever3.' x E M(b), either M(x)  = M or M(x) = M(b) or there exists 
a unique i E I such that M(x) = M(bi)- 
Furthermore, ~iven a~o' class term X_ such that T f-- 'X is btlTnite'> there 
~wist such a t a#~d siwh ,l e i E L tbr which (v ~ Z(.) E t. The t3,pe t is deter- 
mined by a sequeoce o f  class terms X, ,  n ~ w, which have the properties 
( 1 ), (2), (3) o f  Theorem 2,18, X ,  and j) are schematically definable from 
Z, 
(I1) I f  t o is any end-extenshm o'pe and I has a least member i o, then 
there are an eml-extension type t aml terms J}, i ~ 1, such that whenever 
N --- M(~ ), (i) holds, and fio (t) = t o (i, e., bio realizes t o ) and 
lii') For every x ~ M(b) either M(x) = M or for some unique i E L 
hi(x) = M(b i) or hi(x) -¢ M(bio ]. Furthermore, i f  t o t-- '~ is infinite', 
there are such a t and such .? i s so that (v ~ X) ~ t. 
l l) obviously implies the following corollary. 
5.3. Corollary. For every M and ]or every countable ordered set (J, <] )  
there is an end-extension M' o f  M such that Lt~ (M'/M) ~- (J, <j).  
(If IJt = 1 let M' be a minimal end-extension of M. Otherwise, let I = J 
i f J  has no first member ap, d let I = J -  {i 0 } i f i  0 is the first member of,/. 
Then put M' = M(bi)i~ I, wher~ the bi's are as in (I).) 
The proof of 5.2 is somewhat lengthy and we break it into several 
steps, The following notation is to be used throughout the proof. 
v(Z_) = the number of elements of Z (this is so defined that the num- 
ber is 0 for infinite sets). 
l f f (u) and g(u, o) are terms, put 
,t--~l (v )  = {v' :  . t (v ' )  = v )  , 
f-1(3"}= (v': .fly') e X} ,  
/ '"X = if(v): u e X} ,  
g'  (u. X )  = (~:~,:, u): u ~ _X} . 
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5.4. Let rot, o) be a fixed term such that 
(i) P I-- o ~ v' + rot, v) ~ r(u, v'): 
(ii) P I-- r(u, o) ~ 20; 
(iii) P I--- r(u + 1, o) ~ (r(zz, v)) 2 ; 
(iv) let r('~)(u, v) be such that 
P I--- rt°)(u, v) = o A r(~+i)(u, v) = r(u, r(w)(o)) 
(i.e., it is the W th iteration of r as a function of  o), then 
t~ 
P I-- r(u+ l, v) ~ ~,  /(wt(/I, t)). 
14~ = 
(It is not difficult to construct such a term. Define insi0e P by induc- 
tion: r(0, v)= 20, r(u+ 1, v) = max{2o. (rOt, v})", v,~.=l r(*"l(u, v)). The 
induction can be formalized in P because to determine r(u+ I. v) only 
finitely man~¢ values r(u, o') are needed, namely r(lt, 0}, ~U, 0)) . . . . .  
r(u .... (r(u, u))), where this sequence is of length v.) Using the fixed r 
throug~hout the proof we make the following definition. 
5.5. For every term f( l ))  and all class teems X o, ~1" let ~,(X o, X; ,  f )  be 
the conjunction of the formulas: 
(i) X 0 is infinite: 
(ii) r"X = X " 
(iii) (Vv) (f-1 (o) n X I is finite); 
(iv) (Vu) (::1%) [(VoI, v, e Xe) l~; 2 > v ! ~ % -, ~,(.f-t(o, ) n X 2) ;~ 
r(u. ~f -1  (v I ) n _,3" 1))l I. 
Informally, (iv) means that i f x  z is the z t1~ member o fX  o and m z is 
the number of elements o f f  -1 (~c z) n X 1 . then for every a. from a certain 
point on, mz+ I >~ r(a, m:). Obviously, 7(~o, X1, f )  implies in P that 
~,(f-I (v) n _X I ) tends to oo as v varies over X o . 
5.6. Given class terms _X 0 ..... A" and terms go (v) ..... g,_ l  (v) put 
lz - I  
r(_X0 ..... X,,. go ... . .  g , -  i ~ = ~ 7(Xc <~+ l" ~i ~" 
i=0 
The proof of Theorem 5.2 rests on the following 3 Icmma~. 
Lemma 5.7. (1) Let T = P to {7(X o _XI, f ) ) ,  wheref(v)  and X i, i = O, I 
are arbitrary. 
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Then, putting ~" = {~: 19 = 19), there are terms go(V), gl (v) 
Tt-  "/(_X o, ~. go) A'y(L X,. gl) , \  
^ (Vt,  e g l  )[,tit,) -- go(g ,  (~)) I  • 
(2} Let T = P u {'X is i~finite'} ; then there exists a term f such that 
T I- 7(}f, X, f~  (where .)=£ = {v: o = v) ; ore, can easily deduce f rom this 
that it.' the lemma, I Y co~ be chosen arbitrarily, provided that 'Y_ is in- 
f inite' is added to T), 
l.emma 5.8. Given class terms ~o ..... AT,n, terms go (v) .... , gin-l (v) and 
a .fi}rmuh~ ¢(t,. 19), there exists a formula X(u. v) such that ybr every X~, i f  
7"= P u ( r ( ,x  o . . . . .  ~-. , ,  go . . . . .  g,,,_~ ), x_~ c x_ o, ax (x~)} , 
there are AL'~ ..... X,~,] such that T implies: 
" """  X - re '  go ..... gin-1 ) " J]~ {~"~ C &¥i ) A 8 {Snl} A P(X~, * 
{See 2.q amt 2.10 for the definition and import o f  8~,(X)). 
Lemma 5.9. Let T = P u W(~_" o..... X-,n' go ..... gin-1 }" Put 
./~{v) = gt{.%l ( "" g, , , -  i (v ) )  ... ), i = 0 . . . . .  m .... 1. 
(Think o.l'g i as mapping Xi+ 1 onto X i. then J) is the composition which 
maps X,n into X i.) Let h(u. v) be any term. 
{ 1 ) There exist go ..... ~,,2 and terms h(u), po(U. v) .... , Pro-1 (u, 19), 
qo {u. o) ..... qm(u, o) and h*(u) such that T implies 
• t l !  C . . . . . .  {~}~i=o{_Z__~ X~} A P (Z  o, ' ~ . , '  go'  g in - l ) ;  
A 
{ii) o ~ Z,, ^ v > h(u) 
m--  1 
-* 1o = qm(u,h(u,v)) v ll~ lit(u, v) = pi(u,fi(v)) A 
i=0 
A ft.(O) = qi(u,h{u, v))] v It(u, 19) = tt*(tt)]. 
{2} l f  t o is au end-extension o'pe o f  Tand (v ~ X o) ~ t o, then there 
are Z 0 ..... Z m . lifo), Po (U, v), ..., Pm-I  (u, v) and q l (u, o), ..., qm(u, o) such 
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that (o ~ ~o ) ~ to T implies (i),  and 
(ii') oe  z_ m ^ o> 
m- 1 
[O = qm(u,h(u, o)) V ~Yl 
i=1 
[h(u. v) = pi(u.  t;.(v)) A 
^ ]i (o) = qi(u. h(u, v))] v hot, v) = PO (U ' fo  (v))l • 
5.10. Remark.  To see the import of  Lemma 5.O assume lhat N = M(b), 
where M < b and N N b ~ Z m (where ~0 ..... Z,,~ are as in (11). Let 
b i -- Ifi(b)l N, i - 0 ..... n - 1. Then, N ~ b~ =g~tb~+ l ), a~ld hence 
M -4 M(b o) -< ... -< M(bn_ 1 ) "< M(b). I fx  = lh(a. b)l u , where a ~ M, 
then Ih(a)l u ~ 11I and hence M ~ h(a) < b. Consequently.  if the unive~al 
generalization of  (ii) holds in N, we get 
m- 1 
N k- b = qm(a,x) v lh~ [x = Pi(a, b i) ^ b i = qi(a.x)] v x = h*(a). 
i=1 
Hence, either N ~ b = qn(r<x), or, for some i. 
N ~ Ix = pi(a, b i) ^ b i = qi(a,x)l or N ~ x = l~*(a). 
This implies that either M(x) = M(b) or, for some i, 111(x) = M(bi), or 
M(x) = M. Similarly, in case (2) o f  Lemma 5.9, either 11t(x) = 11i or, lbr 
some i>  O,M(x) =M(b i) o rM(x)  M(b o) and, in addition, (v~ Zo)~t  o 
(and N ~ b 0 ~ Z o). In the proof  o f  the theorem the satisfaction o f  
P(Z0 ..... Zm' go ..... gm- l  ) is used to deduce that M(b i) 4: M(bi+l). 
We shall first derive the theorem from the 3 lemmas. 
Main construction. Enumerate I. Let 1 n consist o f  tile first n + 1 mem- 
bcrs of 1; if ~ has < n + 1 members tet 1,1 = L Assume also that if i o is the 
smallest men ber of  L then I o = {i o }. Put / - I  = 0. Enumerate all the 
formulas ~u,  v) of  L o : ~o 0(u, o) ..... ,p, (u, o) . . . . .  Enumerate all terms 
h(u, u) of L0: ho(u, u) ..... h n (u. o), .... The constructions which pro~e (I) 
and (II) of  Theorem 5.2 are variants of  the same basic construct ion and 
we shall describe them simultaneously, pointing out the differences as 
we go along. We shall refer, accordingly, to case (I) and case (I1). 
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Let T ill case (1) be as stated in Telu)rem 5.2(I), and in case (II) let 
T = {~: t o I-/3, ~ a sentence in k ], 
Given R_" such that T I- "X is infinite', put I '  o = X. After n - 1 steps we 
get, amongst others, the t~ttowing items: Class terms Xi,,,, i e ln_ I , and 
a class term !~,, ; terms gi4(v), where i,] ~ ln_ l and i <t  ]: and terms f/(v), 
whe~ i ~ I ,_ 1 , such that the following hold: 
l i'~ If i <I  ] <t  k, flaen T b ~ (Vo ~ ~k.,, )[gi, k (u) = gi.t(gL k (v))]. 
(ii} If i <I  i then T P (Vv e -}.2,, ) [./)(v) = gi.i(j)(v))] . 
(iii} lfln~ 1 = (i 0 ..... ira}, where/o <~ i~ <1 "" <l ira' then 
In case (Ill we shall also ha~e (u ~ ~.'io.n )E  t o (lt will become clear 
that there x~ill be additional items and properties. We have mentioned 
here only those which are needed to carry out the next step.) The r/th 
step is divided into 3 stages. 
Stage 1. l f l  n =/n-,, do nothing. If/~, * /n -1  let (j} =/n - /n_ l .  Put 
~/,~ = {u: v = v}. I fn > 0 there are 3 possibilities. 
(a) There are i, i' ~ In_ l such that i' is ttle <t-successor f i  in In_ 1 and 
i <j  ] <x i', Then, use Lemma 5.7(1 ) to obtain terms gij  and g].i' 
such that T implies that 
(Vl) E ~t'.n ) [gi.f (v) = gi ,]%,i  '(0))1 A 
^ ~(~'~.,,, x j.,,. g~j) ^  ~(xj,,,, x~,,,, gj.~,). 
Next, define j)(o) = g],i,(J),(v)), and, for k ~ l~r_l, if k <t  i, put 
gk.j(o) = gk, i(gij(v)), and, if i' <! k, put gj.k (u) = gi.i,(gi, k(o)). 
(b) k <t  ]' where k is the <t maximal member of in_ l" Ag,~in, use 
Lcmma 5.7( 11 to get terms g~,j and j) such that T implies that 
(vv ~ Y, ) ilk(v) = g~./~(v))] 
^ ~(~.,,, ~/,,,. g~.:) ^  v(_X~,,,, _~,, :)7. 
Then for every i G In_ ~, if i <I k put gi.j(V) = gi.k(gk,](O)). 
(C) j <~ k, where k is the <t minimal member of I,_~. This can take 
place only if ! has no minimal element (and thus (lI) is not the 
case). Use Lemma 5,'7(2) to get a termgj, k such that T ~- "r(X], n, 
Xk, n, g/.k). Def inef j (u)=gj,~(fk(v))  and, i f i~  I,,_1 and i4: k, 
gi. ~(v) = g/., %. ,(v)). 
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l fn - -0 ,  use Lemma 5.7(2) and get a tenn./~ such that r1 -  , /(xi .  r , L , ,~ . )  
(where Xi,,, is (v: v = v), as before). 
At the end of Stage 1 we get terms X i, n, fi" i E I n . and terms gi. i ,  
L ] ~ I n , i <1 ], such that (i), (it), (iii) continue to hold, with In_ t replaced 
by I n . 
To simplify the notation assume that I n = {0 . . . . .  k ) ,  where 0 </  1 </  
2 <y ... <~ k. 
Stage 2. Apply Lemma 5,8 to the case ¢(u, o) = ¢~(u, l)), with m = k+ I, 
_x~ =_x~,. ( i=o ,  ..., k)._x.,._ =-L,  .nd~.-=, -.~,++~ W=O,  ....  ~ l~.~.  =S'A~, 
Take a formula ;k(u, o), as described in Lenlma 5.8, Ill case  (1),  get by 2.1 2 
_X~ such that T1-X~ c _X0. n ,4 6~,(X~): in case (11) use the fact that t o is 
end-extensional and (v ~ _X0, n ) ~ t o and get, by 2.10, such tin X(~ so that 
(v ~ X~) ~ t 0. Then get X~, X* Y* such that T implies 
. . . .  - -K  ~ - -11  
k 
& X*  c X i ,, ^ Y* c Y,~ ^  6.(Y,*,) 
^ r (x~,  x~., Y* g . . . . . .  ek-  ,k,.t; > 
. . . .  - -n"  t l ,  I " ] " 
Stage 3. App ly  [emma 5.9 to tile case ~ i  = ~'~ (i = 0 ..... k), ~,n = Y,~ 
(m = k + 1 ), gi = gi, i+ 1 (i = 0 . . . . .  k - 1 ), gg = .t'~., where h(u, o) = h,z (u, v). 
In case (I) apply Lemma 5.9(1) and get Z o . . . . .  ~m " It(o), po (tt, v) . . . . .  
Pm-1 (u, o), qo (u, o) . . . . .  qm (u, o) and h*(u) such that T implies that 
k 
. y .  ^ r(z_ o . . . . .  z_ m . . . . .  oc k ) Zi c X~ ^  Z m c _., go.l. g~-1.k" 
i=O - -  - -  
and T implies (it) of Lemma 5.9 (with gi = gi.i+l " i = 0 . . . . .  k -  1, gk = ]'t )" 
In case (II) apply kemma 5.9(2) and get Z 0 ..... Z,~, h(u). pc(u, v) . . . . .  
Pm-t  (u, o), ql (u, vt, ..., qm-I  (u, o) such that T implies tile above mentioned 
sentence and (it') of Lemma 5.9, and, ill addition, (v E Z 0 ) E t 0 , Put 
Xi, n+ ! = ,,Z i, i = 0 ..... k, -Y,,+I = Z-k+l" This conchldes the n th step. 
Obviously, 7"1- -Yn ~ -Yn+l ^  "-Yn+l is infinite', n ~ oo. By the construc- 
tion, lbr ever: ~ ~o(u, v) of L 0, there exists n such that T1- 8¢(?;~ I, Arguing 
as in the proo{ of Theorem 2.18 it follows that tlfis is also true lk)r every 
~o(u, v) of L, Hence, every unbounded type t(o) such tttat (v ~ )fn: nC to} C 
t(v) is end-extensional. We let t be such a type of  the theory T. In case (II) 
T is complete, and hence, again by the proof of  2.18, t is uniquely deter- 
mined. To show that in this case f/o (t) = t o (where i 0 = the <t-minimum 
of / )  it is enoui~ to show that there is an unbounded type of T contain- 
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ing 
{v E 12,," n E ~)  U {4J(t)o(v)): ~,(v) ~ t o } 
as a subset. Since t o is closed under coI~unctions and implies T, which in 
turn implies Y, D )fn+t ' it is enough to show that v ~ -Yn A ~(f/o(V)) A 
A V > rr is consistent with F, for every ~(v) E t o and every constant term 
¢' "Y  = X io  ,+ and (u ~ Xi~, , )  ~ t o Since t o is unbounded,  ~. NOW T I =+ ,+",o --+,,t . . . . . . .  " 
T ~ '{v E X+o: ~(v))  is infinite', implying 
T t -  (~lv~)~+,+ )~v> rr :, ,+( l )o (v ) ) l  , 
which proves the claim. 
Now let N = 3i([  ) and let b i = [ j)(b)tA,, i E I. Given any h I (u, u) in L o, 
where u = u o . . . . .  u l, put h(u. u) = h 1 t (u )  o . . . .  , (u)  1, v). Tl~en, for some n, 
h = h n . 
By Stage 3 of the construct ion of  the tfla step, assuming that 
/ ,  = {0 ..... k}. 0 <1 i < l  "'" <:  k, we obtain in case (I) terms h(u), pi(u,  o), 
i = 0 . . . . .  k + l, qi(t¢, v), i = 0 . . . . .  k, and h*(u)  such that  T impl ies  that  
('¢0 ~- -,,+1 ) (Vu)  [u > l t (u)  -~ v qk+l (u ,h (u ,  o)) v 
v ~] (h(u,  o) = pi(l+ l ) (v))  A .~.(V) = qi(tt, h(u,  v) ) )  v 
i=O 
h(u. v) --- h*tu)]  
In case (II). we get the analogous ituation of Lemma 5.9(2). Putting 
hi (% ..... uz~ = h~(u0 ..... ut>), 
l)i,t (u o . . . . .  u e v) = pi((Uo ..... u~)), 
qi. 1 (rio . . . . .  tt I , 1:) = qi((ttO . . . . .  ttl), U),  
h~(u o ..... u )  = h*((u o ..... uz>), 
it tk~llows that 7 implies an analogous entence for h I (u,  u), where every 
u is replaced by u+ Since every term h(u,u) of  L is of  the form ht (c  o ..... cj, 
u, u), where h I (u0 ..... uj. u, v) is in L 0 and the ci+s are individual con- 
stants, it follows that for every h(u, v) in L there exists an n such that T 
implies a formula of  the abo,'e form in case (I), and the analogous formula 
in case (ID. By Remark 5.10, i fx  = Ih(a. b)l u , where a ~ M, then in case 
(I). either M(x)  = M(b), or, for some i ~ It,, M(x)  = M(b i ) ,  or M(x)  = M,  
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and in case (II), either M(x) = M(b), or, for some i ~ I n -~ {i0 )" M(x) = 
M(bi), or M(x) c M(bio ). 
I f  i <I  }, let i, } ~ I n ; then by Stage 1 of the construction of  the n th 
step we get T I-- (Vo ~ ]-n ) [fi (°) = gid(l) (v))]" and hence N ~ b i = gii(bi). 
Consequently, if i <t  i then  "m(bi) .< M(bi). To prove tl~at he inclusion 
is proper, we show that h(a, hi) N 4= bj, where h(u, u) is ~ny term in L and 
a ~ M. Let ~o(u, o) be the formula h(u, l}(o)) = fi(o). We have shown that 
there exists an 1 such that T I-- 6~(!'t). Let n ~ I be such that i,j ~ In_ 1 . 
Since T I -  -Yl D -Yn' T[-  6 (Yn). To simplify the notation, put 
In_ 1 = {0 .. . . .  , m}, where 0 <l  i </"'" < l  m, *X~t.. = ~t '  for k E I.~,. I '  and 
-Yn = -Y" We get 
r j -  r (a  o ..... x , . ,  r__. go.~ ..... g.,_~,.,, .t'.,) 
and 
T b (Vu E Y_) [gi(o) = g i , i ( . l} (o ) )  = gi.i+ 1 (''" g/-l,/~t} ( ° ) )  "'" )1" 
I t  is not difficult to see that this implies that 
T~- (Vu)(3v ~ X_i)[g~l(v ) n X] has ~u members] , 
and consequently 
T t-- (Vu o ) (3v 1 . v 2 ~ !') Iv 1 ,02 > o o ^  f i(vl ) = fi(v2 ) 
^ f~(v, ) = ~(o., )1 
Since T t -  5 (_Y) we have 
Tt-- (3v 0) [ (Vv~ )~) (v > u o ~ h(u.l}(v)) =]}(o)) v 
v (Vv ~ Y)  (o > v o -* h (u . f i (v ) )  ~ J}(v))l . 
Since ]i(Vl ) --/: y}fu 2 ) ^ fi(vl ) = ]i(v2 ) implies in P that 
7(h( . .6 (  h )) = ~(v , )  ^ h( . ,~% )) = jj.(v 2 ~). 
we get 
T ~-- (300 ) [(Vu E Y_) (v > v 0 ~ h(u, fi(v)) 4: f](v))] . 
Put h(u) = tao 0 [(Vv ~ ]Z) (v > v o -~ h(u,Ji(v)) * ]}(v))]. For a :~- M, 
Ih(a)l N ~ M. Shlce M < b we get N ~ h(a, b i) 4: bi. The proof that for 
all i ~ I, M(! iv ~ M(b) is exactly the same, with b al~d )~ plavin~ the 
roles of bi and _X]. 
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Finally, to show that b i q~ M, let ¢(u, o) be the formula j ) (o)  = u, 
Get ~',, such that T I-" 8 (}~,,). Since T ~- "tTY,, is infinite', it follows 
that 
T t- (Vu) (3%) [(Vv ~ -Yn ) [v > o 0 ~ J~(v) ~ u] ] • 
Putting g(u) = tso 0 [(Vo 6 ~,  ) (v > % -~ j)(v) :~ u)] and observing that 
b > Ig(a)l N , for all a ~ M.  we get lJ)(b)l N f~ M. Q 
Proof of Lemma 5.7. For the sake of clarity we argue and construct 
informally iuside P. it will be obvious that everything to be done can be 
formalized in P. We replace "-Y0' ~1' IJ' etc., by X o, X I , Y, etc. We con, 
tinue to use terms f go, gl etc.. to refer to the corresponding functions 
and. similarly, we use formulas to express the corresponding properties. 
( 1 ) Given X o. X l and .f(x) st.~ch ihat 7(X 0, X 1 , f), we shall construct 
functions go and gl such that 3,(X 0, Y, go), ~,(Y, X 1 , gl ), and, for all 
x E X l , .f(x) = go (gl (x)) ,  where Y = the set of all natural numbers. 
(Actually, Y can be chosen as any infinite set.) 
Let Y0 . . . . .  Yz . . . .  be the enumeration of X o in increasing order. Put 
A(z) ---.f"l (y_) n X l . Our aim is to divide each A(z) into n z disjoint sub- 
sets A(z .  1) . . . . .  A(z,n:) such that. letting rz, i = v( A (z , i )  ), 1 <~ i <~ rZz , we 
get 
(i) For every a aud for all large enough z (i.e., for all z ~ b, where b 
depends on a), nz+ ~ ~ r(a, n z), 
(ii) For every a and for all large enough z, rz,i+ 1 ) 7"(a, rz,i), l <~ i <. nz- -  1, 
and rz . l ,  I ) r(a, rz,n:) ,  
Once this has been done, enumerate all pairs (z, i), 1 <<. i <<- n z, by their 
lexicographic ordering; define go(]) = .v... where z = the fi~t coordinate 
of the/tl~ p~'~ir; and, for all x ~ ,~(z, i), put gt (x) = ], where (z, i) is the ]th 
pair. (For x ~ X 1 , gl (x) = 0.) Then, i fx E X 1 there is a unique (z, i )  such 
that x ~ A(z, i) and, by definition, f (x )  = Yz = go(gl  (x)).  Since go I (ez)n  Y 
has n. members (all the place numbers of the pairs (z, i), 1 <<. i <~ nz): 
7(X0~ Y' go ) foilows from (i}. Since.f-I (j) c~ X l = &(z, i), where (z, i) is 
the j,h pair, "~(}, X i , gt ) follows from (ii) and we are do~:e. The sets &(z, i) 
are constructed as follows. 
Let m z = v(A(z)) .  Define a sequence b o . . . . .  b a . . . .  by induction 
b o = tile first b sucl z that m~+ t ~ z(l ,  m z) for all z i> b, 
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b a = the first b > ba_ l such that m:+ l ~, ~'(a÷ 1, m, 
tbr alt z )  b, a>0.  
By the property 5.4(iv) of  r, if z > b a, then 
m~- 1 
m z >f r (a+ 1, mz_l)>~ ~ r(i~(a, mz_ l ) .  
i=1 
Hence we can divide A(z) into mz_ t disjoint sets AQ(z, i), i = 1 ..... mzt ,  
such that 
(zXa(~, 1 )) = r(a, m.  t ) '  
u(Aa(z, i+ !))= r(a, ~,(Aa(z. i))) fo r /+ t < mz_ 1 , 
v(Aa(z" mz-1  )) >>" r(a, ~(A~(z, mz_ ~ - 1 )~) . 
(E.g., Aa(Z, 1) consists of  the first r(a, m.  ! ) members of A(z). Aa(z, 2) 
of the next ~:(-'(a, mz_ 1 ) members of  A(z), and so on, and Aa(z, mz_ I ) 
consists of  all the rest of  A(z). This is the only point in the whole proof  
of Theorem 5.2 where 5.4(iv) is used.) 
Now define n z = 1 and A(z. 1 ) = A(Z), if z ~< b 0, and. if b a < z <~ ba+ I' 
n z = mz_ 1 a~ld A(z. i) = Aa(Z, i) for 1 ~< i ~< mz_ l . Since n z = mz_ t for all 
z > b 0 and, for all large enough z. m z ~ r(a, mz_ t )" the s~une holds for 
the n z's. (ii) follows from the fact that for all z > b a, v(A(z, i + 1 )) ;a 
r(a, v(A(z, i))), where i+ ! <~ n z, and 
v(A(z+ 1, 1 )) >t r(a, v(h(z)))  > r(a, v(A(z, nz ))) 
This proves (1) of  Lemma 5.7. (2) is easy and is left to the reader, if/ 
The main step of the whole proof  is the proof  of  kemmas 5.8 and 5.9. 
It involves a construction, to be carried out inside P. Speaking informally. 
given X 0 ..... Xm andg0 ..... gin-! and assunfing F(X 0 ..... X,n' go ..... gm-I )" 
we have to co, "truer subsets X I, c X/ ( in  Lemma 5.8 X~z = X*,  and in 
Lemma 5.9, X', = Z i) such that r (x  o ..... xi~z, go ..... gin- ~ ) and in addi- 
tion the X~/satt.~fy certain stipulations. (In Lemma 5.8 we want to have 
6~(X' m) where ~p is given. In Lemma 5.9 wc are given a term h and we 
want to get Po ..... Pm- l '  qo ..... qm- l  and h* which satisfy' with respect 
to the X~ the requirements stated in the lemma.) The construction is by 
induction on m. The following lemma is the key point. It takes care of' 
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both the case m = t, for Lemma 5.0, and the induction step. Because of 
the induction step we do not only prove the existence of _X o, _X' 1 having • 
the desired properties, but make a stronger claim: Given h(u, v) there 
exists a X(u, o) such that for every X o c X 0 if 5xl.V 0) then one can define 
P r t 
X! c X l so that X~, X '  1 have the desired properties; these are: ~(X 0, X l, go ) 
and the fact that for every u, It(u, o), as a function of ~) which ranges over 
t " X 1 , is, from a certain point on, either constant or its values tl(u, o) are 
determined by the values g0(o). (Lemma 5.9 for m = 1, results from this, 
by means of 5.12, using earlier constructions such as 2.12 and 3.7. For 
Lemma 5.9(27 we use 2.10 as well.) The proof of 5.11 is also used to 
prove 5.13, which plays a si;nilar role with respect o Lemma 5.8. 
5.1 1, Lemma. Let T = P u {3'(~'~, _X I , f)}. Given a term h(u, v), there 
exists a formula X(u, v) such that ',br every X~ one can construct X~ so 
that Tu  {X~ c ~o A 6x(_X~)) implies that 
(i) x~' c x~ ~ ~(x~. x_ T. ,,): 
(ii) (Vu) (300 ~[ {(v, hiu, v)): oE ~'~ ,~ v> o0} is 1--1 v 
v(Vo  I ,v2 e X~)[o  I , 02 > v o ^ f(o 1) = [(v2)-~ 
-~ h(u .  o 1 ) = h(u ,  v 2)11. 
Proof. As before we work informally inside P, replacing in the exposition 
Xo, X~, etc., by X o, X l , etc. Assume "fU~ X 0. X l ) and let x o ..... x z .... be 
the enumeration of X 0 in increasing order. Put r z = v( f -1 (x z) n X 17. For 
every a and for all large enough z, r z >~ r(a, rz_ 1 ). Since, by 5.4, r(a+ 1, x)>~ 
(r(a, x) )  2 >1 (2x) 2, it follows that for large enough z, r z >I 3rz_.l. This 
implies that there exists z 0 such that for all z > z o, r, >1 rz_ 1 + £z- I  r i=7,0 i ' 
which in its turn easily implies that for all large cno~lgh z, r z ~ £zi= ~ r i. 
Let z* be such that this last inequality holds for all z 1> z*. 
Enumerate all finite sets in some standard way. For every x ~ X o define 
a decreasing sequence of finite sets ~(0,x)  z A(! ,x)  z ... ~ A(v,x) ... as 
follows: A(0, x) = j ' - I (x )  n X t ; A(y + 1, x)  is the first subset Z c dx(y, x) 
having the following properties: 
(i) (~qz I ~. 2;) (Vz 2 E Z u Ux,<x A(0,x')) [z I 4: z 2 -~ h(Y.Zl)  4~ h(Y, Z2) ] v 
V (VZ t, Z 2 E Z) [h(y ,z  I )  = h(Y, z2) I. 
(ii) Of all subsets of A0,, x) satisfying (i), Z has the maximal cardinality. 
Claim: For each y and a the,e exists a z' such that for all z > z', 
v(~xO,.x~ )) > r(a,r~_~ 7. 
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Proof: For y = 0 this follows from 7(X 0, X t , f ) ,  Assume tile claim for 
"' v(AO', x.)~ ~, y. Given a, take z' such that z' ;~ z* and, for all z > , ,  
r(a+ 2, rz_ l ) and rz_ 1 > 0. Let z > z'. If there exists a b for which 
{x 6 ACV, Xz): hO,,x) = b} has;~ f(a, rz_ 1 ) members, then obviously 
~,(&(y + 1, x z ))1> r(a, r z_l ) (the set {x ~ ~0',  x z): h0', x) = b ) satisfies 
(i), and hence A(y + 1, x z) has at least as many members). Otherwise, 
every value of h(y,x) as x ~ &(.v,x z) is obtained < r(a, r:_ l ) times. Hence 
Z--I 
(x ~ A(y, xz): (3x '~ tJ ,~(O, xi))[hO',x) = h(v,x')l  } 
i=0 
has < (ZiZo l rz). r(a, rz_ ! ) members. Since z ,~, I ;~ :*, this last immber is 
"<< (rz-I +rz-1 )" r(a, tz_ 1 ), which, by 5.4, is < (r(a, rz_ 11) 2 , and hence 
~< r(a+ 1, rz_ 1 ). Now, v(AO,,xz))~ r(a+ 2, rz_l) ~ (r(a+ 1, rz_ ! ))2, and 
since r(a+ 1, rz_ 1 ) >1 2rz_ l >t 2, we get z,(AO', x:)) ~ 2r(a+ 1, rz_ i )" Con- 
sequently z- 1 
{x ~ ~(y,x , ) :  (Vx' e O A(0, xi))[hO'.x) ~ h(v,x')] 
" i - - -0  
has t> r(a+ 1, rz_ l ) members. Since r(a+ l, rz_ ~ ) ~> (r(a, rz_ 1 ))2, and every 
value of h(y,x) as x ranges over this set is obtained ~< r(a, rz_ 1 ) times, 
there is a subset of this set of cardinality ;~ r(a, rz_ l ) on which h(y, x) 
(as a function of x) is I--1. Hence u(A0,+ 1, x.)) ~ r(a.rz_ 1 ). This proves 
the claim. 
Using the claim, define a sequence, b v , y = 0, ! ..... as follows. 
b 0 = the first z' such that, for all z > z'. v(A(O,x z))~ r(O.rz_ ~ ): 
by+ l = the first z' such that z' > by and, lbr all z > z', 
I:(AO.'+ 1,xz))>~ tO,+ l , rz_l) .  
Since v(A&.', Xz) ) <. v(/x(O, xz) ) = r z and since r(u, v~ is mo!aotonic in v. 
it follows that, for all z > b v and for all y',  ~,(3~(y. x )) ~ r(y. t'(A0", xz_ 1 ))). 
By the properties of r it follows that for all z I , z 2 and all y' ,  if by < z l < z 2 , 
then v(AO,.xz, )) ~ ~, u(AO~, x,~ ))). 
For every x, put ¢,(x) = ~y[x ~< by+l ]. Then i fx <~ b 1 . O(x) = O, and if 
x > bl ,  then bo(x) < x <. bo(x~+l. Given any infinite subset X~ c X o, 
put X~' = Ux~x~ A(p(x),x). Then for al lx ~ X~, f  ~ (x) c~ Xt  -- A(o(x),x) 
and what we have shown implies ~I(X~), Xt ,  f). 
Now let XO,,x) stand for: ('¢z~, z2 ~ AO,,x))[hO:, z~ ) = hO'. z 2 )]. 
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A~sume that X ;  is an infinite subset of X 0 and that 5x(X~). Fix y and let 
x* be such that either 
(a) for al lx ~ X~, i fx  > x*. XO,,x); 
or  
(b) for all x ~ X~), i fx  > x*, not XO'. x). 
By the constnwtion of the ~0'.  x) 's, (b) implies that if x', x:' are members 
of X ;  which arc > x*, and if z' ~ tXO', x')  and z" ~ ~0', x"), then z' ¢ z" 
-~ h(9', z ' )~  h0' , :" ) .  Put:~" = mnx{x*, by} and let 
-- ~ax  O{~(0 ,x ) :  x ~ X 0 ^ x ~< .~}.  
Let z ! , z 2 6 X~ and assume ?< z I , z~. Then f ( z  i) > b~ (i = 1, 2), and 
hence for some y* 7~ y, f(zi) E A0,*, f(zt)) C A(l',f(zi)). Also, f ( z  i) > x*,  
i = I, 2. Consequently, (a) implies that if t(z ! ) = f (z  2 ), then hO', z 1 ) = 
h0", z 2) (because z I and z~ belong to the same A(y,x) for some x > x*), 
whereas (b~ implies that z ! 4: z 2 -~ hO', z I ) ~ h(y, z 2 ). [] 
5,12, Corollary. Let T = P u {~/(X0' -XI' fl}" Given a term h(u, o) there 
exists a formula k(u, o) sueh that for  every X~ one can construct X~ and 
terms h(u), p(u, v), q(u, v), so that Tu {X~ c X 0 ^ 8x(X(~)} implies that 
(ii) (Vu) (Vv a X~) Iv > h(u) -~ q(u, h(u, v)) = v v h(u, v) = p(u,f(v))].  
Proof, Let Mu. v) be ~s in 5.1 I, and, given X~), construct )(~' as in 5.11. 
Put 
tt(u) =/,to [ {(t,, h(u, v)): v ~ X~' ^  v/" o 0 } is 1 - 1 v 
v t 'Cv I , 0 2 e X~)  Iv 1 , o 2 > % ^ f (v  1 ) = f (v  2 ) -~ 
-~ h(u ,v  I ) = h(u,  v2) l  I , 
p(u, v) = hU~. t~v I Iv I ~ X~ ^ v I > ~(u)  ^  f (v  I ) = vl ) ,  
qtu,  v) = ~v I Iv I e X~  ^  vl > ~(u)  ^  h~u. v I ) = v l .  
it is easy to verify that P implies that 
{(v,h(u,v): u~X~ ^  v> h(u)) is 1-1 
-~ Iv ~ X_~ ^  v > ],(u) -, q(u. h~u, v)) = v] , 
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[(Vv I , 02 ~ X~') [o~, u, > ~l(u) ^  f (o  ! t = ] Iv 2 ) -* h(u, u I ) = h(u, o 2 )ll -~ 
[v ~ X_~ ^  v > h(u) ~ h(u, v) = p(u , f (v ) ) l .  [] 
5.13. Lemma. Let T = P u {,,/(X0, X 1 . f )}.  Given a formula ~o(u, v) there 
exists a formula X(u. v) such that .for every X~ one ca~ construct X~ st) 
that TO (X~ c X o ^ 5 x (_X~)} implies that 
(i) _X~ c _X l ^ "),(_X 8, X~', f); 
(ii) 6~ (_X~'). 
Proof. Put h(u, v) = pv~ [v~ = 0 ~ ~o(tt. v)]. Proceed :~s in the proof of 5.11 
and construct inside P the double indexed family of  finite sets AO', x), 
x ~ X 0, y = 0, 1, .... As z varies over AO',x), h0' ,z)  is either 1 - I  or con- 
stant. But, in our case, h is a 2-valued fimction. Since ~,(A(y,x)} becomes 
arbitrarily large for large enough x, it follows that fc~r each y, for all large 
enough x, h(y. z) (as a function of z) is constant on AO', x), that is to say 
either for all z ~ A(v, x), Of v, z), or for all z ~ AO,, x), not ~_v. z). Now 
let ;k(y,x) stand for 
(Vz ~ ~0, ,x ) )  [~o0,,z) l .  
I fX~ c X 0 and 6~,(X~') then, for each y, there is an x* such that either 
for every member z of U{AO,,x): x e X~ ^  x > x* ), ~v ,  z), or for 
every member of this set not v-(v, z). Now, construct X~ as in the proof 
of5.11. [] 
We now prove Lemmas 5.8 and 5.9, both proofs being by induction 
on m.  
Proof of Lemma 5.8. For m = 1 this is exactly 5.13. Assume it is true for 
m. Let T = P u { F(_X o ..... -Xm+ I" go ..... gm) }' Then T ~ 7(X m. Xm+ |. gm )" 
Use 5.13 and get X ! (u, v) so that for every X*z there is an _X* + l such that 
TO (X* c _X m i ,$x~(Xn*~)) implies that 
x*+l  ~.: _Xm+ 1 ^ ~,(X*~.I)  A V(~, .  X,*,,.I. g,,,) • 
Since T 1-- F(X 0 ..... ~',n' go ..... g,n~-I ) we can apply the induction hypo- 
thesis for the case ~o = X 1 and obtain X(u, o) as stated in Lemma 5.8. Now, 
given X~ get X~ ..... .~* so that, assumirtg X~ c X 0 ^ 6~,(X~ ), one can 
derive in T_X* c )t_'i, i = ! . . . .  , m, r (x~ .... .  x* .  go ..... g,,_! ) a,,d ~,  (~:*). 
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Then, get ~m+l'* for which one can derive in T. ~ m+ ! C ~-+(-m+ 1 ' "Y(Xm' Xm+ 1' 
gm 1" ~¢(~*~+1 )' By definition 
x*  go, gm-  ^ 
* -X-m+i' gm ) " A ~'(Xm, * 
and hence the claim for m + 1 follows. [] 
Proof of Lemma 5.9. For m = I we have T = p tu {3,(X__o, _XI, go)}. Apply 
5.12 ~o this case (i.e+, put J'= go ) and get a formula X(u, v) as stated there. 
To prove kemn:a 5,9( 1 ), use at this point Theorem 2.12 and get X~ 3uch 
that T t--- Xg c ~'o a 6 x i~ 0 )+ Then get *~,  h I (u), Po (u, u), q ! (u, v) such 
that T implies that ,~  c ~ l '  7(,.$'~, ~+~, go ) and 
i 
[v E X~ ,', v > h 1 (~) + qi (u, h(u, v)) = v v h(u. v) = Po(U, go(u))]. 
class term ~0 such that T implies Now apply Theorem . .7  and get a 
Z o c__ X~ A '(Z+ 0 is infinite)', and 
(Vu~+(3uo)[{(o, po(U,o)): o~ ~o A v> o o} is either 1-1 
Pat 
and let 
or a constant function]. 
h~. ~u~ = lay o [ {(v, pa(u, v)): v ~ ~o A V > U o } is either 1 - 1 
or a constant lktnction] 
qo(u,v) = Vtq [v I ~ Z_ o A v > 7z2tu) ^  po(U, vl ) = v] , 
h*(u~ = min{pa(u.u): uE +Z.. o A U> hz(u)} . 
,ks m the proof of (2) =-- (3) of Theorem 3.6 we get 
T l-- (Vu) (Vv ~ Z o ) Iv > h2 (u) -+ qo (u, Po (u. v)) = v v 
v po(u, v) = h*(u)] . 
Put h3tu) = max{o: t ,e X~ a g0(v)~ h2(u)}. Since TI-- 7(_X 0, X t ,g  o) 
we have 
T I -  (Vvl) [{v: v~ X~ Ago(V) << . V 1 } is finite]. 
Hence Y ~ (¥v c X~) Iv ~ I~s tu)-+ go(V) ~ h2 (u)]. Putting all these 
together and letting hot) = max {h I (u), h3(u)}, it follows that T implies 
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that 
o~ X~ A O> h(u)-* {ql(u,h(u,o))  =v v 
v [h(u, v) = po(U. go(O)) ^  
^ [go (o) e Z o -~ qo(U, h(u, o)) = go(O) v 
v h(u, v) = h*(u)]  ] ). 
Hence if we putZ  1 = go l (Z0 ) n X~ we get 
TI-- vEZ_ I A V> t'l(U) ~ 
-~ [q! (U, h(u, v)) = v v [h(u, v) = Po(U, go(V)) ^  
^ qo(u, h(u,v)) =go(v)l  v h(u,o) = h*(u) l .  
It is easy to check that P implies: 7(X o, Xi,  .f) ^  '~o is an infinite sub- 
set of XI'-* 3,(_X~, f - t  (Xo) ta XI, f ) .  Hence T I-- 'r(Z_ o, Z_ 1 . go )" This 
proves ( I)  for m = !~ 
To prove (2) it is enough to get _X~, X~, )'z 1 (u), Po(U, v) and ql (u, v) 
as in the proof of (1) such that, in addition, (v ~ X~) ~ t o , for then, 
putting Z o = X~, Z_I = X~ and h(u) = h~ (u), we are done. Now, since t~ 
is an end-extension type of T and T t-- '_X 0 is infinite' and (v E X o) ~ t o , 
there is an X~ such that (o e -3'_~) ~ t o and T I--X~ c X o ^ 6~(X~). (Using 
Theorem 2.10 we can get X~ such that (o ~ X~) ~ t o. P ~- X~ c Xo and 
t o I--" 6x(_X~). By an obvious modification of the argument which proves 
(2) :* (2*) of Theorem 2.10, we can get such a _X~ for which the last 
clause is strengthened to T i-- 8x(_X~). It is important at this point that 
T I-- 'X o is infinite'.) 
Now let T = P o r (~ o ..... -Xm*l' go ..... gm )" Then TI-- ~'(X,n. ~m÷l' gm )" 
Apply 5.12 to this case (i.e., replace _X o. _X l and f, respectively, by X,n. 
-Xm+l' gm) and get ;~(,~, o) having the properties tated in that corollary. 
Now T I -  F(_Xo, ,.,, ~X m, go ..... gm-I ); hence we can apply Lemma 5.8 
and get a formula X o (u, o) such that, for every X~, there are X*, i = I, 
..., m, for which ro  (X~ c _Xo, 8~o(_Xo)} implies X~ c X v i = I, .... m, 
F(X~ ..... X*, go ..... gin) and 6x(X* ). In case (1) apply Theorem 3.7 and 
get X~ such that TI-- X~ c X o A 8xo(Xo). In case (2), argue as before and 
get such an X~ ['or which (o ~ X~) ~ t o . From this point the proofs of  the 
2 cases are completely parallel. Get _X~ ..... _X* as described. Then, get 
Xm÷ 1 and terms h I (u). p(u, v), q(u, o) such that T implies X* c _Xm, l - - ra÷ 1 
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* ' gin) and 
( '1 v~- Xm+ 1 .  ^ v > tl 1 (u) ~ q(u. h(u, v)) = o v h(u, v) = P(u, gm(v)). 
Put qm+ 1 = q' Pm= P" Since T t- F(_X~ ...... X-*m" go' "'" gm -] )" we can apply 
the induction hypothesis. Apply it to the case in which h(u, v) is repI~ced 
by p(u, v). Get .Z 0 ..... Z m and terms ~)(u), Po (u, v) ..... Pm-l (u, v), 
ql (u, v) ..... qm(U, o), and in case ( 1 ) also q0 (u, v), p*(u), so that the con- 
dition stated in Lemma 5.9 holds. That is to say, T t-- ~i c X_*, 
F(~O ..... Zm' go ..... gm) and, in case ( I "~, T implies 
(**) v ~ Z m ^  v > ~(u)  -~ 
m-I  
-* [v = qm(U,p(u, v)t v ~ [p(u, v) = pi(u,]i.'(v)) ^  
i=0 
^ ~(v)  = qi(u, p(u, v))l v p(u, v) = p*(u)l  , 
where.f~(o) =gi(gi+ 1 ( ... (gin-1 (v)) "'" ))" In case (2) the analogous (ii') of  
Lemma 5.9 is implied and, in addition, (v E Z o ) E t o . Now let f~(u) be 
such that 
1 ' (  06  X~n+ 1 ^ t,;> h(u) ~ o> ]~1 (u) A gin(v)> bCu) 
(e.g., h(u) = max {hi (u), max (v ~ Xm+i" gm (v) ~< ~(u) )}). Put Z m+l = 
g~l (Zn~) c~ ~m+l'  h*(u) = p*(u). It is not difficult to check ifft(v) = 
Ji'(gm(o)), then (*) and (**) imply that 
v~ g, .+l  ^  v> h(u)-~ 
rt l  
Iv = qm+ l (u. h(u, o)) v q / [h (u ,  v) = i~i(u, .f)(v)) ^  
i=0 
^ f i (v )  = qi(tt, h(~t, o)11 v It(u, v) = h* (u) l  . 
Similarly for case (2). [] 
Another class of lattices can be realized by end-extension through the 
foUowing result. 
5.14. Theorem. Let m be a f ixed natural number. Given an end-extension 
O'pe t O there exist an end-extension type t and a term f(v), such that 
f ( t )  = t O, and. for every m, i f  N = M(~), the fol lowing holds. Let b O= 
Lf(b)l N and let b i = J(b)i3 N, i = 0 .. . .  , m (where i in the formula (v)i is the 
term 1 + ... + 1, i times). Then 
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(i) N ~ b = (b 0 .. . . .  bin), implyhtg N = M(b 0 ..... b m ). 
(ii) I f ]  q~ J (where J c {0 ..... m } ). then b i q~ M(bi) i~ ]. where M(bi)i~ J = 
M( {bi: i ~ J}). 
Off) For all i < m, b ° ~ M(b ° ). 
(iv) l f  M ~, M' "< N, then either M' < M(b O) or, .tor some unique J, 
J 4= 0 and M' = M(bi) i~ ]. 
Note that, by 2.21, it follows that for some term f**(o),  N ~ f** (b  °) ~ b 
and, therefore, M < b °. The lattice Lt(N/M) looks as follows: First comes 
Lt(M(b °)/M), whose maximal element is M(b °):  then on the top of  it we 
have Lt (N/M(b  °)),  which is isomorphic to the boolean algebra of  all sub- 
sets of  {0 ..... m }. 
Proof. An application of  Ramsey's theorem yields the t\)llowing result. 
For every n' there exists an n such that if Z 0 ... . .  Z m are sets of  cardinality 
n, and g is a function defined on Z o .. . .  , Zm, then there are subsets 
Z o c Z o ..... Z m c Zm,  each of  cardinality n .  such that for some J c {0 ..... m) 
and for all (x 0 ... . .  x ,, ), 0'o ..... Ym ) ~ ZO × "" × Z~n, 
g(x 0 ..... x m)=gO'  0 ..... Ym)~ ~ x i=.v i ,  
i~J 
( I f J  = 0 this means that f is constant on Z o X ... × Z~, .) The result can be 
proved inside P. (See also [81 .) Say that J determines {(x, g(x)): 
x ~ Z 0 X ... X Z' m } if the above written equivalence holds. Let ,o0~') bc 
the minimal n such that n > 2n' and whenever each Z'/is of  cardinality 
>i n, i = 0 .. . .  , m, and g is a function defined on Z 0 x ... X Z m, there 
exists Z~ c Z i of  cardinality n', i = 0 .. . . .  m, such that 
( (x ,g (x ) ) :  x _Z' o x ... x z ' . , )  
is determined by some J c (0 .. . . .  m ). 
Let p(°)(x)  = x, ,oty+l)(x) = p(pO')(x )). 
Put (~)i = {(z)i: z E Z }. 
Let 13(Z) stand for: 
Z_ = ( (z  0 . . . . . .  ";m ): i~rn  "i" E (Z)  i}  
(~(z "7) asserts that Z " is"  the ':artesian product o f  m + 1 sets.) As before. 
~Z ~ = the number of  members of  Z. 
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Let T = {e: t o I-- a, a a sentence in L}. Put ~'0 = {v: v = v}. Let Z0(v) 
be such that T implies that 
//1 
(!o) (Vo)[~(Z_o(O)) a Z_o(O) is finite ^ /~  [~,((Z_o(O)) 15 = v((Zo(o))o)l. 
i= l  
(2o5 
(3) 
For each u. for all large enough t~ ~ ~'o' 
tVv' < v) [o~"~O.,(Zo (v')5) < u((Z o (v)) o ~1 • 
f 
(v ~ o' ~ (Z0(v~)~ n tZo(v 5) i = 05 
(i.e.. Zo(x) represents a cartesian product of m+ I finite sets of the same 
cardinality, which, as x varies over X o, grows fast enough, and, for differ- 
eq:: o's the projections of the corresponding sets on the i th coordinate are 
disjoint). Put Z_~ = U {Zo(v): v E X0}, f(v ) =/av 1 (v ~ Z_0(o I )). 
?wceed and construct terms __7(. and Z .  (v). n E co, such that T implies 
( I n ) and (2. )  (which are obtained by replacing Z 0 and Jr_" 0 in ( 1 o ) and 
(2o) by Z .  and ~'. ) and in addition 
(4) T t -  X.. D _Xn+l ^  (Vo)[Zn(o) D Z,,÷l(o)l- 
t55 Gi~'en a term ]t(tt. 19) and a J c {0 ..... m}. let qQ,,,.t~ (u)be the for- 
nmla stating that for all large enough v, J determines {((w) 0 ..... (w) m , 
hIu, wS): w E Z (p)}. l'hen, for each h(u, o) of L there is an n such that 
Tt-- (Vu5 [W] ~Z.,h(u)l  and, putting qQ = ~S.,~.h' 
7"~ (Vul [ ~ ~t(u~ -* (3u') (go I > v') (go 2 < v 1 ) 
J ¢O " 
Ih"(u. Z_,, (v 1 )) n h"O,, Z_,, % )) = 011 
(i.e. if the determining J is not empty then from a certain point on none 
of the vatues of h on Z,,(o I) is obtained on some preceding Z_. (v 2 )). 
(o) For every formula k(u. v) of L there exists an n such that Tt-  8x(_Z*) 
where we put 
Z,,* : U (Z,, (v): v c .~,, } .  
( 75 For every n, (v ~ ~-'n ) ~ to" 
Note that, by an argument which has often been used before, it suffices 
to ensure that (5) and (6) hold for ~ql terms and formulas of L 0 . Assume 
that the construction has been performed. 
Let r be the end-extension type of T such that (o ~ Z*) ~ t ((6) and 
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the completeness of  T imply that t is unique). Since T t- f~-n* c _X,, we 
get (again, relying on (6)) f(t)  = t o. Let A( M. b ° and be, i<  m, be as in 
5.13. Since TI-- (3), we get 
r I-- (Vv e Z~) If(v) = uv'(3v~ .... , t,,.) 
[<(v) 0, v~, ..., u,.> e g0(v ' ) l  I .  
Consequently, I][b)I N can be recovered from l(b)0] N, The same a~ument  
works for each i < m, implying b 0 E M(bi). +~i) follows from the fact thai 
v = ((v) o . . . . .  (v) m) is in t. Given h(u, v), let )~(u. v) = ~h(u, ((u)! . . . . .  (v)m>) =
• (v) 0) and let TI-- 5x(+Z*). Then 
T}-- (Vu) (3v') (Vve Z_~) (v> v' -, ~ , (u ,  v) ) .  
(Z~ is, so to speak, a union cf disjoint finite cartesian products, which 
become arbitrarily large. Het~ce one cannot determine one of the coor- 
dinates in such a cartesian product from the other coordinates.) This 
implies that b o ~ h(a, (b I ..... bin)), whenever a 6 M. Consequently, 
b o ~t M(b I ..... b m) and the same argument works for every i < m. Thus 
(ii) holds. To show (ix), let x = [h(a, b)l N where a E M and h(u, v) is a 
term. Let n be such that the formula in (5) is ~mplied by 7". There is a 
J c  {0 ..... m) and a member a' E M such tha~: 
N ~ (Vt+) Iv > a' + (Vw, w' ~ Z,,(~)) 
[h(a,w~ = h(a, w') ~ /,~ (w) i = (w')il . 
iS=_J 
l f J  ~: O, there is an a" ~ M, such that 
N ~ (Vo t > a") (Vv 2 ) 
[v~ ¢: v 2 + h"(a, Z n (v I )) c~ h"(a, Z n (v~ )) = 01,  
and hence if N ~ (3v > a', a") [c ~ ~n (v)], then every b~: where i E J. 
can be recovered from Ih(a. c)l+v, using parameters from M. Conversely. 
Ih(u,c)l N can r+e obtained from (bi: i E J}. Thus, M(x) = M(bi) ie J. If 
J = 0, then if P '~  (3o > a')(c ~ Z .  (v)), Ih(a, c)l N is uniquely determined 
by the y such that N I c E Z nCv), and hence Ih(a. c)] N can be recovered 
from If(c)l N . In particular, M(x) c M(lf(b)t N ) = M(b ° ). 
Tlze construction. In the n th step we get X.+ ! , Z.+) (v) |~rom Xn, Z n(v ). 
Assume that X n, Z n (v) satisfy (1.),  (2 n ) and (v ~ X. )6  t o . Let h:, (~+, v). 
,~. (u, v) be the n th term and the n th formula, respectively, in an enumer- 
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ation of such temps and formulas of L o . Put _2" = _X n, Z_(v) = Z_ n (v), h = h, ,  
It = X n. Parts of  the construction will be based on operations which are 
informally described; in these parts we replace X. Z, etc., by X, Z, etc.; 
they can be formalized in an obvious way. 
Stage 1. Let b a be the smallest number such that, for all x E X, if 
x 9 b a . then for all x' < x, O(2a)v(Z(x')) < v((Z(x)) 0 ). (By our assump- 
*,ion there is such a b a ; obviously b a ~ ~.)  Given x ~ X, let a be the 
smallest number such that x < ba+ 1 and let c = max{v(Z(x')) :  x' < x}; 
then by the definition of  p, there are sets if0 c (Z(x))o, ..., Z' m c (Z(x)),,,, 
of equal cardinalities, such that v(Z}) > pta)(c) and, for every y < a, there 
P is a J c {0, ..., m) which determines ((z, h(v. z)): z ~ Z 0 X ... X Z'm }" 
Let (g0(x) ..... Zm(x)) be the first (m+ l)-tuple of such sets (in some 
standard enumeration of all (m+ 1 )-tuples of finite sets) and let Z'(x)  = 
X {(z): z ~ Z'o(X) X ... X ZinC')). Then Z'(x)  c Z(x), Z' and X continue to 
satisfy (2 0) twith Z 0, _X 0 replaced by Z_', X_) and, for every y, for each 
large x E X there exists a J c {0, 1 ..... m} which determines 
((z, hO,, (z))): z i ~ (Z'(x)), i ~< m). 
In the next step consm~ct X' c X such that X' is infinite and for every y 
there exists one J c (0 ..... m} such that, for all large enough x ~ X', J 
determines 
(~z, hLv. (z>)): z i ~ (Z'(x'~ i, i <~ m}.  
In addition we want to have (v ~ _X') ~ t o. To do so let ~oj(y, x) stand 
for 
J determines {(z, hO', (z))): z i E (Z'(x)) i, i <~ m) . 
Using the fact that t o is end-extensional nd (v e _X) ~ t 0, get _X' such 
that (v ~ ._g') ~ t o and, for each Jc  (0 .... , m),  T b- _X' c _X ^  6~oj(_X'). 
For each ), there is a unique Jv c (0 ..... m) which, for all large 
enoug?l x ~ X' ,  determines ((z, hLv, (z))): z i ~ (Z'(x)) i, i <~ m }. If for 
a given y this Jv is not 0, say j ~ J r '  then for all large enough x E X', 
for all 2. z' ~ Z'(x), if (z)/ ~ (z')/ then h(y, z) ¢ hO,, z'). For each a, for 
all large enough x ~ X', i fx '  < x, then v((Z'(x))j > pta+2)(v(Z'(x')). This 
implies that for each a for all large enough x ~ X', 
P({Z'(x))j) > /)(a+l) ( ~ l)(Z'(x'))) . 
.'¢s < X 
Now, whenever the last inequality holds there is a subset Y~ c (Z'(x))] 
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such flint u(}'~) > pta)(Zx,<x v(Z'(x'))) and, for all z E Z'(x), if (z) /~ Y: 
then h(y, z) ¢~ 1~"0', IJx,<~: Z'(x')). Consequently, using the same methods 
as before, one can define Y(x), such that, tbr all x, Y(x) c Z'(x), 
Y(x) = ((z>: z i E (Y(x)) r i < m) ,  
v(Y(x)) i = v(Y(x)) o and, furthermore, 
x I 4= x 2 ~ h O, Y(x I )) n h"O', Y tx ,  D = 0 
and, for each a, for all large enough x E X', x' < x implies v((Y(x)) 0 ) > 
pta)(Z%¥')). Given another y' such that Jr" 4: 0, one can apply the same 
method and get subsets Y'(x) c Y(x) ha~'ing the same properties with 
respect o), ' ,  such that for each a, for all large enough x E .V, i fx '  < x, 
then ~,((_Y'(x)) 0) > p{a)(u(Z'(x' D). (Note that we can get v((Y'(xD 0 ) > 
p(a)v(Z'(x')) and not only u((Y'(x)) 0) > Ota~v(Y(x')): to do so get fi~t 
a large enough x so that v((Y(x)) 0 ) > 0 ~a+ 1) ~x'<x z (Z (x)) and then 
argue as before.) Running through all y's for which ~, 4 :0  and iterating 
this construction, then using a diagonal mefllod, we get sets Z*(x). 
defined for al lx ~ X'  so that Z*(x) c Z'(x), Z*(x) = ((z>: z;~ (Z*(x)) r 
i < m),  v((Z*(x))i) = ~(Z*(x))  o). l f x  q~ X', let Z*(x) = 0. Then: 
(i) For each 3,, such that Jv ~ 0, for all large enou~l x ~ X', if x' < x, 
h"0', Z*(x)) n h"(y,Z*(x'))  O. 
(ii) For each a, for all large enough x E X'. i fx '  < x, 
v((Z*(x)) 0) > O~a~(v(Z*fx'))). 
The conditions o f (5)  for X', and _Z n are now satisfied for _X' and Z*. 
Stage 2. We shall extract subsets Xn+ l c X' and Zn+ l c Z* so that (6) 
will hold and all the other necessary properties will be preserved. Put 
g(u, v) =/ao 1 [o I = 0 ~ ;k(u, o)]. Apply the construction of Stage ! to the 
function g (instead of h), starting with X' and Z*, and get X" and Z**. 
Since g is two-valued, only the first step of  tiffs construction will be non- 
vacuous. '~fter this step we shall get Z*' such that for all y, for all lage 
enough x ~ X', either g(y, z) = 0 for all z ~ Z*'(x) or g(y. z) = I for all 
z ~ Z*'(x ,: thus for all y the determining J will be 0, and hence X" = X' 
= Z** Now, let ~(u.v) = (Vo'E Zn+l(v)) ~iu. o') and Z** = Z*'. Put Z,,+I . : .  
and choose X,+ l so that (v C X,,+l ) E t o and T [~ Xn+~ c X' ^ 5¢(X,~+1). t2 
Using end-extension types one can realize through Theorems 5.2 and 
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5,14, for any given 3.1, any kt 1 (N/M) of the form £j<kD j, where each Di 
is either a countable ordering, say lj, or a finite boolean algebra, say B], 
and all are pairwise disjoint. Within each Dj the (partial) ordering is as 
Nven and x < 3' for all x e Dj, ] E D F , where ] < j'. 
The lattice L t (N/M) is the lattice of all the ideals of Lt 1 (N/M). In tiffs 
case it is obtained by adding,/k~r each i ~ lj which is not minimal in lj 
and has no predecessor, a new elemem: i* which is to be V{i' : i' < i}, 
such that i* becomes the predecessor f i, 
5.1 5. Conjecture. Let La be a finite distributive lattice, in which there is 
a 0' > 0 (where 0 = 0 L ) such that every x > 0 is > 0'. Then, for every 
complete T D P there is an end-extension type t of T such that 
Lt(M(t~/M) ~ La, ibr all models ill of 7\ Furthermore, t is detemained by 
a recursive sequence of class terms _X_, as in Theorems 2.18 and 3.8. 
5.16. Conjecture, If La is any finite distributive lattice then for every com- 
plete T-~ P there is a definable type t of 7", such that Lt(M(t)/M) ~ La, 
for all lnodels M of T. 
I believe that the methods used in tl'e proofs of-fheorems 5.2 and 
5.14 caa be employed to prove 5.15. The condition that there is one 
nffnimal element above 0 is necessary, because of the following obser- 
vation. 
5. ! 7. l.ct N be an end-extension o f  M, such that for b ~ N-M,  B(b, AT) = 
N ~- M. Then there is at most one M' snch that M < M' ,< N and M' is a 
minimal ex tension o j" M. 
This to;lows immediately from 3.10. (For any x I , X 2 E N-M there 
exists an x ~ N-M suct~ that M(x) C M(x I ) n M(x 2 ), and hence 
M(xiL i = i, 2, cannot both be minimal extensions.) 
Again. by 3.10 we have: 
5.18. I]'N is an end-extension o f  M. then there are no x t , x 2 , x 3 E N-M,  
such th:tt M(xi), i = 1, 2, 3, are 3 distinct rain#hal extensions o f  M and 
for every i 4~ ], N = m(x i ,  X/). 
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Proof. Assume by contradiction that x I , x 2, x 3 are such elements, then 
i fx  I < x 2 < x 3 , we get a term f(o) such thatx  2 < x 3 < t.,ffx2)l~,, imply- 
ing that M(x  2 ), M(x~ ) cannot both be minimal extensions of  3L [] 
In particular, the lattice l -n -  I, for n ~ 3, cannot be Lt(N/M) i fN  is 
an end-extension of  M. Paris has, however, shown [ 101 (see also [9] ) 
that i fM is countable, there is an elementary extension N suda that for 
all n ~ co the l -n -  1 lattices as well as the pentagon lattice can be em- 
bedded into it as sublattices. 
Question. Can this be generalized to uncountable M's ? 
To prove 5.16 one will presum~bly need types of the form (t I (o I ) ..... 
tn(On)), where each t i is end-extensional. For the case in which La is a 
Boolean algebra the result is achieved by letting each t i be minimal. 
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